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This thesis is presented in support of my candidature
for the degree of Ph.D. It contains work carried out at
Edinburgh University between October 1950 and May 1952,
under the supervision of Professor A.C. Aitken.
I became interested in matrices with non-negative
elements when I realized that many of the most interesting
algebraic properties of these matrices could be deduced
when it was known which elements were positive and which
were zero, the actual value of the elements being immaterial.
I determined to pursue an investigation to see how far one
could proceed along those lines. Though much was Imown about
such methods, much remained, and still remains, to be done.
I had planned to give a full account of all methods
used in deriving the properties of matrices with non-negative
elements, and then to add some chapters of original work. It
was only when I had written up a large part of my notes that
I realized that this plan would make the thesis far too long.
Consequently both parts of my material have had to be cut
considerably. Por example, I had intended to use the work
of Chapter 5 to develop more fully a method used by A. Ostrowski
(1937) to prove the fundamental properties of matrices with
non-negative elements, making use of some results in the theory
of the complex variable. There was also to have been a chapter
a subject which has been studied intensively when A is a
on the iteration with a square matrix A
n P - matrix " (Of. 8.13) "but very little otherwise. Some
interesting theorems, not applicable to the iteration with
a general matrix A, may be obtained here.
My thanks are due to my wife for help in preparing this
thesis, to members of the staff and research students in the
Department of Mathematics at Edinburgh University for many
stimulating discussions, and particularly to Professor Aitken.
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SUMMARY OF COhTShTS.
Chapter 1 is a short introductory chapter dealing with
some definitions and "basic properties of matrices and vectors»
In Chapter 2 we introduce a partial order "between
matrices with real elements. For matrices with non-negative
elements our notation' and terminology differ from the usual
ones. The casual reader is advised to read section 2»3
before glancing further. The term "Positive Matrix" will
"be used from now on in the sense of 2.3»
In Chapter 3 we consider the "normal form" of a
reducible matrix, and some associated sets. We define the
" E - functions," a principal tool of investigation in later
chapters.
Chapter 4 contains some consequences of the partial
order "between matrices. Some analogues of the properties
of positive matrices and positive numbers are developed.
In Chapter 5 we consider "chains of elements" and
pOY/ers of positive matrices.
Chapter 6 contains a resume' of the chief algebraic
properties of a matrix that are required in the rest of the
thesis. These concern latent roots and latent vectors, sets
of "generalized latent vectors", classical canonical sub-
matrices, and principal idempotent and nilpotent elements.
In Chapter 7 we describe a method of proving the funda¬
mental properties of positive matrices, which is based on some
work by Probenius.
In Chapter 8 we review a method due to Wielandt (1950)
of proving the basic results for irreducible positive matrices.
We give a variant of our own. Lower and upper bounds are found
in terms of the elements of the matrix, for the ratios of
elements of the strictly positive latent column vector assoc¬
iated with the largest positive latent root of an irreducible
positive matrix.
In Chapter 9 we deal with " P-matrices ". We deduce a
large number of algebraic results purely by inspection of
positive elements, finally we examine !fsetsft of latent row
vectors.
Chapter 10 is the longest chapter. In It we consider
the singular matrix A = j? I - P , where P is a positive
matrix and yo its largest positive latent root. We examine
the number of linearly independent latent vectors associated
with the latent root 0 (10. C1 ), sets of positive general¬
ized latent vectors (10. ), and, when the multiplicity of
0 does not exceed three, the classical canonical submatrices
associated with 0. Provided we know which are singular
when A is in normal form, these Questions may be answered by
an inspection of the positions of non-zero elements. In gen¬
eral the orders of the classical canonical submatrices assoc¬
iated with 0 can not be settled in this way, though such
methods suffice to determine whether they are all equal to 1^
(10 ° 31 ). Finally we consider the principal idempotent and
nilpotent elements of A associated with 0, in some special
cases -
The Bibliography then follows. In the text we give as
reference the author's name and the date of publication, thus:
Frobenius (1912).
The Appendix consists of a paper accepted by the
Journal of the London Mathematical Society, "An inequality
for latent roots applied to determinants with dominant
principal diagonal". The theory of matrices with dominant
principal diagonal is closely connected with that for positive















If n ^ m the matrix is called rectangular.
A is called a square matrix of order n.
When n = 1, the matrix
u' = j u]_ ? u2 > '
is called a "row vector".
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If n = m, then
is called a column vector, and may conveniently he written
v = ^v1 , v2, .... vn i .
The row vector £arl , . . . . arm"J , where a .
j = 1, .... m are elements of a matrix A, is called the r-th
row of A, and will he denoted hy . Similarly, a*f will
denote -\an , a0 .... a V, and will he called the r-thv lr' 2r nr.T'"lr ^ ° " r\
column of A. The n x m matrix A is thus said to have n
rows and m columns.
The elements ap^ of A may lie in any algebraic
system. We shall however "be concerned only with elements
in the real or complex field.
It will "be seen that our definitions of matrix and
vectors are rather old-fashioned. We shall "be investigating
in detail the structure of a type of matrix and some associated
vectors. A more general axiomatic definition of vector, etc.,
would therefore have no advantage for our purposes.
2. Matrices having the same number of rows, and of columns,
will be said to be "of similar shape".
The addition of matrices is defined for matrices of similar
shape:
If A : [a±3J , and B : £b±.J
are of similar shape, then
A + B = L ai j + hij]
The product AB is defined when B has as many rows as
A has columns. Matrices A, B, whose product AB is defined
are said to be conformalak, (It may sometimes be left to the
context to indicate whether AB or BA is defined).
If A : j^ijj is an n x r matrix, and B : b-y
is an r x m matrix, then AB is the n x m matrix
AB *W £ alk .
k~ t J
The set of all square matrices of order n with complex
elements form a non-commutative ring. (Cf. Birlchoff and
Maclane (1941) p. 348).
For A + B , and AB exist,
and A + B = B + A
A ( B + C) = AB + AC
A ( BC) = (AB) C
as may easily "be verified.
the set of all square matrices of order n with, real
elements also form a non-commutative ring. To see this it
is only necessary to note, that in addition to the above
properties, the sum or product of matrices of real elements
also has real elements.
T"*
let ^ ij = 1 when I = j }
* ij = 0 when i / j .
The square matrix i^j = 1, ... n is denoted
By I. When A, I, and I, B are conformal?rwith I we have
A I = A, I# 3 = B.
The matrix Laij] > a±-j = 0 1 .... n,
j = 1 .... m will be denoted by 0. When A is of
similar shape,
A + 0= 0+ A = A.
while AO = 0, 0 B = 0
when A and 0, 0 and B are conformaB; e-
It is usually unnecessary to indicate the shape of I
and 0 in any particular case. The shape will generally be
clear from the context in which I and 0 occur.
A square matrix A whose determinant vanishes is called
"singular". Otherwise A is said to be non-singular. There
is a matrix A satisfying A A"1 = I if and only if A is
non-singular. When A is non-singular the matrix A~"
satisfying A A-"'" = I also satisfies A-"'" A = I.
If B A = I, or AC = I, then B = C = A-1 .
There is a column vector x conforma^S?with A satisfying
Ax = 0 if and only if A is singular.
(Por a definition of the determinant of A, and proofs
the above assertions see Aitken (1939))
CHAPTER 2.
2.1
In this chapter we shall "be concerned with, introducing
a partial order between matrices of real elements. Such
matrices will be called real matrices.
Definitions. let A : Laij j > B : L°pj] "b® real
matrices of similar shape, say n x m.
If a-y >. bpj , i = 1, ..... n, j = 1, . . . . m7
we shall write A 2 B
If A B , but A y B we shall write A ^ B.
It is easily seen from these definitions that
A -a A
£
If A -2. B, and B I A, then A = B,
If A B, and B ^ C, then A -~5 C,
A, B, C, being matrices of similar shape.
These are the requirements for the set of matrices
to form a partially ordered system. (Cf. Birkhoff and
Maclane (1941) p. 326).
We shall write A>B, when apj > bp^ , i = 1, 2 ....
j =1, 2 .... ?n, and A >• B when either A >B or A = B.
It is easily seen that the set of real matrices is partially
ordered also under " ^ ". When neither A ^ B nor B A,
we shall write AfjB.
The relation "A 5 B" may also be written as "B A",
"A »B" as "B CA", "A > B" as "B A" etc.
II
2.2
let E, P, be the sets of integers (1, 2, .... n),
(1, 2, .... m) respectively, and let G, H, be subsets of E
and P. We shall denote this relation by G<E, H<P or
E>G, P>E. The matrix M : i £ G^j £ P, will
be called a submatrix of A.'Mjffhe matrix E : |_b. . j,
i 4. g, j •<- P , is a submatrix of B ,"'and will be called
"the submatrix of B corresponding to M".
Theorem. let A and B be matrices of similar shape_.
Then A > B if and only if _JT for all M -<■ A and
corresponding E <■ B.
let 1 for all corresponding M, N. The 1 x "1
matrices (aijj, correspond',
hence a^ ^ "bpj > i £ E, j £ P ,
and so A > B.
If A > B and M : jTapj ,J H : [bij ] > i f G, j £ H,
then, as a-y Ss b^ , i t G, j e H,
we have M .5; N.
But M f N , as apj > by , ie G, j e: H.
Hence M N .
The theorem indicates the connection between the
relations " i3' " and " > " , and might have been used to
define "A > B".
2.3




"A *>B" as "A is (weakly) greater than B" .
"A 2» B" as "A is strictly greater or equal to B".
"A > B" as "A is strictly greater than B".
"A |( B" as "A and B are incomparable".
We may also read:
"B S A" as "B is (weakly) smaller than A".
"A 1> 0" as "A is (weakly) positive".
"A .< 0" as "A is strictly negative".
"A 4 0" as "A is (weakly) negative or zero".
When "greater", "positive" etc. are not qualified it is
understood that the weak relations are intended.
It will Toe noticed that in the case of positive matrices
we have slightly departed from a notation and terminology
that has "been used "by several writers, e.g. Brobenius
(1908, 1912), Ostrowski (1937), Wielandt (1950), ledermann
(1950 <**).
We shall give a summary of these conventions.
Rejected Notation.
let A be an n x m matrix.
When ay>0, i = 1, ,.. n, j = 1, ... m,
then A > 0, and "A is positive".
When a-y'^O, i = 1, ... n, j = 1, ... m,
then A ~2> 0, and "A is non-negative".
Our notation is considerably more convenient and rather
more satisfactory logically. For example, we shall find it
13
essential to distinguish "between weakly positive and zero
matrices. In our notation it is sufficient to write "At* 0".
In the rejected notation we should have to write 0,
A ^0". This is clumsy, and if read "A is non-negative,
"but non-fcero", then "non-negative" means "no element is
negative", while "non-gero" means "some element is not zero",
in the rejected notation "A >0" does not imply "either
A > 0 or A = 0", and the partial order under "both
" >. " and " " (in our notation) is not "brought out.
from the practical point of view the relation "A ^ B" in
our notation may seem rather artificial, "but we shall have
occasion to use it. In the rejected notation we should have
to write "A > B or A = B"j the symtol " > " seems natural.
Y/e shall not apply the terms "non-negative", "non-
positive" to matrices. In the case of scalars we shall
follow the usual conventions.
If 1 x 1 matrices A : La«&] are identified with the scalar -a
'a "then the symbols " >", " ", etc., retain their usual
meanings, and there is in this case no difference "between




let E be tie set of integers 1, 2, .... n.
let A be the square matrix of order n, A : I a. .1, i,j fi E.
L- 13 -f
'let G be a non-empty subset of E such that E - G- , the
complement of G in E , is also non-empty» Under these
conditions G is called a proper subset of S.
let M be the submatrix of • A, M : [a..}, i I j £ E - G .J_ J
The matrix A is said to be reducible if there is some proper
subset G such that M = 0.
If A is not reducible it is said to be irreducible.
A conjugate permutation of rows and columns is one which
permutes the rows and columns indices in the sane manner,
i.e., there is a permutation (h-^, hp? .... h^) of (1, 2, .... n)
such that a. . = a,
, , *, A : | a. . j , being the matrix
obtained after the conjugate permutation.
It should be noted that the reducibility of a matrix
is not affected by a conjugate permutation of rows and columns.
For suppose there is a proper subset of E , such that
a, . = 0, when i £ G, j £ E - G.
-1- J
let h^ £ G when i c G.
Then a-Yil" hj = aij = ° wiien hi ^ 11 j ^ E " G'
and so A is reducible. Similarly, we may prove that A
is reducible when A is reducible.
We shall adopt a usual convention for the union inter¬
section of classes :
i € Ep i/ Eg if and only if either i < E-^, or i £ E2 7
i c a E2 ■ if and only if i £ E-j_ and I & E2 .
3.2 let E1? E2 9...9 Ejj. be sets satisfying
E ^ 4 0 f ** = 1 k (0 is the empty set);- (a)
A/» = E * a. 2 nh <■£,** = , (b)
*> = °. <*• tM
Theorem 1. There exist non-empty sets E-j_ 7 i = 1 .... k,
satisfying (a) (b) (c) of 3.2 , for which
(i) A^ : LaijJ , i> 3 g:: E„< , is irreducible ,
(ii) A5p = Jai5 J = 0 , i * E.^ ? j £ E^ fwhen <* ^ ft.
Note: The matrices A^ , A ^ ^ ^ , are not com¬
pletely defined, as the order of the i £ E^ is left
undetermined. Hence A,^,.4 is determined up to a conjugate
permutation of rows and columns. By 3«1 such a permutation
leaves A^ irreducible. The matrix A p , /3 ^ ^ , is
determined up to some permutation of rows and columns. Of
course, a null-matrix remains null after any permutation of
rows and columns.
The proof Jps by induction on n, the order of the
matrix, The theorem is trivial when n = 1; E-^ = E is the
only non-empty subset of E.
ffc
Suppose the theorem is true for n = 1, 2, r,
and let n = r + 1. If A is irreducible, the theorem is
clearly satisfied for k = 1.
If A is reducible, there is a proper subset G •<. E
such that
M = 0
; M : j i a G, jcE-G.
how let A^ be. A-^ : i > j ^ G ?
and let A2 A -A* , £A2 (: Laij j i, j d' E - G.
By the inductive hypothesis there are sets
®1?e2 »••••5 E 1 (E Ejj.) such that
E„ E ,... = 0 , it ^ < I C L + l h ft ^ k j . 'ET- 3,'
1 / . k
t/ Et. G , (. = E - G),
and (i) and (ii) of theorem 1 are satisfied for ^ I ^ ^, p> < [
(- I ~ y~ j 3 "3, k J 3» Evidently the sets
E ^ ot = 1 r ..., k satisfy (a), (b )j7 (c ) of 3.2 and theorem 1,
(i).
Also A^ p, -A- M = 0 ^ 1 ■£ L f L + 1 k f
whence A A ^ = 0 ^ /3 , 1 ^ ^ |1.;< k ,
by theorem 1 (ii) applied to 1 ^ fS is L t , and tc
£ + t tr p ir k, .
1 -f3—-C..O-vv.^.-a .
3.3 The R-function;
let E^ , <A = 1, kbe sets satisfying 3.2 (a),
(b), _(c) j le"t ; (aijJ i 1 j t E ^ , be irreducible
submatrices of A .
Let : Laij~J ie E^.' 3 t" E p .
Define r A ^ "> 0 } if 0 :.xa f /3,
r* ja = 0 ; if kA p, = 0 , «. f (I .
Let E. ck = 1 i A = 1 9 • • • • ^ k ^
and E^ , = IT "V ^ , & t K. ^ ^ 11 ■* • 4 R- *' A$ ^ ^
where kn = , k0 = A , and the summation is taken~L S . _* ....... -
"fe.- C-' trj. Kv <f'. w
over all possible distinct s-et-s (k-^, kg, . . . . ks) with
kj_ f- k,.^( . This definition of E < ?s will often imply
that E,;.. p is infinite, bat,4s we shall never "be concerned
with the value of E_, p .but only wish to distinguish E;>p > 0
from E^p = 0, this does not matter. In any case,
when the E^ also satisfy 3-2 Theorem 1 (ii) the E p are
finite. When the E,:A satisfy 3.2 (a), (b), (c), and theorem
1, (i) and (ii) we shall call them the "decomposition sets"
of A. In chapters 9 and 10 we shall deduce interesting
applications of the E-functions.
Lemma. If the E,^ are decomposition sets of A ,
-_Z ^ jjfe. K* , S<-' ^ j
summed over the 2 terms satisfying
k ->■ !<~ ;> k,
If the E are decomposition sets of A, then A^ a = 0,
cA
^
Hence rA. p =0, whers ^ "■**- .
Every term r ^ rV-, *s- of H ^ J* containing a
factor rt. tc.tTf k , <- k«.,., > therefore, vanishes. It
follows that E^= 2 i<4
Iff
summed, over the terms indicated in the lemma.
3.4.
Theorem 2. let E ^ , <* = 1, ..., k satisfy the conditions
3.2 (a), ("b), (c), and theorem 1, (i). Then the E satisfy
3.2 theorem 1 (ii), (i.e. are decomposition sets of A) if
and only if
jj^ |3, = 0 when cA •
If the E satisfy the conditions of theorem 1 (are decom¬
position sets) then "by 3«3 lemma,
Ot ~ 11 lc. ^ ~ ^ •> '<4> "
summed over those sequences k^ which satisfy k^t> k2>y>kg •
When p> there is no such sequence, and hence ^ = 0 .
Conversely let B. ^ ^ = 0 when p.
Then as all terms of R ^ ^ are non-negative, and r^„is a term
of HrA p it follows that
"%K ,5 = 0;
and so also ,A ^ ^ =0.
Hence the Esatisfy (ii) of theorem 1, and consequently are
decomposition sets of A.
3.5
Theorem 3» let E ^ ? -A =1, ...,, k and E^ } ■>- = 1,
qe sets satisfying 3.2 (a), ("b), (c). If the E^. satisfy the
conditions of theorem 1 for a matrix A then the E* satisfy
that theorem if and only if
Ic1
(i) t = k ;
(ii) There is a permutation (h^ h-^.) of the
integers (1, • ■ • ■ . k) such that E ^ = E .... k^
(iii) E k =0 when -N 1— ..JJZ'-r- ' - J—
let A'^be the matrix A*p : [a^J^ i £ E1A? j « E»ft ;
and let r'
;i , E'^ ^ "be defined for the El^ as r^ p ,
E ^ p, for the E ^ .
If (i) and (ii) hold then At^ = A. . is square and
irreducible. If (iii) holds r k » k rA = o when < ji
Hence A!^ p = 0. This proves that the E'^
satisfy theorem 1.
How suppose that the E'^ satisfy the conditions of
theorem 1. Let y "be the smallest integer such that
E,a r\ EV, = G / 0. If G f E ^ then M = Oj
where M ; L&±jJ , i f- G •< E^ , j £ E ^ — G, and thus
A Ur< Is reducible^contrary to the conditions of theorem 1.
Hence G = E^ whence E1 > E ^ . Similarly E^ 5- E\, .
Hence E ^ = E .
But E'^ A E' f -A j ft j and so there is one Ecorres¬
ponding to each E^
We immediately deduce (i) and (ii).
If E'a = h.^ » = Aiw kfi and r^A ,5 = r ,v ^ K ^ •
It follows that E'^ ^ = Ev, \ fl.
But under the conditions of theorem 1, Et, p =0 if d jZJ
and hence E
^ ^ = 0, when ^ •**- ft.
%o
3.6.
Suppose > p and R ^ ^ = 0 ,
= R ^ & R f {% + (non-negative terms).
Hence R ^ Rtf. = 0 ,
There are three possibilities for any (f .
(i) R 0 , R^ pt = 0.
let £ £ X1 ' ^ } if and only if satisfies (i).
Suppose X^ i*-as -cp members i
(ii) a = 0 » = 0.
let ^ t Xg ? ^ * i' >, A j if and only if satisfies (ii).
Suppose Xg has kg members y
(iii) R^ = 0 , R^ "> 0.
let ^ £ X^ f :> ,j 5. p , if" and only if satisfies (iii).
Suppose X, has k., members •3 3
Clearly <*> — |3 + 1 = kl + -c9 +
lemma 1. let R <•- i^ , • j |3 '
If i £ X , j £ X ys and j^zjl ^ y = 1, 2, 3)
then R.. = 0
ID *
Suppose i i X-l , j 6 Xg or j £' X^ .
Then 0 = R«*j = E c » E^ + (non-negative terms).
Whence . E^. = 0.
But R u .*> 0 9 as i e X-, .
It follows that R.. = 0.
~L J
j—c>~r> b 3c ,j_ ^ £. X' ?
W.< o R J f4 _ R - . R jcu^)
1W^ j* > <2^ R c j « c*(
zt
Theorem 4. let E ^ ck = 1, ... 9 k "be sets satisfying
ffee'" (a), (To), (c) of (3«%' ) and the conditions of theorem 1,
(The E^j, are decomposition sets of A). There is an arrange¬
ment E K = E ^ ^ ot = 1, . ... k of the E ^ satisfying
theorem 1 such that h^ -a h ^ if and only if
(the set (h^ coo» hv) is a permutation of (1, 2, .... k))<
The condition is necessary "by (iii) of theorem 3«
Suppose R n -p = 0 .
If d -c the E^ are a required arrangement.
t&u.
If —- |o 5 R^ ^ = 1 and the condition does not apply.
0
)Ose «*. -> p . let us define the sets X-^, Xg, X^ , as
at the "beginning of the section.
Put h
y r ? 1 ~ J" ^ /5 »
h
y = p> - 1 + i where £ X-^, and i -« i' when ^ ~ t
h v. = p - 1 + k-^ + i where ^eXg and i i* when ,
h ^ = ji- 1 + k-^ + kg + i where £■£ X^ and i i' when '
h
p = p* - 1 + k^ + kg + k^ + i = ^ , c*. , and
i ■*— x, when ft
The E V satisfy theorem 1. Eor theorem 1 (i) is clearly
satisfied as A'h l = A.^. . We may check that R. i _= 0Kw v o <r 17 v
/
when h g. hj- (R ^ p, being defined for the Eas R^ ^
for the E^ ) by inspecting each of the five sets in which .
the h v- are grouped above.
Suppose, for example, that jp L Xg, and that h ^ ^ hcr
•
p ' " K J- k 0" ~ rL (f <f~
-}>i- O e J > , r-*—a h. j d-= <2 •
If $ € X, , RV . k = R^y~ = 0» Ry tlie lemma,
If Of Xg c)f X3 , then h 4? f> ck ^
whence > cA , while ^ .
Hence e'^^ = 0
;4a!Ui: "' /»cfejsg3cCT> • T-A**» A" on> -6<a>L£4-^^. , f ' >
Z2
Now e X-j_ and if (j-t- X-^, then j-" A .
Hence it follows from our construction that >
if h
^ = ft - 1 + j and h . = p - 1 + i ,
then j "> i .
Hence h ^ = p> - 1 + •
By a similar argument we obtain from j3 £_ X^ that"
11
p, = P + kl + k2 -
Consequently h ^ ^ h ^ ^
the required relation.
3.7.
It is possible to express the results of this chapter
in a different way.
let us suppose the decomposition sets of A , E ^ i
(c.f. 3.3) have n ^ members, = l......k. We may
carry out a conjugate permutation of rows and columns on A
such that




n t -'-hi <: n]_ + n2 when i c E2 ,
-u when i £ E
k *







where J. r> -u = l^....,k, is irredueihle.
For A A is derived from A^,5 of theorem 1, by a
permutation of rows and columns.
Hence A . ... = 0 , when ^ I >,Jv- js>
as A,,.. f, = 0 , when <*• 13 *
The matrix A^is irreducible^as A is irreducible
by 3.1. A matrix of the form of A (i.e. such that the
decomposition sets are (1, 2, np)^(nt +1, n^+n
etc.V will be said to be in "normal" form. The Le> ) -*• j
#■,[$= 1 ,...^ k, will be called the "decomposition sub-
matrices of A".
3.8.
The R-condition may be stated in terms of "chains"
whose members are the A ^ p . let us call
( ^ <#-v ... ) a "chain" when ^ =*■ +, and
A u ot^ 0, i = 1, 2, 3, ... s - 1. The length of the
chain is defined as one less than the number of members of the
chain.
ok ^=- ft
Theorem 5. fei '
....... ....n,. - ..... .. * ————— —— — —
R ^ ^ 0 , if and only if there is chain (oS. - - ft )
There is a chain ( ~ - - - , ) if and only if there are
integers satisfying
(1) = i2h
(ii) j . i = 1) 2, ...... s — 1^
^2i
(iii) A ^ ( • f~ 0 j i — 1, 2, ....... s - 1 -
Hence "by the definitions of 3.3 there is a chain
( * . • . p ) if and only if there are integers
satisfying (i), (ii) and
(iv) - • ■ s\-( ^ = 1-
But R ^ / h > 0 if and only if there are integers j
satisfying (i), (ii) and (iv). (S%3fey«v4r^^t-erm--of--R need
satisfy (ii) but of course we may omit faeto-rs—R- -in the
pr-odua-ts- — -as—-—-————3r).
Iience R ^ p ^ 0; if and only if there is a chain
<■ >i5 '•
3.9.
In view of the results of 3.7. and 3.8» it is possible
to enunciate theorems 2, 3, 4, rather differently, e.g.
theorem 4 may be restated thus:
Theorem 4 a. let A be in normal form, and let A ^ ,, ,
tAj (1 = 1 y>>y k be the decomposition sets of A.__
Then there is a permutation (hp, ? h, ) of (1, 2, ..... k)
such that both A is in normal form ,
where A : L% ^ B~) and 1 ^ h ^ = A rA ja , ^ /3 = 1 ^
and J4..r £. _._.JL<£1 ?
if and only if there is no chain ( y ■» > " ) -
By 3.7. we- may replace "Eck , are decomposition
lb
sets", by "A . A are in normal form and A ,A ^ , A, ^ are
decomposition submatrices".
By theorem 5, we may replace "R*. p.. = 0" by "there is
no chain ( P)" -
The theorem then follows.
CHAPTER 4.
4.1. Some Properties of Positive Matrices.
It is not Here our purpose to develop fully the con¬
sequences of the partial order introduced between real
matrices of similar shape .in chapter 2. We shall content
ourselves by stating explicitly those relations we shall
later use, and in addition, give some others which are
interesting as they bring out similarities and differ¬
ences between the partial ordering of real matrices and
the total ordering of real numbers.
The proof of relations 1 - 5 is obvious „
4.2. let A^, Ag, B-j_, B2, be matrices of similar
shape.
1. If A1 B-j^, A2 5 B2 ;
then A-j_ + A2 2 B1 + B2 .
2. If A-l > B1( A2 3 B
then A-j_ + A2 3 B1 + B2
2 J
3. If A-l 3- Bx, A2 2 B2 ,
then A-l + A2 > B-l + B2 ,
then
4. If A 3. B 0 and A p- 3: 0
,,A .3 B .
let A, B, be conforma^matrices (the product A B exists)
5. If A 5. 0 j B B 0^
tlien A B B- 0 .
Hote. If A ^ 0
j B ^ 0
then it is possible that A B = 0«
6. If A t> 0 , 3 > 0 j
then A B- 3 0 •
There is an apj >0 ? say a k > 0 .
let A "be n x m and let C = A B ,
rrj.
Then £ ht = J? ">• 0 .
By 5. C = A B B 0,
and hence A B 3 0 .
7. If A 3 o , B ^ 0, and A B = 0j
then either A = 0 or B = 0»
For "by 6l If A t» 0 , B > 0, then A B "3 0.
let A and B "be square matrices of order n.
8. If A '3 0 , B "3 0 , and B is irreducible
then A B 3 o .
Every row of an. irreducible matrix contains a non-zero
non-diagonal element.
then b ^ = 0 when j £ G, i £ E - G
where E is the set (1, 2, ....^n) and j £ G, when j f ^,
j t E.
Hence B is reducible by the definition of $.1.
For if b^j = 0 9 j = l,...,n , j ^
2
There is some "> 0 ^ say a ;> 0.
Suppose bKt > 0, and let C = A B ^
iv
Then Sew, = Tj a h_.0 b; :> a^K b kI > 0.
1 - i
By 5; C = A B h 0 >
and so A B 3 0 .
Similarly, if A > 0 , B 1> 0 and A is irreducible,
then A B ^ 0 .
It is possible that both A 1> 0 and B 0 are
irreducible and yet A B is not irreducible ?
~1
l . A B
i /
e.g. A = B =
9. If A Br» o , B 0 , and B is non-singular^
then A B r> 0 .
It is sufficient to prove that every tow of B contains a
non-zero (and hence positive)|element. The result then
follows as in 8.
If B Is non- singular, it has an universe, P , say. We
have BP = I .
Hence /- 6,;. ; p
j-'
j ! * ~ ' ;
and hence there is a j , 1 -•£ n , such that b-jj ^ 0 -
Similarly, if A > 0 , B ~r> 0 and A is irreducible,
then A B 15 0 .
10. If A "> 0 , B T> 0 , and B is irreducible,
then A B > 0.
When B is irreducible, any column of B contains a non¬
zero, non-diagonal element. The proof is similar to that
for the corresponding result for rows of B.
Juppcue , j >. 0 , j = 1, ...... rij p
Buppe-se and let C = A B ...
Then c±j • = £, a±y^ bkl ■>' a^. b^.j 0^
Sc =. i ° O J
and the result follows.
11. If A B> 0 , B z> 0 , and B is non-singular,
then AS > 0 .
Any column of a non-singular matrix contains a non-zero
element. The result follows as in 10.
Bote. The inequalities^5 ^ 11 , give rise to others when
A is replaced By A-j_ - Ag or B by B-^ ~ ~E>2 ' e*S* we
obtain from 5 :
If A S. 0 , and Bk — Bg 7
then A 5, A B2 . ^
4»3« Bow let A be a matrix with complex elements.
.jjg p* j . ""I j>
let A be the matrix A : j ja-? -?j j . Then A A> 0 ,•
! -i- J (! *./
Jgf
and we shall call A "the modulus matrix of A 11 .
let A. , B be of similar shape.
12. (A + B) * A*' + B v .
For if C = (A. + B) v , G- = (A* + B*) }
3 C
tlien °±3 = I ai3 + j £ | aij/ + i'bi3i = gi3
i '3-j 3 oo»B^H .
13. (A - B) * >1 (A* - Bx )
Proof similar to 12.
14. let A , B , (and lience A , B ' ) "be conformal,
The* (AB)^ A* 3*.
let C = ( A B ) * , G = A* B * j
A
then o13 = jZalk\j/ -I iait| !^ | - «Ij .
15. let D , T , Be diagonal matrices.
Then ( D A T ) * = D * A' T* .
let B = diag. j d^,.... . r dn j T = diag. [, t-^ y... f t,„ \1nJ -
We have
i di ■ aij' t3 ! I di| / aijI (t3l ;
and the result follows.
16. let D-^ , I>2 D^ , Be diagonal matrices, whose
diagonal elements are of unit modulus.
/.ii let A = D-i M D0 B = Do"1 I D~ ,
where M , N , are positive matrices.
Then ( A B ) 'X = ( Dx A B D, )X = A* B* = MB.
let D = diag. t dl » ^ ..... d^ j ^ i = 1, 2, 3;
then f a-?-j j = (d* m - • d. ■ = m- •j XJ j )ux U-j | - -
Hence A * = M .
Similarly B * = H t
31
■&e
and ( A B )* = M N .
4.4.
17. let A 0 "be a square ta. x 11 matrix.
let a 3^ "b0 , r = 0, 1, 2, .
Wv- -,¥^_
Then <£* a _ A A' ;rL 0
r~- c
A" - / 1 ^ A ~ 0 Ja , -*- «» ^
r
and / 'b ^ A converges if c~ a^ A converges,-
r,-^e
^ a
t,_ A diverges if Z_b s— A diverges .
~ *Sj J
As A * 0 2
a A' 3>_ "b A'
? by 4^
and the first result follows "by repeated application of 1.
We let m •*""»* , and obtain the second result by the
comparison test applied to corresponding elements of
0£*>
a ^ A ,2T b^ A
*~-0 T •> r-~e>
18. If A 72 B " , B^a matrix with complex elements^
OfO .
then £ ar A'"'" 3 ( £ b^. Br ) ' ,
f--0 tV™>C




£ A" diverges if >%b6 i5B does not converge.
~ <- u - a. O
>n Vvw -MM.'
For £ a r.. A' ,si b^ B* ^ 3 (' £ m ^ ,
32.
"by 12, 4 and 1 „
The rest of the proof is similar to that of 17.
4.5. We shall give some examples of these results.
The matrices A , B will be assumed to "be square matrices
of order n . The symbol jr will be used for summation
from 0 to .
let e""~ = jit }{'/! )
Then e ' converges for all X (c.f. Turnbull and
Aitken ( ihsi )
* J
■
4 & <» j » )
19. If A 3- B * >
■f/ierv e ,5- ( e a ) " .
For if a
^ = b ^ = 1 / r 1 , then
e= /„ a„._ A"~ , e Q = iLb^ Bv~^
and the result follows by 18.
If all the latent roots of A , Ac; - = 1 .... n
satisfy ( I ; then
(I - A ) -—# I + p A + 4' p Cp-t-U/il } A2 p
where p is any integer.
(lor explanation of latent root see chapter S, and for the
proof of this result when p > 0 , see 6.IS'. )
L £ pi j j p c = 1, ..,n , and define
-r
j
( I - A ) ! = I + p A + ^ p C p •+ 0 / A • ^ ^ * A'
for all p J- 0 .
The series converges c.4- £ 1 -
20. If A 0 , and all latent roots of
satisfy |Atj I. ?
then ( I - A ) ' ( I - A ) ? when p >• q -A. 0 ,
lor ( I - A )~P = I + p A 4- ••£ p C p4- (J /2-.'^ A *- 4
( I - A )~'H = I + q A + i «j tij /Ah< A^ +
and the result follows "by 17 and p A.i> q A
'#e have
21. let A A 0 and let the latent roots of A
satisfy
^ | 1 1 ~ 1 > ...., n .
If A 5 B ;
then
(i - a ^ ( (i - b r'\) ^ ( ( I - B )'** )* ;
p >. q o*: 0 .
Por ( I + p A + |p (p + lJ/^-li^ 4 J
SZ (I + P Bx + TP(P + 1 )/2 - ^ +••+"* )
- (i + q b* + + i)/2.fi as2 +■..+,-• )'X
3 (i + qB + ^q(l + l)/2 B2 +--+•- • )'*
3 H-
Uote. The implication is that the series for ( I - B ) ^0'
converges. It is easily proved from this that the moduli of
<>p t e^.
latent roots of B do not exceed the greatest/moduli of
a / latent roots of A . But we can^not enter into this here.0/
22. let ' A l 0 jA 1 ^ for all latent root^
of A;
then
( I - A )-1 £ I - log ( I - A ) £ eA^ I + A I t 0 j
where log ( I - A ) is defined as
log ( I - A ) = - £ ( Ar* / j
a series which converges when |~-V h | 1 i = 1, ...., n.
( I - A )-1 = I + A + A2 + A3 * ?
I - log ( I - A ) = I + A/1 + A2/2 + A3/3 9
eA = I + A/l!< + A2/2 ji + A5/3 J: 4- - - • ,
I + A = I + A .
The result follows "by 17.
\ -1* f' g- Q
It is interesting to examine when the equalities
hold in some of the results of 22.
23. Under the conditions of 22.,
(i) ( I - A ) /I I - log ( I - A ) 7
(ii) I - log ( I - A ) J-L e A >
(iii) e 11 I + A
3 5"
The equalities hold in any one of (i), (ii), (iii), only
if A2 = 0.
If A2 _ o , the equality holds In (i), (ii), (iii).
Consider (i)
( I - A )*~1 = I + A + A2 + A3 j
I - log ( I - A ) = I + A/1 + . A2/2 + A5/3 +
If A2 ^ 0 , A2 O A2/2 ?
and as A' n>_ A ^/V-
we canjnot have an equality.
If A — 0 then A" = 0 , r > Z ,
and the equality holds.
The result for (ii) and (iii) is proved similarly.
4.6. The inequalities of ,12 are the analogues of
( 1 - x )-1 > e x } 0 ^ x < 1 ;
and e 1 )> 1 + x -fcv all real x .
It is natural to enquire whether we also obtain analogues to
( 1 - x ) ^ © ::iL" ( 1 + x ) 1 0 ^ x < 1 .
%J
Suppose^the latent roots of A satisfy , i = 1, ...... n,
and that A 0 .
It is clear that
( i _ A ) e""'A jc ( I + A )_1
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does not hold in general.




= ( I - V + l2/2\ - v3/3l N)n~ - • ■ ■ / -.
as V ' = 0 , r ^ 4 .
(c.f. chapter 6,!<?)•
Thus




while I - Y
and hence e ^ j! I - Y












and so ( I - 7 ) jj e~Y .
( I 4. y )"1 j| I - V »
4.7. However,there are "negative" analogues of some of
the properties of non-negative numbers»
24» let A 3 0 , and let ( I + A ) be non-singular.
Then ( I - A ) ( I + A ) _1 .
Suppose ( I - A ) (I + A ) _1 .
'Jkz'* ( I - A ) ( I + A ) I, from 9, c.f. note at
the end of 4.2.
Hence I - A2 3 I ,
and this is impossible ,
Hence ( I - A ) ^ ( I + A )-1 .
25. let A3 0.
If A2 0 ; then ( I - A ) = ( I + A )_1.
If A2 3 0 0 then ( I - A ) ( I + A )_1 ,
The first statement follows from
(I— A) (I+A) = I - A2 = I when A" = 0.
u 4 e.
The proof of the second is similar to that of 24. ^e- --mi %
place of 9 •
26. let A 3 0 .
*TW ( I - A ) 7s e~A
Suppose ( I - A ) e A ,
We have e~A > 0 ,
Hence
I = e"A e+A ( I - A ) eA = I + ( A - A) + (A2/2
cr
+ (A5/3 - A3/2)+'
A
This is not possible.
The result follows.
27. let A t> 0 -
If A2 = 0 ; then I - A = e~A .
If A2 0 ; then ( I - A) r e~A .
Proofs similar to 25.
CHAPTER 5.
5.1. In Chapter 3 we considered chains whose members
were submatrices, In this chapter we shall consider chains
whose members are elements of a matrix A. We shall be
chiefly concerned with the "length" of chains.
Definition : A chain is defined as a sequence a, , ,
a / , , a. / , of non-zero elements of A.7 7 K>-i 5s
We shall denote this sequence by (i f i x } J i^ ) where a
comma is inserted when some element is not explicitly written
Thus (i , j ) denotes a chain beginning with i and ending
with j. We note that we have not excluded diagonal element
a • from being members of a chain. This is a distinction
between the present case and that of chapter 3. A chain
(i , i) will be called a cycle.
The length of a chain is defined as the integer equal
to the number of members of the chain, minus one.
If a,- a 0 , we shall put (- ■? ^ = 1 ?
jlj y
If aj_j =0 7 we shall put £ p-j = 0.
Let L^0' = ^ g _ _ ^«„^9
summed over all .-sequences Ip, i? , i , for fixed 3^%.
(K c. o
Let *■— c » *
or^^
We may note that we ^ill often have L t:-f , , infinite,
fiiis is of uo imporuance; c0fo 55® 3,3«
H-o
Theorem 1. There is an (_ i , j ) of length s if and only
if l"- > 0.
4- L,}
C>s
If 1 / • p» 0 , then there is a term h.t .. > O.» )J 1 "2~ o •» -J- t
t,
t — t ;J |,. + | aj.
Thus = I, — O . . - , =- I •
or 0, 0, ... 0,
whence , hy definitional^ i2 , , lg^) is a chain.
We reverse the argument and obtain the converse.
Corollary. There is^ an _ _(_ i , j ) if and only if
I- ;0 •> 0 •
We have I / \ > 0 if and only if some i/t. o .J wo
There is an ( i , j ) if and only if there is an s such
that there is an ( i , j ) of length s.
The corollary now follows from Theorem 1.
It will "be convenient to assume that every irreducible
matrix is non-zero. An irreducible matrix is zero if and
only if it is the lxl null-matrix. Should such a matrix
occur in the decomposition of A we shall agree to replace
it by a non-zero 1x1 matrix. It is easily seen, that
without this^theorem 2^etc. would not hold for a null .1 x 1
matrix.
Suppose there is a chain ( i , j ^ ^1* ^2' •••> ^-s)
say, where i^ = i > is = 3 •
If i^ = i^ , we may omit i^ -e i^ , and
still have an ( i , j ) . Repeating this process we obtain
an ( i , j ) ,
( i , 2 ) = (1/ ij, , .... i ^ ) say, with distinct i'w ,
except perhaps that i* = if = iy = j ,
5.2.
lemma. If I Co = 0, either L ^ =0, or 1.3£ = 0,
^1 — I. ... n .
lor l,;c = 1- I,3t + (non-negative terms).
Hence if 1 -<■ = 0 ,
u
then 1.^1,- = 0 ,
and the lemma follows.
Theorem 2. The matrix A_ is irreducible if and only if
either
(1)
_ 1 ^ 0 » i»3 i? 2, ...» 11«) or
(2) The re i s an i such that 1 ^ > 0 , for j = 1,2, .n
Clearly (l) implies (2). Thus we need only prove that (l) is
necessary, and that (2) is sufficient. We may restate these:
(1)'' If there are i,j, 1 & a > such that L - = 0,
then A is reducible.
(2) if A is reducible, then given any i, 1 £ i^ n , there
is a j, 1 i j A n , such that 1 - • = 0 .
Proof of (l) *• I"e"k ^ ® •
If i = j there is a i such that either 1 <; ,< = 0
. _ 0 , by the lemma. We may therefore suppose that
1^—0 and i ^ j.
Let E be the set (1, 2, ...? n), and let G- "be the sub^fejf
of E such that i £ G, and k £ G when l.i(, > 0, and
k if i . Then G is a proper subset of E as i £ G and
2 L E - G .
Let it E - G.
L i i - t-ii + non-negative terms = 0 .
Hence Cit = 0.
Let k t G and k i , while L t E - G.
L cc = L c. ic. ti ^c. + (non-negative terms) = (K
Hence Sr = 0 as Ltk_> 0.
Thus = 0 , when K <£ 4 , L t- E - G, whence A
is reducible.
Let A he reducible. There is a proper subset of E, say G
such that a = 0 , k c, G , 3 <£. E - G .
Suppose i t G, j <£- E - G. Then % = 0 , and
each term of L contains a zero factor, as in It„
, -- tC.s Cl~^^^jjthere must be an k for which
£- E - G .
Hence L ^ j = 0.
Corollary;
(1) If A is irreducible then there is a cycle (i , i )
for any i t E .
(2) If A is irreducible then L i. i > 0 for any i & E
H-3
By theorem 2 j 1 u j > 0 , for any i , j t E if A
is irreducible .
Putting j = i we obtain (2J, and (2) is equivs-lent to (1),
by theorem lf .
5.3.
let E^ , defined as in chapter 3»
Theorem 3. Let t E c* , j £ ^ p }
t(t>i 1 £;} > 0__ if and only if p > 0.
This theorem states (by 3,^ and 5, Theorem 1) that there is
a chain ( i , j ) of elements if and only if a ^ , a Jj
lie in irreducible submatrices between which there is a
chain of submatrices.
Suppose ht,j> 0 • If ^ = i3 » 0 ^ definition,
let ^ ^ P'
There is anon-zero term ° t ^'a. • - - ■
Now suppose i k £ E ■*•,<. •
let ( ^/, ^...^ I>e obtained from thfe sequence
( <*, ) by omitting all repetitions^ C. '• « ^< Jj,
and let (hp ,..., K*) be obtained from lg) by
om^itting the corresponding terms.
Then ^ <vp ° as ^ ^ p **- i»~< ~ ^
Henoe ^
where ^<rp(f"t J ' .
Hence «
ifP p*-l ~ ' y
H-Hr
an* (^on-negative
terms) 2=- 0 .
Suppose R^p > 0,
If cfc, = [S , the result follows "by theorem 2 (1).
let ^ P,
There are distinct ^^ ^ — p such that
# • (X- 'V-<r* -- - r~<rt <r & > o.
It follows that
A /P+.,7^ 0™, whence there is ^ j j> £- t-P^1£/?a+| such that
_n_I — P •*- ^ J J
cpi ^ ^=- 0. This is equivalent to i-i tp+/ ^ 0.
' -the.-*
But A^0 is irreducible. Hence if cp. j p ^<fPjiA ""
by Theorem 2.
Putting i . = i , j ■£**- J we obtain
L / • ■>- L 2 i L; /. i, . : L t: : C> CD
Theorem 4» There is a cycle ( i , j , i ) if and only
if there is an cA such that i , J <£ E ^ .
This theorem states that all elements of a cycle in A lie
within an irreducible
Proof.
let there b£ a cycle ( i , j , i ) .
1 j ■> 0, lob >0 n°y theorem 1,^^
let i t E ^ ^ j A E(3*
By theorem 3 R p > 0 E (i<3~ > 0 -
Hence by 3^ Theorem 2- ; ok "2Pj ~ ^ when<£ <j. =s. .
H-x
By theorem 2, the converse is true. L ■ \ > Q, L. • > O-J """ \) 'J
when i , j £. .
5.4.
CP c &
We shall define a • as a„. '• = ~b-. , v/hen
P
B = A .
Theorem 5. If A 0 ,
then *4 a^ > 0 if and only if t-here~-i-s 1cf0 ,
(i) If p = 1, this is true "by definition.
Suppose the theorem is true for p = r 1 .
?V
We have a"""?', = ,F a ' .•
(ii) Whence a^' ""> 0 if and only if there is a /*•<_.
such that a-^ ^0 a ^ j > 0 ?
i.e. if and only if there is a /H,- such that
^ 0 > 0 '
■ft
Hence 1 = JL 1 • 4-/t : > 0
if and only if a cj*' "> 0 •
T*- « "tf 4eo »•—e *>+■ s te<j i'y^du <•_& iori~.
If the condition A 0 is dropped, we ohtain
theorem 4"a*
Theorem 5 a. If A 7^ 0 , 1 )> 0 .
We repeat (i), and in (ii) we must replace "if and only if"
if6
by "only if" and
M (i V> II C^s / "
ai;5 0 by a^ f 0, s = lw,r.,r + 1 .
5.5.
A is an irreducible n x n matrix. A will be said to
be vof modulus k 1 (mod A = k) when k is the largest number
of sets satisfying conditions 3.2., (a ), 0>), (c), and
5.5 (a) * A {3 = 0 if f •■^-<*+-1 , mod k
« i ^
where A^ : [a^j > i <? ^ j £ Ep, E = E^, ,
when mod k, and j a. i mod k, when there is an
integer r such that j - i = rk .
When E-j = E , and k = 1, E satisfies 3.2. (a),
(b), ( (c) does not apply) and also 5.5 (a) as
A12 : feij] » 1 C E1 = E> j « E2 = E1 = E,
so that A-^2 = A «
Hence mod 'A 1 -
When mod A = 1, A is called "primitive", otherwise A is
called "imprimitive".
Theorem 6. The modulus of an irreducible A equals the
j Hi ''/i-v tfjf-
greatest common divisor of 'all cycles in A.
(a) By theorem 1, p, the g.c.d. of/all cycles in A, is the
g.c.d. of integers s for which some L^ is non-zero,
let mod A = k, the sets E^ , Eg, .... E, , being defined
by 3.2? (a), (b), (c), and 5.5. (a).
Then &±. / 0 only if i l E^, j £ E^^where ok + 1
4"7
is to be interpreted as + 1 mod k .
If for some i, 1"> 0 , suppose there is a cycle'
/. . s AJU.-V-
(ip i2> it), ip = i . Hence if i^ E_^ v it c E^( ,
s ^ -| 3nd i £ E ^ ^ = E ^ o
Whence s ^ 0
; mod k.
Csf
All -x , for which some 1 — > 0 ^ are divisible by k • Hence
p = rk, where r is an integer, r -5- 1 .
(b) Now suppose ijj > 0 , L ^ > 0. We shall prove that
s = t mod p .
As A is irreducible there is an ( j i ) of lengthy u , say., A/e^e
L V
I i > 0 .J 6-
b> C i £
I = 1 ^ (non-negative terms) >• 0 -
C fr-t-u
Similarly 1 Ut_ ">- 0 .
Hence s+u = t + u
^ mod p }
and the result follows. ft ,■ ftp!
/
(c) Sf^ Let i £ E ,band if 1 ^ > 0 , let i £ E , ~ ^
6 3 Iri , -~~u-sc p
As there is a chain (i, j) for all ;j ^we must have
Ep ■& ~E>2u>J&- Sp = E.
As there is some j for which 1'!^' > 0 ,1 £ < p >
% E ^ 0 .
let j £ E j , and , 1 — p.
There is an s such that 1 ^ =0 , s = <*• - 1 , mod p.
Hence by (b) 1 * • = 0 when t s p - 1 mod p
and hence j j, E ^
H-#
Hence E^ ^ E p = 0 , 1 £ ^ , M P- , ^
It follows that 3.2, (a), (b), (c) are satisfied»
(d) Suppose i c E^ , and a. . 0 .
Then hc , . = £ ^ > 0 , and hence, "by (c)
3 i Eoi + i , where^+-l may he interpreted as + 1 /mod p).
It follows that A'^ p = 0 , if ftp <* + 1 mod
-Ac*. £, : ^ J c ■
Hence 5.5. (a) is satisfied hy the sets E^, Eg, .... E^,
constructed in (c).
Hence k ^ p .
But hy (a) p k , whence p = k .
Corollary.
If i £ E A , then j (- E , if and only if the,-* rU a*
p ■ . - - |
mod k, v/he^rt; 1 o^ '> 0 .
We have essentially used this corollary in (if) al°v«..
let 0 > and s =• moc^ k.
Suppose s = p - on + t~ k .
There is a chain ( il?..., )j i, = ,
As in (a) j — i p *<* + r^+ i » p> + i< = E ^
<Cc? -vv-v-e--w<j "nj,
£et i a E ^ , and j L E ^ .
As A is irreducible, there is a chain (i, j).
let this chain he of length s "fhen l''\. > 0.
Vj
As "before j £ E 4 + ^ •
Hence s = > mod k .
5.6. Theorem 7.
let F-^ , Fq yi F^ satisfy 5.2 (a), (h), (c) and 5.5. (a).
Then (1) q divides k , k = mod A
L-i
(£ ) F „ = _ * + f5 * '"I ;
where h q = k and does not depend on
(a) If q divides k we shall write ( q j k ).
The argument is exactly that of theorem 6 (a), with q written
for k.
By theorem 6 ; p = k and we obtain k = h q , for some h .
(b) Suppose iK ^ > 0 , 1 Lij > 0 .
By theorem 6, (1),
s s t ^ mod k ;
whence "by (qj) s = t mod q .
We may now prove, exactly as we proved the corollary of theorem
6 /that if i i- F^, then , j £ Fp if and only if there is
such an s such that
IMj- > 0 and s £ mo<3- 1 •
how suppose i £- F j , j £ F ^ , and i e. E |3v.( ^
where E]_, E2, ..... E^ are the sets of theorem 6.
There is such an s that 1 > 0 •
Hence $ «5" -=: - 1 } mod q
and as k = h q ,
s h -x-l+rq
; mod k ?
where 0 * r i h-1
By theorem 6, Corollary ,
3 ^ E p + I t- i ~~ +
As this holds for any j ^ E ,
K- I
E =&x, sa-y -
. 7 o
ft > /
But E = £ Fu £ E^ = 4 &«»
Hence E ^ = G u y
and this proves the theorem
Corollary.
If the sets E-^» Eg > j>»»• E-^. , _El' E2 * * * * > E>
satisfy 5»2.; (a), (b), (e) , and k = mod A , there_ is
a p such that E ^ = E ^ ^ p <* = 1 ^k .
Putting k = q we immediately obtain the corollary
from theorem 7.
In other words the sets E^ E^. of theorem 6 are
unique apart from a possible trivial remuneration.
5.7.
If A is reducible and in normal form,
A
11






where ± (A) is any scalar polynomial in A , and the result
is obtained 'by simply multiplying out f(A) . The f(Ait<)
are not necessarily irreducible. That the normal form of
f(A) is as given above may also be shovm thus:
let i £ E .A 3 6 Sj3 •

















Hoy/ suppose A is irreducible and mod A ■> 1.
By a conjugate permutation of rows and columns (i.e. putting
X 2
firsti^i £ E }, equal to 1, 2, .... }
where the E^ are the sets of 5.5), we have
.... 1then the i £ E^etc.
A I 2-
i-s- - t K
y\ t«w i
where v/e have indicated only non-zero suhmatrices.
As a c.'a ^ 0 , only if 1 "L .0 , and hence only if
(p
p - <* a p, mod k £ £ n- j e ^ ^ £ »c c.-, t





j A1! k «f !
L CPA7"^ ft
„cP
A> a. q «-X
5.8.
lemma. 2. let tv , t% , ..... f't , Jb e distinct positive
-{^ integers whose g. c.d. is 1. then there are non-negative
4
integers xi , i = 1, ..... s,
s






where R is the
least common multiple (l.c.m.) of ti , , I, .
It is well-known (cf. Birkhoff and-Maclane (1941) p. 20)
f
that there are integers x '•
^ i =1, . ? s (positive,
zero, or negative) such that
P
/ x • (. = t .C- «•-
^ =•«
let us suppose that I, *>■ - 2




there are integers /*<<, such that
x j + /t.. _ L. t = x • , i = 1,
where 0 x 1 - 1 .




where x, = x' — C ^-/c- ) (E/ )
4 * tV J
j-\
„ ' c &- /t ) t,X
5 Us/ "J 4 5
and 0 ^ x t & 1 j -1 ^ i = 1, .... y s - 1
4 •
let q = Z (1/- 1) 4,
s~ 1
(s - 1) R - i .
Suppose that t 5= q and that t = / 1 2 .^ «. - 'i
4




Suppose that q "> t > q - 4^ and that t =£ t
If x ^ = Ej'.— 1 j i » 1, . • •s — lj
s
then q > J; X;£w = q + x^ q - ' A
which is impossible^
Hence there is a j for which x ; ^ 1 :J 0
S'\
Thus £ r^Li, < q — L> ^ q — Ls ^ t
*»t 0
whence x , ;>■ 0.
The lemma follows.
Lemma 3« let A "be an irreducible matrix^and let
ii- h H' i2' •.••V is ' 136 integers 1 £ i, j , ik, £ n_ ,
1 — 1 , ... my S •
Then there is a chain ( i i~- ±* j )
- — — / -*>1 ' <&• x.j * >K5 '
in A^where ( ik , i^ T..., ik ) is an arrangement of
( it t <s x. r j ^■ ) of length less or equal to
%(2n - s) (s +1) - 1 .
Let S be the set (i-^ , ig , ..... ig ), and. let he S.
As A is irreducible there is a chain (i^ i(' i^..... i^,
^ ^ , t-v - ^ , consisting of distinct members
( £f-. • 1 ) • Hence, since t-'v t $ , there is a 4r f
(r^e- w ,
which is smallest integer such that i h S.
/** /N
As S contains s members it follows that t ^ n - s .
I -C- t i^ = ik-,*
Thus there is a it) S for which there is a ( i , iki )
of length less or equal to n - s.
Similarly there is a S , i k,. ^ ii4 > such that there
is a ( i. i (v ) length less or equal to n - s + 1
- 2 .
£ Xc Ll J
t- - (
Continuing in this way we see that there is an arrangement
(ik > k. (i-|>ip> •••••!„) such4 1— j ^ J~ C. o
that there is an ( ik^ , i } t = 1, s - 1 ,
of length less or equal to n - s + k . finally there is
an ( i j ) of length less or equal to n - 1.
It follows that there is a required chain of length less or
equal to
a
£.(n - s + k) - 1 = %( 2n - s) ( s + 1 ) - 1.
k~0
This is the lemma.
5.9« Theorem 8.
let A 0. There is a positive integer p such that
AP 0 , if and only if A is irreducible and primitive.
If A is reducible, or irreducible and imprimitive, it
follows from the normal forms of A of 5.7. that
P
A
J p = 1, 2, 3 ... is not strictly positive. The second
part of the theorem is implied by the last part of theorem 9.
Theorem 9»
Let A "> 0 , be irreducible and primitive. Then
A (r ^-1) is irreducible and primitive. There is a
p such that A ' > 0 , when r^ > p . (Cf. Frobenius
(1912), )•
The last statement will be proved first.
b 6
(a) As A is irreducible and primitive, there are cycles
= ( ife , it ) of length L ^ , t = 1, s ,
such that the g.c.d. of r . L & is 1, (Theorem 6) .
let R "be the l.c.m. of £2, _ „ - - Cs ,
and let Pp = (s - 1 ) I ^ +1«
= I
let p2 = 1/2 ( 2n - 1)( s + 1 ) - 1 .
and let p = p-j_ + P2
(!) Suppose r "5- p.
By lemma 3 there is an arrangement ( i, , i-, , .... i. )
J K 2-. s
of (i^, i2, ...? ig ) such that there is a chain
(i «■ ik.| » iKl , ...j i k f j ) of length q< p2 .
where 1 if- i , j , ~ n .
By lemma 2 there are non-negative integers x^ , t = 1, ...^ s
such that
-i
£ n bL± = r - q. ^ p.,
let Xi denote the cycle obtained when the sequence of
r— -==• C- *■" trj *- er ) y
integers constituting ' t /Ti~written x times successively,
with adjoining i ± omitted. Thus ;
if r6 =(123),
then 3 = (1 231231231 K-
The length of is x e ,
let I be the chain (i , i^ ^ xfc (^
where adjoining it are again omitted.
The length of I is q. + r - q. = r .
S'7
It follows from theorem 1 that i/". 0.
'"O
Hence, by theorem 5 a £ 0 ./ "'O
This result holds for all i, j 1 - i , j n .
Hence k^ 0 .
(c) We now prove that Ais irreducible and primitive.
By theorem 5 , a LJ > 0 , when I Cc ~~ q
Hence by theorem 1, a £r > 0, when there is a chain
(i , j) in A of length r.
There is a chain (i-^ i2, ..... ±s+1) , ip = i, i x = j ,
in A*"" if and only if there is a sequence of a^^y^O,
k —- 1, *##^ °
It follows there is a chain ( i , j ) in A *"* , if and only if
there are chains ( i^, ip-+p)^ k = 1, s , in k,
Hence there is a chain of length s in A r , if and only
if there is a chain ( i , j ) of length rs in A .
let p be the integer defined in (a) ,
and let s ^ p/r .
Then by (b) there is an (i , j ) of length rs. Hence there
is an ( i , j ) in A of length s .
It follows that 1\I >0 where I ^ - , I^ c*
are defined lav* kr as L — , 1 c*j for A.
This result holds for all i, j, 1 - i,j =£ n.
Hence by theorem 2 (l) f A*"" is irreducible.
(d) Let , s2 "be two integers whose g.c.d. is 1,
and let p/r k = 1, 2 .
^ i -
By (c) there are cycles (i, i) in A of length s-^ ,
s2 . It follows from theorem 6 that mod A = 1 .
r~
Hence A is primitive.
We note that we might also have proved the first parts of
theorem 8 by considering chains of reducible, or irreduc¬
ible imprimitive matrices. In the proof of theorem 9 we
<5|- p
made no attempt to find a lest integer p such that A >*
CHAPTER 6.
The Latent Roots and the Classical
Canonical Form of a Matrix.
6.1.
let A "be a square matrix of order n.
(a) A principal sulmatrix of A is a suhmatrix
r1 : LaiP i, j £ G ; where G is a subset of
E = (1, 2, n)j i.e. a submatrix at the intersection
of the same set of rows and columns.
The determinant of a submatrix is called a minor, that of
a principal submatrix a principal minor.
(b) The solutions of lA - A l( = 0 (l)
are called the latent roots of A.
The equation (l) is of degree n, and thus if latent roots
are counted according to their multiplicities as roots of
(1), A has n latent rootsf
-A.
, A j..... "V,-• Some of these may coincide.
(c) The rank of a is the order of the non-vanishing
minor of A of highest order. (The determinant |a| itself
is considered a minor of A of order n).
(d) The non-zero vectors x-^ , x2 ..... x^ , are linearly
independent when the equation £ x£_ = 0
implies % = £'2 = £•*. = 0 ,
6
(e ) It is well-known that the number of linearly
independent non-zero solutions of
V*- = 0 (2)
is v = n. — h-■} where r is the rank of A „ This implies
that (2) is soluble for non-zero x if and only if Ia[ = 0
(f) It follows from (1) and (Cj that there is a vector x^
such that
(a - a; i) = 0 (3)
if and only if A^ is a latent root of A .
A vector x^ satisfying (3) is called "a latent column vector
A '
associated with I
(g) let be the sum of principal minors of
A -AX of order k and "^(0) = t-^ , k = 1, 2, .... n
The well-known diagonal expansion of a determinant yields
[a + ai j = .a + t, a + + "t m. a + t iHL
n-
A f~ \ (<•
-1<. . A j
where t ^ = 1 .
Hence IA - A I > = /A - A A + ( A ^ - A ) I/
I t,_K ( ( A- - A ) 3
where t d £a) = 1 _
We shall noV denote by , A ^ , .... , the distinct
latent roots of A .
(h) We deduce that Ac is a /\ -fold latent root of A ,
if and only if
h (A.) = W-i (-u) =
t -n. - ( ,-\ 0 ^ 0.
(We note that t ^ ( A^;) = (| A - il.)
U
(i) Evidently if A - A'.I is of rank c ^
Hence^\Sr^i ( \) = V,„ (-1 ) = (A,) = 0-
^ Vs — TV - y- 4* /"£■ .
In other words the number of latent vectors associated with
the latent root A i is smaller or equal to the multiplicity
of A^ •
(j ) Non-zero solutions of (a - A . IJ = 0c
v r ~ ^ - C4)o- 3/A = -V 3 j
are called "latent row vectors associated with , and (4) is
soluble for non-zero if and only if A u is a latent root
of A. The number of latent row vectors associated with A •
is also v" o These results follow by considering
( A - AC.I ) ( the transposed matrix) as
I A - A; I I = /( A - A-I)'/-
6.2.
We shall denote by V : Cv—'J , i, jf^..^n, the
auxiliaijf unit matrix IAa] jyjwhere • = 1 if
i = 3/*j = 0 otherwise;
b 2
let C^C2.) = Itj + T±j ,
where 1^ , Yj_^ are unit and auxiliary unit matrices of
order respectively,
By C = diag L ^ u ^ i j ^ ^ CA,) - - - } *- <-o ^
A^ -p A ^ 7
1 } • • ° ° ^ ~ > oooo ^ y
we shall denote the direct sum
£ () C A (J i. ■+■ C 0J C A +• - - * 4- & <r CAr J
i.e. a matrix whose diagonal submatrices are the C C j
and which has zeros elsewhere. It is Icaown (C.f. Turnlull ••*.
C K3A)
Aitken, Wedderburn (»^3H-)), that there is a non-singular
/V.
matrix Q auch that
Q ' A Q = C
t (5)V~-
The latent roots (with their multiplicities) of C "being
the same as those of A , we have for the A0 and of (5),
( ) the A l are the distinct latent roots of A ,
PL
( fM / ^i, the multiplicity of -Aj .
j -(
Let Q "be partitioned vertically
Q = CQ J - ' /Q I - - - - • Iq * P,-~j 1
so that Qi^ has v'djcolumns, let us denote the s-th column
of Q±j • by zc ^ .
Prom (5) it follows that
AQ = QC ■ >
whence, dropping the superfixes and suffixes i, j,
A oc. = OL.
, if 2 < s < v*® ^ A —i
j
£3
and A X A oc
or
and
(A - A I) x^ =
(A - A I) x, =









j - i j... ^ p<* j
i = 1
j .. v h- ;
so that U. • has V*. . rows, we obtain from (5)
-A »1 -A.J
UA = CU .
let us denote the s-th row of IT. i by y , and dropping-A J S
the superfixes and suffixes i, j, as before, we now have
3i u - A
3#(A - A I) = _
T h. -t ,r>-t-£j.' r c n c iad
f-he classical canonical form of A.it^is unique (apart from a
permutation of the order of the C ) )• This is
usually deduced from the properties of the elementary divisors,
quantities associated with the classical canonical submatrices CzjC\)
of A, (Cf. Turnbull & Aitken C 11 ^ 2.) ). It may however be
Q >S-r I
o_




It Is easily seen that the rank of C-A^I is n - pi .
Pre- or postmultiplication by a, non-singular matrix does
not alter the rank. Hence the rank of is also
n - p^ . We conclude /
■ I = Q ( £ ^ -A11 ) Q~}J
A ithat the p^ latent vectors x*A ^ j = 1, .p^
are the only linearly independent latent vectors associated
with Similarly, j » 1? .... p. } are the
only linearly independent latent row vectors associated with A
(Actually, of course, *j ^ is a column vector. We shall say
" <« is a latent row vector", meaning " 5 ' is a latent row
vector". This will save putting a dash after the superfixes.)
We immediately obtain a well-known result:
Theorem 1. The multiplicitt4g> of the latent root Aj of A
equals the number of latent column (or row) vectors associated
with it if and only if all classical canonical subma_trices_
associated with A.t; are ^of order 1.
6.4.
We shall call the column (row) vectors x ^ (y^J ),
s = 1,...? 0 = 1> Pp ** generalized latent
column (row) vectors associated with .A^ . The vectors x A
) will "be called "primary latent vectors" and "primary"
may he omitted, ihe vector x A ) 1 ^ s ^ A,
"a latent vector of degree s", in particular we may refer to
x 'A , X 'A (y V° , y,A. ) as "secondary ''
a- 4 s O v <• ,j ~ *■ ^
tertiary" latent vectors.
b ^
it follows from (6), (7), ((8)? (9), ) thai
( A - Ai I ) ct ^
















Hence the rank of
Ph
is n - / ■ , where
J
More generally for an nx tv matrix Y, Y^ is of rank n-r
if r ± n, and V = 0 if r >5 n .
(c - or (A - A,ir
= min ( 7^ ).
As in 6.3? we deduce that the only latent vectors of ( A—JL^I)
associated with 0 are x *7*
( ) > 0 - i' • • Pi N
(v )
"0
s = 1, .... min
Hence any latent vector of degree r is of the form
3 **
& = / £ ~ C £ ^ £ y
J ~ I <$ - I
(12)
where oc--^—=0-?—>—■& . and there is a j for
■£ v * "o




/ f,,o = t «»{ V-J 'i*
which
vS^-i ,
and there is a j for
(13)
c f-~~J~
K;> ~ r- + I '
hi
Y/e have from (6) and (8),
(A - : I ) 2. = 4~
Pi
»
i * ^ oh
gs! «si 4 4' -' 7 (14)
where x ^ = 0 .
Pi *U.
A^so V (A - A^i)
4.
£ £ c
J~t * ~} vV,j
c.'d (1-5 )
where = 0,
Suppose now that Q-^ is any matrix for which Q~* AQ t = C .
As Q is non-singular we may put Q1 = QT , where T is
non-singular.
Prom (14)
T = diag [lc> T". . . TCt~J f (16)
where T4" is a square matrix of order v\: . If TCt-' is
partitioned horizontally and vertically so that the matrices





*• «£ ^ 0
W W p I £ d C
w * 40* -f i
rn £ _
•fc a t x fc
t4 i £ IT)
or m t "
scr
Cn)
according as >?j ^ ^C.(T , ^>Jca- . This follows immed¬
iately from (14) as the columns and rows of Q-j_ are also
generalized latent vectors. The conditions (16) and (17)
also follow from the commutativity of C and T (Cf. Turnhull
& Aitken ( 113 2) Chapter X). The commutativity may he proved
thus:
C = Q AQ, = T"lQM AQ T = T C T ,
We deduce from (15) that T *"* also satisfies (16) and (17) .
6.5«
let x »-0 S = 1,
•S ' ' "0
a set of generalized latent vectors
j — 1, .•.y p^ ^ he
such that the x t"„0
-i
are columns of a matrix Q for which Q ~' AQ = C * <£uch a
set will he called a "complete set of generalized latent
vectors associated with.Aj ". If z satisfies (12), then z
-i- c, fo e,
is a latent vector of degree r. It is not/supposed, however,
that any z satisfying (12) is a vector of some complete set.
A fortiori, we may have a sequence 0^" generalized latent
vectors X. s - 1, «««« Pi^ ( A —I) - s -<
which is not part of a complete set.
To show this assume that z is of form (12) and that z
<f = 1, . • • • ,. > S = 1 >
let 7^ 0
... p . , is a complete set.
in (12) and let the z h£ columns
6
of the matrix Q;. Then Q, = Qf , for some T satisfying
(17).
Comparing (12) and QI we see that c ^ is the element
V
°f T(jK in the s-th row and r-th column.
Hence if - ii follows "by inspection of T K , that
we may choose c non-zero if and only if
r > s . (18)
If
^ > vy- we may choose c^° non-zero if and only if
tr > 7i;ic - v>^ -t ;
r - v , ^ . (19)
If ^ , (18) implies (19). If ^ ^ -> v\;j , (19)
implies (18). Hence we may choose c 1 non-zero if, and
only if, (ls^ and (0$) are satisfied.
let us now take a specific example. let p 1 - 2,
= 1, v'ci = 3 . The vector is a latent
vector of degree 2, "but it is not part of any complete set.
lor either k = l, 3 = 2 or k = 2> 3=1«
If k = 1, j = 2 , then r = 1, s = 2, and (If) is not
satisfied. If k = 2, 3 1, then r = 2, s = 1,
vU =3, ^ = 1, and (19) is not satisfied. (The
invariance of the is of course a consequence of the
uniqueness of C ).
6.6
We may see the necessity of (18) and (19) in a different
manner. We shall first prove a theorem.
Theorem 2. There is no x_ such that
(A - ,A„ I )J Q6 = V + x
when a ^ ^ v = 0 , and s ^ h- . *^S=)
*~+ ( ~ "
The vector y^,J + ) is a (primary) latent row vector,
associated with 0, of (A - —<\ I ) ^ vS and
•• / ,» •
ir *"-> -5T =1
— - r- + | ir- +- i *
Hence if (20) were satisfied
0 = y "J (A - A-I )ac. = y/J v +- yj^J x *;J
= 1,
and the theorem follows.
Corollary. There is no vector x such that
(A - Ail ) x = x^ -
This is the theorem for v = 0, and r = 1.
-SNow let z '*■ he a latent vector of degree r. It is
of form (12), and if c ^ O in (12), this equation
yields immediately ? >, s. let us nov/ suppose that there
is a sequence z t = 1, .... • By "the orthogon¬
ality properties of x f y>J , z u* = v +<^x
where y V = 0. But
(A - A;l - V"* =
V
1-4« /
and hence hy theorem 2^
h~ ^ £ ' - s + 1,V) '
and this is equivalent to (J2^) .
Analogous results hold for sets of vectors
&
s = 1, .... *, j = 1, .... , forming rows of U,
where D A U *' = C . Such a set will "be called " a
complete set of generalized latent row vectors associated
with J\ . " .
6.7.
let us now suppose that the multiplicity of ,A^is known
to be 7 , that there are generalized latent vectors "|L
, ,
s = 1, ...«, j = 1, .... p , and that jL ^ f „
*3 — i
Can we assert that the z are part of a complete set of
generalized latent vectors and consequently that there are p^_
classical canonical submatrices of orders v1 K>- i y
associated with ,A ^ ? 'The answer is "yes".
Let x4^ } s = 1, •••, Pt » i'l
form Q. complete set*.. let Q be partitioned vertically
q = jjQ t •' Qx ; ;Q KJ , Yfhere the columns of QjJ are
x*"s , x'1 . x M > and let C bei ) s ■ 7 p4
partitioned conformably. Then C = diag jj3, C .. . .. 1
In 6.3. we showed that the ■&. ^ satisfy (12)," in other
words the z ^ are linear combinations of the x
■5
.
Hence if Q K, = CZV z V Zk/]*= Qh.V> where is a
matrix. As both Q ^ Q ^ are of rank (there
1
being ■& linearly independent , zVj ) , T: is
non-singular. We put
diag £ I]_ j Ig •••• ' ^h+l ° ° ° ° ^"kJ ?
where 1^ is the v, * ? i unit matrix,
/S
and Q = Q -T.
Since is non-singular, T is non-singular, and it
follows that Q = Q T is non-singular.
Our assumption about the z is equivalent to
AQfa = Q Ch ,
where
Kj
diag L^CA^)J 3 = 1, p^ ,* Chj of
Hence if C = dag £°l' c2 > °°°° Gh-i °ii» Gii+i °°°° G.j
AQ = QC
or Q"1 A *Q = C „
By the uniqueness of the classical canonical form, it follows
that there is a conjugate permutation of rows and columns of
C (denoting the matrix so obtained again by C) such that
tT = C« This is the result, by definition of a complete
set.
6.8.
We shall now state a result which, we require later.
Theorem 3« let x "be a latent column vector of A
associated with the latent root A . There is a latent
row vector y' associated with. A , such that y'x £ 0
if and only if one of the classical canonical submatrices of
A associated with A. is of order 1.
Since U Q = I
#e deduce that
/
v -ST ' 4 = f - ) U. ry £ * -s' ^ if * ^30^" ss-
Hence yA/ . x= 0 ,
^ 1
unless some vyv- = 1, say v ^ = 1, s = 1, .... t^
•4»
when y = 1 .
is
Pi
As x = 7 (- OL
0 -1 1 *
Pi
y = /- ^ c
u=< <:>
ky (12) and. (13) respectively,
n-
we have y'x = c ^ J
>j ~ i * '
and the theorem follows.
6.9«
She principal idempotent and nilpotent elements of A.
let 1^ te the unit-matrix, 0. the null-matrix,
and let Vj ^ -4-e. ^-v ^ _
w-i = dlas LTo1j T01 y. u
_ *0
Put I
^ = diag L J IjJ , j = 1, ..., k ,
= diag £o( 0^_, , I. , 0^..., 0k]
w± = diag J » t k .




Ei = Q 11 Q ~l = Q - 1 tf,- (21)
% = Q~l «U ¥ U-,
v'' (22)










Iet •!, 4 W •
-rj H-
R
then C — £ C
whence A = Q"1 C Q
I = Q"1 I Q
Y/e verify immediately
% = ( A
Ef E.
Ei 1 - Sij
0





while W *; f 0 1
provided that the v*2j
Hence < = 0
while <■ t o
c-i
k
-1£ Q ( I± +W, )Q = £ (A; E, + H. ) 7 (23)
'Z1 k . c)-=i 6
(24)f*« i "x 1. il c* -- I
'J '
; i9^ j .
and tfT = diag/Iv^J 3=1, • • • r Pj.
s 2» ^ ,— *• I J
0 ^s <• ^ Vj . ^ 0_ s a, </,„ ' c0- -1- - „ - v
- 21 v>.. .
1 /°<-
> s 2r ^; ~— v <.., ,
c? - s < .
The matrices Ei , are called the principal idempotent and
nilpotent elements of A respectively.
The matrix Q is not in general unique, hut it is easily
proved, that Ei and 35^ as defined "by (21) and (22) are
unique.
Eor if Q| A Q( = C ,
Q, = Q T ,
where T satisfies (16) and (17) •




Q-L I,. Q-,1 = Q T I. T 1 Q 1 = Q I. Q"1 '? = E.J- 1 1 y
Q1 Wi ^l1 = Q T ¥i T_1 Q_1 = Q wi Q_1 = Ni «
6.10.
In 4»5° we used infinite power series of matrices,
0**55
e.g. e = £ (Ar/r !) .
•
✓""ST ^
We shall now prove some conditions for the convergence of these
series, c.f. Turnhull and Aitken (1932), Chapter 71.
When. I, V are n x n 7
f ( A I) ~ f (A) I ;
and fUl +7) = f(-M I + f'(A) V + bi)Cvv "'J , j
as Yn= 0 .
(C
Since I^, , and C = £ ( A^Ip + ) are direct sums
of such matrices (of order ) and null-matrices, it follows
that
k.
f (c) = f ( £ ( A£-± + w.))
- / [fU±) i± + f'up »t + f''fp
'4 ' (25)^
and hence f (A) = Q f (C) Q 1 =
= £ [HMVi * + +.5—J, . (26)
C't *
let us suppose that f(x) is a power series. Such a series may
he differentiated term hy term within its circle of convergence,
yielding f'(x), f"(x) ....
R
ho two of the £#1 i matrices l± , W? , s = 1, .... A, -1,
i = 1, ...^ k, have a non-zero element in the same position.
Hence the series (25) converges if and only if each of its terms
is
exists, i.e. if and only if f s (-A^ ) exists, s = 0, 1,
As f(A) = Q f (C) Q~\ f(A) exists if and only if
s = 0, 1, exists. Hence f(A) certainly exists if all
latent roots of A are within the circle of convergence of
f(x). The series f(A) then satisfies (26).
It follows that
eA = £ (A/r!)
go
exists for all A as ex = £_ (x/r!) exists for all x.
C ej*0
Also log ( I - A ) = - £ (A/r)
\Tzz- K
and ( I - A )"^ = I + p A + (p (p + 1)/ X!) A2 + -.+•-• (2?)
exist? when p ^ j £. 1 , i=l, ...3k.
We finally require to prove that (I - A)~* as defined "by
(27) is the inverse of ( I - A when p is a non-negative
integer .
By (26) and (27)
t> £ r , -*> - (p+1)
( I - A ) = I (1 -A * p(l - A±) ~ # +
* - +
C p-0.'£*«vd! " J,
while, "by (26)
(i-Df = £ [ C1 -A±)f El ~ Pd -Ai )'P "'iv_ +
f <■ "<.-0
(-L) PP . P&*. |
p> p
We may obtain (I - A) ( I - A ) = I, "by multiplication




C k M jO U<r- * C Upte^- «f/
In this sec teen,pre" shalr "be concerned with, the basic
algebraic properties of.(weakly) positive matrices. Most
of these are due to Probenius (1908, 09, 12). We shall
prove some of these properties several times, along different
lines. The methods we shall use are those of Probenius,
Ostrowski (1937) and Wielandt (1950). We shall not attempt
to follow any of these authors in detail. The term "Method
of E'robenius" refers to the type of arguments used. Thus
Probenius actually first proved 6.3^ Theorem 2, for strictly
positive A, then deduced the properties of weakly positive
matrices, while we reverse the order.
finally, we shall give a variant of Wielandt's Method.
7.2.
When A is lxl we shall define adj A = 0-1.
This definition will be convenient in the following sections.
As a justification we might add:
If A = [a] ,
we have jAj = -€T j
and if a & 0 , A has the unique inverse A-1 = [a-1j -
If n >1 ? adj A = jAj A ~' , j Aj te1 0 ,
and hence it is natural to define *0. A = j_ 1 ] } wheure A
is of order 1.
s &
When n ^ 2 , adj A is a continuous function of the
a^ . Hence we would naturally take adj f_0.j = [_ 1 j ^
making adj | a j a continuous function of X
We might add that all the properties of the adjoint hold for
this definition of adj [ a]y except those in whose proof
the condition n >■ 2 has been implicitly used. An example is:
If | A I / 0 }
| adj Aj = (At v" ' .
As j adj Aj is a continuous function of the a^ ^
j adj A I = 0 if i Aj = 0 , and n 2 j





let A ;.k 0 . The matrix A has a non-negative latent root.
(-1") «£-■ """ "
(2) If vf is the largest non-negative latent root of A, and
q.^ is the corresponding latent root of , the prin¬
cipal n<! tbvtfi- of A complementary to a y ^
then r- q. .
(3) adj (si - A) 3. 0 , ^ s ,
(4) s 1 ~ 0 > s >> ,,f .
■ f
Corollary : (s I - A) 0 s j .
1 ^
(5) The latent root j- has an associated latent column
(row) vector x ( y ' ) such that x 0 ( 0 ) .
(a) The proofs are "by induction.
let (1) ^ , (2)^ denote (1), (2), for
matrices of order n. (l), , (4). , (5)i , are trivial; thus ^
^ien A |_a [
= a 0.
j si — A/ = s - a > 0 when s > a1 I
, , i T
~t — ^ ' J •
Also, (3)j is true "by our definition, and (2), may "be taken
as -f >- 0 .
("b) Consider the expansion of A
|A I a"-« lA I + |Ah| + ... + a.R|A
where Ain- is the signed cofactor of a. .J 13 *
Expanding each A^ ^ j jL c hy elements of the i-th column ^we
obtain
lA ' aii- fA"l + /K a*-« aij !Aij'«-l .
where JA.^ ,^Lj is the signed cofaetor of ak± in the
expansion of the signed minor A. . , and £ ' denotes
vv ' .J,, »c
summation over 1 n. 7/ith a similar notation iA •I c s ^ I
denotes the signed cofactor of a^ in the expansion of /a^|.
The minors |Ai;jjk-| and |a u ^Kjj consist of the same
elements and it is easily proved that
>
lA-o^P-ol ~ ~ [ j 0 i< 4 <c. c .
#Q
Hence A = a A - 4 a a A • jU C- i l— «" | w o, l<-vj I -
j ) Si-
This is the well-known Cauchy expansion of A with respect
to the i-th row and column.,
We see immediately that the Cauchy expansion may also he
written as
A - «<••; «* „ '(adj A;_) a„i: ,
-A
where a „ a. denote the i-th row and column of A with
<- T > '* <- 1
a omitted. With our definition of the adjoint of a 1 x 1
matrix, the Cauchy expansion also holds for matrices of order
2, (in this form^
(c) let us now assume (1)«„. , (2 )><«., n '>■ 1
J '
How- t'et A (s) = | s I - A | , A ■ (s) = is I,. - A ,.
where Iv.( is the unit matrix of order n - 1.
'■X
Then A (s) = (s - a) A (s) - a^ adj (s I~; A) a_.
/
By (1), (3),,-, there is a q. -=s. 04£ such that
H-,J J-
A^. &i> = °,
and adj ( ^ X ,v„, —: a,;- ) ^ 0 .
Hence A ( q ^ ) = ♦- a p ^ adj ( C| ^ I»,., -A ^ )J= 0 ,
as $ C4 ^ °' "h'c — °*
By a diagonal expansion of A(s) (Cf. 6.1g^ ) we obtain
A(s) = 1 s 1 - Aj = itft.k(q.) (s - qi) ^
• I'-^C
where tfc^q-) is the sum of principal minors of order k of
(q^ I - A), and te ( qi) = 1.
The term of the highest degree will dominate the others
when s is large.
Hence A(s) "> 0 for sufficiently large s.
As A(s) is continuous there is a ^ such that
A U ) = | ,y I - A) = 0;
for we have proved A(q.^) < 0 for all i.
This proves (l)n.
If we take f to he the largest non-negative latent root
then certainly $ ox± i = 1, 2, ...? n.
Hence (2)^ holds and (4)^ follows.




A., j = £ a • j A £ - -lj > ^ J ^ ' j k
= ~ Z. a 4 *■ 1 A <j 0 j v K j ,K.
#here denotes summation from 1,..., n with k ^ j.
When i 4- j , and n >_ 3 t
A. • j = -i a • / A; I 4 -J a • aL; Ia , r . I13 i 0 ° I m -j;I K j, 0 « 6'' I J b .;>-(< j t c j
*-f- aaLi 1 A ^ 6 u ^K /~~ a J O I Nhjj «- i.
where i- denotes summation with k , C kt k / A j
&j t*
Hence
/ a i / _ \ rV\
A. . / = — a .• i AI + a ; ( adj A ; • \ aj_ J ^ 5 j-VU La J ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J
K', 4 ' * ^
*
where *a • . , ah • denote the j-th row, i-th column
of A,"'th a - , a- and a>&j a t;t omitted.
gl
Let 4 I - A B
and B • = C .
jn i. t.
Then, if 1 yL j / >t ~v- 3 ;
j ! if -v\
i B . i = + a -. C , + a . adj C a ^I U*. " Jfr 4. ^
^Ss-jT W--' "O-—
while
, if n = 2 i jfy (4-^.and
*»
follows that i B ■ ( >_ 0 when s is larger or equal
'.v - X
lo j B
to the largest non-negative latent root of A}. c c (whioh
may he taken to he 0 if n = 2).
Hence,_
I Bij | 0 when s ^ S ,
as hy (2) , (2) rx - ,• t J3 is greater or equal to the largest
non-negative latent root of A , . , c
But (B,c.[ ^ 0 when s>^ a| ^ hy (4)^-, ;
and hence
add B = /1 |Bdi( ] ^ 0 , ^
This proves (3)^
(e)
Finally we prove (5) H .
Let M = y 1 - A .
Then jMj = 0 , and hence there is a such that
y ' M = 0 , y 't- 0 ,
Let y? / 0 ,
By (2),w , Q.-P S<
Suppose = .£ *
Then ^c\ - 0 , and by (5)^_, there is an xo 0
such that
M c. x = 0 .
bet x be the vector for which x± = 0 , and such that x
is obtained from x by omitting x^.
let M x = z .
V*"
Then X
j = (m x) =0 f. ^
"
-j -1 >x ^ P
But y'lS x = £y z — y. z. = 0
j ~ | ^ J1 l J
and as y± ^ o , z± = 0 -
Hence M x = z = 0 f .3l_, ^ Q.
Suppose cLi .J-'.
Then |M 0^j 4 0 By (3)^, T^dj m ^.0, and hence
adj IS 7> 0 and indeed, the i-th column of adj M is
(weakly) positive. let x be that column.
As M adj M = 0 7
it follows that m x = 0 _c.) 'JL.. V.-.-
"S ; tK- j ^ *"*■
Tfebs may now prove that there is a latent row vector y S 0
associated with ^ . This proves (5) .
I k -e t A -e «£> / - e >»v ■£- & C c cj ^ Aj f. h, d <■> • t i" e t-x •
7.4.
When A is irreducible the results of theorem 1 may be
sharpened. It is simplest to treat the case A *:> 0 separ¬
ately, and for the sake of completeness we shall state the
corresponding results for the only irreducible null-matrix,
the 1x1 null-matrix.
Theorem 2. If A is the lxl null-matrix
(1) A has the latent root 0,
(3) si - A >-0 when s ■>. 0(4) adj A =LlJ >- 0 ,
(5) The latent root 0 has associated with it the positive
latent column vector x = row vector,
The proofs are trivial.
Theorem 3« Let A , A 0 , "be irreducible. Then
(1) The matrix A has a positive latent root,
(2) If £ is the largest positive latent root of A ,
and q. i is the largest non-negative latent root of A -
(Cf. Theorem 1, (2)), then £ ">• >
(3) adj (si- A)"3>' 0 when s 3? 4 ,
. {
(4.) I s I - Aj 1> 0 when s > f
Corollary. (si - A)-1> 0 when s r .
(5) The latent root £ has an associated latent column
vector x, (row vector y ') such that_
x 0 ( y '> 0 ) .
(a) We shall prove (5) first, for £ 2 0. By theorem f
(l?f (5), the largest non-negative latent root £ of A has
a (weakly) positive latent column vector. Hence (5) implies
(g) with0 j where t & J is (3P) . If x is a
positive latent vector associated with the largest non-negative
latent root of an irreducible A "> 0, then x is strictly
11
positive.
Let x 0 ' "be associated with. j ,& x ^ 0, then "by
<x-*J
a conjugate permutation of rows and columns of A^ we may arrange
the x
t so that x = *^x 1 x j where x ' V 0 and
x = 0 .
Partition M = f I - A conformally with x (after the




n m l z
1
M M l 7
I I ia 2-2
where M ltj MUi_ are square matrices.
Now M cc = 0 )
and so M1__( x'= 0.
But M x., -S 0, and x ! ^ 0
and this imples Kt, = 0 , by 4.2.7.
But M is irreducible, since the reducibility of a matrix
is unaffected when the diagonal elements and the sign are
altered. Hence we have a contradiction.
It follow® that x *> 0 .
Similarly y' t> 0 o—H — O ,
w t k. av e p '~ov d (■ VJ
(B) As x >* G and A 0 is irreducible ^
fx = A x > 0 9
by 4.2.10.
Hence y > 0 ,
This proves (l).
(c) By theorem 1 (2), q^ Jr ■
Suppose qi = -J . Then j M.. | = 0.
When = 0 we have shown in the proof of theorem 1 (e),
that there is a latent vector of A, w , say, associated with
S such that w "15 0 and = 0. This is not possible
"by (5) • Hence q^ f
We have proved (2).
(d) The result (3) follows immediately from theorem 1, (3),
(e) It remains to prove (4).
If n = 1, (4) is trivially true "by our definition of 6.2.
let B = s I - A -
By theorem 1, (4) adj B 0, when s .
If n > 1, then by (2) q± jp .
Hence^ it follows,from (3) applied to A^ , that
I Bii I "•> 0 when s S .
Thus all diagonal elements of adj B are positive.
There is a conjugate permutation of rows and columns on B and
adj B such that z, the i-th column of B after the permutation
is z ; 2,2 S where z1 0, z2 = 0 J
if some z* = 0 , since z 0 < and z. >0, as z. is
J J X 1
a diagonal element of adj B.
But B z = jB| <T , where or = ^ 3=1» • • • 5 n-
let B be partitioned conformably with z, and let
conformably with B .
As z± is an element of z1 it follows that J~ =0.
Hence Bt[ z1 + B ^ ^ = B x1 = 0 .
Hut Bn_0 , and > 0, and hence "by 4.2»'7, 33 i_, =
It follows that B, and hence also A, is reducible contrary
to assumption.
Hence z "> 0. We deduce that any column of adj B is
strictly positive.
Hence adj (si - A.) = adj B > 0, s -f .
This proves (4) and completes the proof of the theorem.
A strictly positive matrix is of course irreducible.
Theorem 3 therefore applies to a strictly positive matrix.
CHAPTER 8.
<?. i
We shall now digress from our plan of proving the
fundamental properties of positive matrices, to state and
prove a theorem due to Prohenius (190$) and f Collatz (1942).
Wielandt's method is closely connected with Collatz's theorem
let e = s > i , , , . , j f J;sJ
J-v
and jr = A e r- ■ / a • •1 " - V \
»\ & I V'8--1 5
J / J
\
let 'v = min ( A e ) . = min (/ q • • )
and R = max ( A e ) . = max f / 3. ; ; ,_L ;i -j \* s J
A * '
and let j9 be the greatest non-negative latent root of A, -> c.
It was known to Probenius that
r 4 ^ .<• R (1)
He proved this for first A > 0, and deduced the general
result by continuity arguments. We may use his method to
prove (1) for A--- o-r irreducible A 0
By 6.3, Theorem 3
adj ( .J* I - A ) > 0 . (2)





K = I i
1J
T" h,, e k
t | p J — ("* I '
f sf
Hence
(j*- *,>!&,j + (s -rjtad*. *uf. rjj£u|= o,
and %Kt >0 by (2) .
If some ( J* - r4') is positive, another, say ( .v - r.<) is
negative.
Hence (1) follow#and further if no ( f - r. ) is positive,
vf - r; = 0 , i = 1, ...y n . Hence jf = E or
(similarly) vf = /-• ?
if and only if
r = = R
,
C 3)
i-e- J = vf e ' rt'i)""
8.2.
Collatz's theorem is a generalisation of (|). Collatz
proved the theorem for A o . We shall consider
here the theorem only for irreducible weakly positive A,
let the generalised vector of row sums of A with respect
to the diagonal matrix X , x, > 0 , be defined by
r = X'1 A X e .
The latent roots of X"1 A X are those of A , and hence
if r = min r.
r X '
> &
E = max E .
, tr k e
(1) and (3) hold for the generalised r of £
Another simple proof is given below.
let x '> 0
>v~
and ri = (A x)± /x± = (/' x^)/ x± . (5)
vj ^ 4
The definitions (4-) and (5) are equivalent, as we may see
by putting X e = x in (4) .
let i| ' "be the strictly positive latent row vector assoc¬
iated with f
H,
t, Xj_ ~ aj_ j Xj ♦
vj ® I
> *v "
4»"U!'xi - xj = f V3»xi--*
' /' /




29-x± " 3 x > 0 „
Hence ^ is a weighted mean of the r^ , i = 1, n
with weights y^ x^ . As all weights are positive, (1)
follows, and (3) holds if and only if all f-q are equal,
i.e. , t~ = 1 = H.
If (3) holds,
(A x)± / xt =
#hence Ax = £ x ,
i.e. we have $ = E or = r if and only if x is
the positive latent column vector associated with
-> ( c { & , 8 }
<"it
8.3.
We shall now prove a similar result, which we shall call
Collatz's theorem for x 0 .
Let x O 0 and let r^ "be defined by (5), (5)', (5) ';
ri = ( A x)i / xi , (5) *
v/here r^ = if (A x) . "> 0 , x^ = 0 (5)'
redoes not exist if (A x)^ = x^ = 0, (5)
Let r~ and R be defined as ®n i , . €, .
as r = mm r.
l t
R = max R^ t
where the minimum (maximum) is taken over the existing r. .i
Suppose xm> 0 _ t; el Q 7
and xi = 0 > i £ E - G- ,
where E is the set 1, 2, n and & is a proper
subset of E.
Let A : &..! i £ E - G, j c G- .
As A is irreducible } A 't> 0. Hence there is a positive a..
-L J
if, E - & j € G , say a ^ & , x± '>• 0.
SV-
How (Ax )t = £ Xj_ akl Xj_ -p-f. 0,
*j ^ *
and x-£ = 0 , as k 1 E - & .
Hence
Hence , if , x 0 , but some x± = 0 .
i A e n. R = c=s<-> . (6)
As some > 0 , say x^ > 0, rc is finite,, Hence
4, r\ ,
x± > 0 then r x^ £ r^ x^ = (A x)^ .
If xi = 0 then r x. =0 and ( A x "> 0,
while (Ax )k > 0 and r x-. = 0 .
Hence ^x C A x % • X-x
ry'x-^y'Ax = j» y' x , v/hen y ' is the
vector of 8.2.
Thus r -
Hence if x n> 0 , some x. = 0 and A is irreduciblep
r X ^ X. E. = ««=> -
8.4. Wielandt's Method.
C '<=0
Wielandt^"bases his proof of the existence of a non-
negative latent root of the weakly positive matrix A on
a converse of Collatz's theorem for x 0, \*n. -~=C- >- OjI
let x ^ 0 and x'e = 1, e = --{_1,1 , ...^l^.
Wielandt defines (as in (5) )
r±(x) = sLhiX , (5)
xi xp
where r^ (x) = <>c"' , when xi = 0 . '(5)'°
We shall however replace (5)"' "by the definition of (5)' and
\ »
(5 ) :
r. ( x ) = -£( A x). > 0 , x± = o } (5 )'
and r^ ( x ) does not exist if ( A x = x^ = 0 . (5 )
let J> ( x ) min r. ( x )
where the minimum is taken over the existing r. ( x ) .
If M max x : x^ = min x. R ' = max JL a. .
frfce*. r ( x ) = ( i- x./x^ )£( R;)/x ^ £ R •
Hence jp ( x ) possesses a finite upper bound £ .
Prom r^ ( x ) ^ 0 i-s follows that ^ ^ 0.
Wielandt then argues : "As the set of vectors x t- 0 ,
x'e - 1 , is bounded and closed, the upper bound £ is
attained". This argument leaves a gap. It should be noted






- {*1 > x2 i ^
x ) = 1 i unless x2 = 0 , when f ( x ) = 2 ;




I *2 f X = \xl' x2' x3j >
rx (x) = Xg/x^^ , r2(x) = 2x^/x2 , r^ (x) = (x-^ 2x,)/x^ ,
If x± = x2 ^ , J* ( x ) = rx( x) = 1 ,
unless x1 = xg = 0 y when f ( x ) = r^( x) = 2 .
However f f (x) is an upper semi-continuous function of x, i.e.
for any ^'>0 we may find a vector k > 0 such, that
g (x + h) < f ( x) + & (7)
for all h such that jh^j ^ ki i = 1, ..., n .
A function of this type attains its upper bound over a closed
bounded region. ( I am grateful to Dr. J. Cossar for pointing
this out to me. )
We shall prove these statements. The functions of x^ . ( A x )
and x are continuous. Hence we have from (5) that ( x
is continuous, provided that x > 0
How suppose
x± >0, i =1k ,
x^ 0 •> i = k-*l ,.. v n -
Provided that J h^j x^ i = 1, ...3 n_,
x^ + h^ > 0 3 i = 1, ... y k .
If ( x + h ) 0 , 5? 0 , i = k + lv.., n .
r ( x. + h. \ > 0 i = k + 1,... , ^-e- 1 ! -■ ' ~ ?
{Xi + hj^) = 0 i 1?... , n .
o ( x ) = min r r. ( x )*
ak
as ri (x) = j or does not exist if^ k ^i < n .
How f (x + h) .< min r^x^Aj,* min ri (x-^j< f (x) + £
etc tsk
for sufficiently small hi ,by the continuity of r±(x) , ii k
This proves upper semi-continuity.
IS
Now let £ be the upper bound of e ( x ) .
There is a sequence ^ x^" ^ of vectors x\ x^
(possibly containing only one distinct vector) such that
£ (xk) —~^> j5 ^ as k —~~5» .
As the set of vectors x > 0, x7e =1 is bounded and
closed,the sequence, has a cluster point x* , and there is
a subsequence ■{ y o-f x J"
such that
y x as k **—•
5 , "® *;i g 4- f 8 ! ^ <=;
Given £-> 0 fr- e ^ k
£ (yk) ^ i" - <- for k St k0
^ o-S'
and y (y^) — d?Sx) +ch for k -£■ fel >
by upper continuity
Hence j' (x) f — 2 e~ f
and as j": (x) is independent of <■" ,
f w = .!'
8.5.
The fact that J (x) attains its upper bound £ is of
considerable importance, for we shall show that jf is the
greatest latent root of the irreducible matrix A, while
x ., c! (x) = £ ' ^~s -La^enf column vector associated
with ,f'.
Following Wielandt, we proceed as follows.
let A be irreducible, and iz 0. If some z. m q we
^4
may apply a conjugate permutation of rows and columns to A
and z so that z = ^ z,j , z^ where z^ >0, z^ = 0
ij ^
let ::: z? = ( I + A)P z .
Then if I, A, z® are partitioned conformably with x_,
1
Z1 = <1 .i + A f.) zi + Aa z2
= t i „ + A Z1 >
tsi rof»' II A xi zl + A jti ^2 •=: Z1
by ty.1.6 as A X-t 0 > since A is irreducible.
Hence ( I + A) z contains at least one more positive element
than z.
- t
By repetition of this process, it follows that (I + A) z "> 0 .
Now let 4"(x) = $ and
z = ( A - f I) x .
As j? (x) = min -^AJ A xi •»
z = (A - ^ I) x ^ 0-
If z t> 0
(If A)* z h» O y
( I + A = ( A - fl) ( I + A ) x > 0 .
V»k - *
Thus A ( I + A )" x *> jp C X + A) -at: ,
whence
( A ( I + A ) x ) •
z. mm - ■ : °^ ^ ( (I + A) x).
But this is impossible by definition of j51 0-4 CX+ A )*~ ' on*> O
Hence z = 0 and
Ax = f x .
This proves that | is a latent root of A, and that x
is an associated latent vector.
As x "? 0 , (I + A) <k- > 0 j
but (I + A) ^ X = (1 +jfe ) x .
Hence x *> 0 .
Thus Ax > 0 ? EfoIl4fflatMk.X>
whence > 0 .
8.6. A Variant of Wielandt's Method.
We may avoid an appeal to the properties of semi-
continuous functions by defining a sc^L^y- k > 0 such
that we need only consider x 5 e/k > 0 , x'e = 1 .
We could then use the argument of 8.5, but we shall replace
it by a simpler one.
We shall now consider, not
max { min (A x)./ x. \ ,
.jd x 1 1 J
but min {._ max (A x)^/ x^ V .
This coiild also have been done in 8.4. and 8.5. Some diffi-
ITV C- /u- tr I O /V tc- a c .
culties (in this approach by Wielandt. are easily overcome in
A'
8.9.
let x > 0 * and let
say,
&*(x) = max (A x)±/ x± = max ri(x)i> L * '
and lov/er bound of J--* (x) t
when x > 0 and x7 e = 1 .
n.
We have ,j5"*(e/n) = max £ a.. = e'^U-
o~i 13
and (e/4n) e = 1 „ .
Hence c x ^ B.'£h where E"> O.
W -z. -j—
"of jT(x) <. U (8)
/ . .
for some U > R vu
j
and suppose a conjugate permutation of rows and columns
carried out on the irreducible matrix A, so that
x-j_ x2 :> x^ >5 . . . xn > 0 .
k "*■
Then U £_ 01 h> oc.> ^ £ ab> 'x,i
j—1 «- g — K-+v ^ C
* K f/ .(4, a« )+ aii ' " k ^ 15: n .>, .r > j - i
Hence "by adding these inequalities for i = k + 1,
(n - k) C; > ~~JL. f £ £ qo- \ + 4 ,
*- i V t"k-H 0=1 h J v-k+i
U f n. - «O </ — _
Whence ~— 4 r — o _ _ (9)
tv k
where S- . " £. £ ^ : '> 0 as A is irreducible1
«, = *+( oat s) '
cfcvuot
Cv - Jew j
We may check "t 1
V >, rU,
K *?<?
U - a. • > f.„ a., >~ £. a. . , k < i ■$ n
whence ( n - k ) U - ± A si( •
Hence 1 — ' , a result which is also a trivial
consequence of xn > x, »k k+1
Now ~ = ,—H1 . ' «c J" ' - > uOt ■*«-*». " or.^ " k- * «<•+, ------ c n.^(
Y\r








Hence xn A 1/K ' > 0
n
where PC ' .i-- A • <•
t; =M • i ft
It follows that
k. y>- say
2 H- + nft ^ k4- )
f = lower bound ff*(x)
where x satisfies x 5. e/K ' , x^ e = 1 .
This set is bounded and closed, while 0 ^ R'»
/ The relation 0 ^ -Jf
holds as, for the irreducible matrix A 0 ,
r±(x) = xl: >0 . J
if-
U
Hence there is a vector x such that
S* (x) = if" * ? (10)
, -y* J /'-4 v-fc-ti^w-V-Vv J 6-V .-X. -'WH. 3-ht „
8. 7o
let (10) be satisfied *■
There is some r^(x) = ^jp
Suppose there is a j for which r.(jx) -C. $ **' .
00
Now let r^ (x) = £ * if i c. G ,
and r±(x) ,f * ,■ i e. E - G }
— cV- w. p i o
where G is a non-^«3? subset of E = (1, 2, .... n) .
As r(h x) - r(x) , h a positive scalar ,,
we may omit the condition x/e = 1 .
&■ pxS
If E - G is non-null, define a vector x ■> 0, where
x. = x. , i £ G ,
X. = «AX. i £ E - G .
1 1 ; *
and ot satisfies
max < r • (x)/ ri&A -c <=< 1 *
*
w V-z — f * ^ • f
s> J
When if S; r.(x) = (1/ x ) ^ ^ ^ k ]
t'iW - f * . (11!
When if E - S, r±3) = (l/*s ) (£ s;,.ij + ^ j#
^^(xj/os <C ^ . (12)
Hence ( (x) ^ -* .
As A is irreducible, there is an i £ Gt , j c E - G .
for v/hich a.. > 0. For this .i ,
J
r±(x) = (l/x±) ( i q • • oc. ■ .t. ^ £ a . ^ \ ^ ^ CoL j ^ (13)
let i C G , if r^Cx) = j* *
By (11), (12), (13), G- ' contains at least one member less
than G . Constructing similarly set^ G " from $ ' , G v
itpt
we see that is empty. Hence there is a vector z> 0,
such that ^ Jf * •
This is impossible, by definition of J9*^ and hence G = E, or
(A x)i/xi = r±(x) = S* » 1 = 1» •••} n .
^Hence Ax = x .
Thus j5* is a latent root, and ' x > 0 an associated
latent vector.
8.8.
We shall now prove that the latent root J3 of 8.5^ (or
j> * of 8.7) is not exceeded in modulus by any latent root of
the (irreducible) matrix A, and that jp is a single latent root.
(I) Let Af be any latent root of A ? and let z be its
associated latent row vector,'
t
„ , /
z A = A z
Therefore z* A $4 lAj z
by 4.3. 14 .
Thus vf H.* f x = z* A x I.Aj z* " x, where x is the
positive latent vector of 8.5«
As z 0, z * A> 0, and so z'*/x V 0, by 4, 2.6.
Hence ^ i A | .
A similar argument yields * > (A t *
Putting A = J4 in f*10 first inequality, A = £ in the second
we obtain
S = <t
This proves the first part of the statement.
I 02.
To prove the second part, let us first suppose that there
are two latent vectors x, z associated with S , and x > 0.
The vector z is real. There is a c such that
w = x - c z 2. 0 and some element of w is zero.
If w 0, w is also a latent vector associated with j? ,
and some w^ = 0. This is impossible by 7.4, Theorem 3 (5).
Hence w = 0 , and z and x are linearly dependent.
There is only one linearly independent latent vector associated
with f
The transposed matrix A' is also positive and irreducible,
Hence it possesses a strictly positive latent column vector y
associated with its positive latent root of maximum modulus.
As the latent roots of A and A' are the same, this latent
root equals J3 .
Thus y' A = jp y'
and y' x > 0
It follows from 6.8, Theorem 3 that there is a classical
canonical submatrix of order 1 associated withjp . But
has only one associated latent vector, and therefore has only
one classical canonical submatrix associated with it.
It follows that f is a single latent root.
(ii) We have proved in this chapter the existence of a positive
latent root of largest modulus for an irreducible A. One may
quickly deduce that every A 0 has a non-negative latent
root of largest modulus.
let A : fa..] be obtained from A by a conjugate
permutation of rows and columns.. There is an arrangement
(iif, h2, ...yhn) of (1, 2, ...j, n) for which a.. . = .
let Q = [4l.] be the matrix satisfying
gih£ = 1' gij = 0 ; i f '
It is easily proved that
Q* Q = I,
and Q_1 AQ = Q* AQ = A .
Hence the latent roots of A are those of A. let us suppose
that A is in the normal form of 3.7«
Then | A - Al| = Tl ii^ - ^ I± | ,
where I ^ is of the same order as A^
It follows that the latent roots of A and A are those of
the k irreducible A^i taken together.
But A.^ t> 0, unless it is the 1x1 null-matrix, whose only
latent root is 0.
Hence A^ has a non-negative latent root of greatest modulus,
, say and S = max j?.; is a non-negative latent foot
of greatest modulus of A.
We deduce that J" = 0 , if and only if each A*^ is an 1x1
null-matrix. In other words the greatest non-negative latent
root of A is positive unless a,. =0, 2 ^ i, when A_L J
is in normal form. In this case all latent roots of A are 0.
Q&C
Thus y--x ^—©—
and —<b*$. ) x is associated with a classical submatrix-
of order-lv-
Since there isy-only one linearly dependent latent vector,-it-
follows that j is a single latent-root,
8.9.
Inequalities for the elements of the latent-
vector x.
We may use the argument of 8.6. to give some new
inequalities for the latent vector x associated with ,
when A 0 is irreducible.
If X-l '-2- Xg ^ Xn 0 j
we have from
■s - (.,4,aii xd)/x±
— f i'-' —— -/■"C- KJ s
- — "
u. , say
by an argument similar to that leading to (9)
Hence ^ «/( a ^ ^ K''CL4)
and putting A^ =1
*V
fwhert x is normalised so that Z x± =1 j
V £»• i
1 = i x± & [/Alk + (n - k + 1) j




T-r £ oc «. ^ ~, (15)
/. A + w - + 1 k + i 61/A (tt J
' - ( <, - k
In particular
-W Of_ ^ — -=J[jl_ say (16)
4 0/^^J ' ' 'jt"=i
say U- m ^ ^ ^ & _± 117)
and I = K/A, n .
Now let X- > 0 be a vector, and R = R (z) = max r. (z)#
o
Then by (Jollatz's theorem
cf ^ R ,
and if a = min a.. and b = min (a., z.)/z.
i 11 t v 13 iy/ i>
for a. • 0
J
then tg ^ (n - k) a and ^ :> b,
as A is irreducible.
Hence
x><./ x k*. ^ ^ - (n - k) (R - a)/ b = (n - k)es , (18)
where q = (R - a)/ b j
a quantity independent of k.
We have q ^ l/(n - k) as (n - k) (R - a) £ (n - k j R - 4^^ b
Hence xK/xt ^ Aki 4 L(n - k)i/(n.- c)?J q*"k
and in particular
xq/x - (n - 1 )i q'v~l # (19)
Prom (16) and (17) we have
^ \ I Iv-I
J 0 b
and j<" £ AJ2l_MLS- ^ £ C ! &£ . (21)
4=0
■aged Substituting in (16) and (17) we obtain
xi u/ (i 1 '* )X
<,=-(5 C n- - tj !
^ ^ 17 ( il '-'I" '•
Of course much, better bounds may be found in any particular
case for tg , j > etc., by closer inspection of A ,
and hence (18), (19), (20), (21), may be improved.
When A > 0
^ ^ k(n - k) b
j- * el-*) _ _5
and hence k "s* ^ ^ ' ~~r (22)
and this yields
Xk/^t- Aki - [(k-l)!/(t -l)Q o£'k £ < I .
In particular
U/51!! ^ 4*"""' /(n - 1)! ,
k 6 r ^,
(, »0 b >v ~ i j) 1
n- <- - f . J
1 ^ i. ; - £ —3
However when A > 0 , these inequalities may be improved
on by a slightly different method ,
for £ ~ £ — ^ "M-- _ ^4.; ^
j—' ^ ^ 0=
K
Suppose, as before^, +£ 4*j I > k
~
d L. _ 4~
a = min cf^ min (a^ zi)/z± = b, B = max r±(z) -
Sirtde P ,
\.o 7
R ^ C^tc/Xt,)Wo + (t - k - 1) b + a> ,
whence ^ (R-(4-k-l)b- a)/kb = '& ^Cj >"
(Vxn) - ^ ^ ~ 6vo,-^J fe - o*)/ b - . (24)
sM If Wcc = 1
we may replace Aki "by <?K<, in (15), (16), and (17).
Thus
k ~f t'v
l/(/<f^ + (n - k + 1 )ii x, ^ l/(k + £ (1/ c%t)) (25)
<•"=< K t-k+,
and in particular
1/n - ■ x1 £ 1/ £_ (1/ <rti) , (26)
n.
1/ ( / c~^n.) ■<= x^i < l/n - (27)
4. — i
•
^ t" "fe. C (6- t ^ C ^ ^ «t- C» ^ *^V
That (24),^(257^ (26), (27) are "better than ^y^yfyp^^-
the corresponding relations arising from (22), (which in turn
are tetter than those derived from (18) ) follow^ from
c'Kt A. (R - <3)/if° = g/lc _
If L > k + 1 the "bound for x^/x^ derived from (22)
contains g ' , £ - k > 1, as a factor and hence the
improvement may he considerable.
8.10.
The inegualities of 8.9. may be applied to improve
the bounds for jf , given by Collatz's theorem.
let A o 0 , be irreducible"* j and A-e-fc
t = t (e) = e • A
}
t = max t. = T
i*i 1 )
tf-
= min t. = t .
v x
Prom Collatz's theorem applied to a' we have,
if I > t , t < g -c J .
Suppose x is the latent column vector associated with^> ,
H
then x > 0 . Suppose that £ x. = 1 , and that we have
i 1
ohtained "by one of the methods of. 8.8. a positive lower
bound for xn = min x± ,
0 g~~R.¥ i i
As x = A x j
vi_
cf x:= .4 aij xj , i = 1, ..., n,0 — <
whence
^^ = Aaij xd = ^ T3 xj ~ T/xi -(T - ti' vc — i <0J-< «J—t t
whence if ^ l-^(T-t).
Similarly f ;>t / x± + (T - t) x „> t + (T - t),t =• | F» r? r
Similar relations may be found if the lower bound for min y^
is known f where y^ is the latent row vector associated with
Suppose min y± >■ p j
n-
ttfhen £ y^ = 1
C ~ 4
and r_ = r(e) , R = max r^ , r = min r^ ,
We obtain
J
r +- p (R - r) 6. g £ R - p (R - r) .
I & ci
8.11.
In 8.9 we obtained an upper "bound for xp/xn , when x
is the latent column vector associated with J7 , in an
irreducible weakly positive A. For A > 0 Ledermann
(1950,#) derived an upper bound for xn/x-^ . We shall take
this opportunity of improving this bound, using essentially
the same method as 'ledermann. The generalisation of this
bound to irreducible A 0^ is trivial,
let r n = max r^ (e) = E
ir
r^v = min ri(e) = >' ,
6-
and x1 % x2 ? ^ xn ^ 0 •
We have S x± = £ aij 1 = 1> ** "> n>
^ ^ y—'' ? i = 1, ..v n „ (28)
If E > r
then x-j^ > xn , by 8.1 .
For if x^ = x^, x = e, whence A e = ^ e, and r = 4 = R ,
If further, A > 0 # (28) may be improved to
<rl V7 xi * (ri xt'/ xi ,
as tJien U ^ aij < £ aij Xi^ "e""t0-
o **1 d =•'
If in (29) we put i = n on the left hand side, i = 1
on the right hand side we obtain
rn ^ ^ rf >
whence
(29)
( 'vAf ) max (r./ r.) = d , say.
i. •«■{•f
If in (29) we put i = 1 on the left hand side and i = n
on the right hand side we obtain
(Xt xR)/ zt z. 'j- x (rn xt)/ Xj, ,
Hence
(xn/ x±) (rn/ r±)/2 ^ < d;/a < 1 . (30)
This is ledermann's inequality for A ">* 0
However, in (28) we may put i = M on the left hand
side, i = m on the right hand side and obtain for
irreducible A 0
(B x^)/ (r^)/^ 6 i (V4.}/Xm ^ <r
4slenoe (xn / j^) (r/P)'- , Ol)
Evidently (r/R) ^ d
and (r/R) d
\
if and only if either r. = r or r. = R for i =1, ...A ~L _L A
Hence (31) is better than (29) except in that very special
case.
8.12.
In this section we shall assume x1> xn . This implies
n <5- 2.
The equality is possible in (31) if x-, > x e „
We may put
A = X P X"1 &
r -I hi
i ' Lj- j
J = 2 , x = -^2, 1, 1 ^
_j x-j/x^ = (r/R)^ = 1/2
A is irreducible and mod A = 1 .
It does not appear possible to give necessary and sufficient
conditions depending on the position of zero elements only,
for the equality to hold in (31)»
To find a sufficient condition, we shall derive (31) in a
different way.
(of. dl ? below J
J e = 1, 1, ,, ,• lj" ;
whenee X = diag (x^ .... xQ) } jLyi± > 0 J
and X e = x , the latent column vector .
Then Pe = of e <'
J
How r±/ f = {z^/s) *( \/S)
(Xi/xn) , (32)
and we deduce from (32) that
(ril /' = (W (33)
if and only if
xk = X1 , (34)
akj = Pkj = 0 unless x^ = xn , (35)
Similarly (ri/ S ) > (VX15 (36)
and (rt/ j ) = (xn/xl} (57)
if and only if
Xl = Xn (38)
and aij = = 0 » unless x^ = Xp . (39)
Hence from (32) and (36)
<Vxi) - (Vrk
for all l<, Lf I k,4 s~. n
Putting, as we may , = E , r£ = r , we obtain
<Vxi) ^ (r/E)^ '
We deduce that
(Xn/Xf) = (r^/rk)1/2 (40)
if and only if (34), (33), (38) and (39) are satisfied.
If (40) holds, (33) and (37) must hold and hence from
(rt/rK) (r/E) ^ (xn/xi) we see that
~ t «-°J„
rK=E , r4 = r,
Conversely if ^
(xnAi) = (r/E)1/2
it is obvious that (40) is satisfied for some k and £ .
Hence (31) holds if and only if (34), (35), (38) and (39)
are satisfied for some k and L .
We have given necessary and sufficient conditions for (40)
in terms of the latent vector x and zeros amongst the aki .
One might suspect that it would be possible to replace Xp by
ri, x} by E, xn by in (34), (35), (38) and (39).
(The reason "being that if A = X P X \ for fixed T} = £ a, •
vj-( -^3
will not decrease, rn. (i ^ k) will not increase, when 1 s
increased and the x^ (i y k) kept constant).





r* - PJ - O )
X = { 4 2 1 }- ;
r-L = r2 = E = 16 , = r = 3 ,
a2j = 0 unless 2 = 3,
a^ = 0 unless j = 1, 2 .
(These are the analogues of (35), (38) ).
= 1/4'
tut ( r/R )'2 = 3/4 .
The relations (35) and (39) cannot simultaneously hold for
all k, ^ such that x-^ = x^ , xL = x , unless there is an
ok such that x ( = ■*> x ^ = xn. For let
x1 = x2 - x^ > X{< +1 , x^ _1 > Xfi = x^+1 .... xn . Then ^ ^
and from (35), (39) , M = 0, where M : £a_^J t 1 i ~ ** ,
and - 1 & n , <a j p* +1
Hence A is reducible when + 1' and the result follows.
We deduce that if (40) holds either x1 = x2 or xn_-j = xn
if n p' 2 .
This is obvious if x^_ = xg = x^ > x +1 = x+2= = xn
114-
&fhile if some x. , x , "> x. x we must-L J_ XI '
have either (35) for some xK = x, and an x^ = x^
such that (35) does not hold for x^ or (39) for some
x_£ = x and an x^ = x ^ i such than (39) does not
hold for x g .
If (34) and (35) hold, aK„. = 0 .
If (38) and (39) hold, a LL = 0 .
Hence if either a(V-0 for all r. = Ra or if a. .■= 0E l J li
for all r^ = r , m) cannot he satisfied, and hence
(Xjjj/x^) (r/R)fe . (41)
In other words it is necessary condition for (S3) that there
t-
should he integers k, X- , for which r^. = B. } r^ = r
and aw = 0 .
In particular, if A '>■ 0 (<§$) cannot he satisfied and
(41) must hold,
8.13.
We shall call a matrix P 0 a T,P - matrix" if
n-
P e =<f e. (i.e. / ^ i = 1, ..., n) ♦
A D 0 ^ will he called a "P/ - matrix" if Af is a* a
P matrix. (i.e. ^ ^ii — ^ ~ > .... n).
When j> = 1, the P - matrix is called a "stochastic" or
"probability" matrix. Such matrices occur in the theory of
Markoff chains.
If x = 4 x^ .... Kn V we shall denote by X = diag x ,
the diagonal matrix X = diag (x1 .... xn)
In 8.12 we used the fact that every irreducible A 3 0 is
similar to a P - matrix on transformation "by a diagonal
matrix with positive diagonal elements. We shall now
enunciate this more precisely and supply a proof.
Theorem A *u 0 is irreducible, x > 0 the latent
column vector, y * > 0 the latent row vector associated
with the positive greatest latent root.
The matrix X = diag x , is the unique diagonal matrix
with positive elements such that X~^ AX , isja. P -matrix.
The matrix Jjf = diag y is the unique diagonal matrix with
positive diagonal elements such that Y A Y"1 is a p'- matrix.
let X = diag x # Then X e = x .
let h - X"1 A X e = X"1 Ax = X"1 x = j £ f
TsLuo AX is a P - matrix.
let Z=diag z , z > 0 , and let Z~^~ A Z be a P - matrix,
P e = & e „
Hence (f is the positive greatest latent root of P, and hence
of A. Thus <T = d? ,
and Z A Z e e ^
whence A z = Z e = J3 z.
It follows that 'Z. '>• 0 is the (unique) latent column vector
associated with jo
Hence z = x , and Z = X .
The proof of the second part of the theorem is similar.
CHAPTER 9.
PART I - INTRODUCTION
9.1.
In this chapter we shall "be concerned with square n x n
_ Yt~ • >v o vv
matrices P : 1 p- j I such that £ p . . = 1, i = l, „. n"~^
v ;,si 1J ( > \
called P - matrices, and more generally matrices Q : jv• • 1
such that £ p. . £ 1 . These latter will "be called Q - matrices.
■j=H J
The theory of P - matrices assumes great importance in the theory
x x C IH'it'
of Markoff Chains C.f. ( Preehet ( t ^ AS' ) } y. Romanovsky .
A.
Various methods have been used to study/the methods of)P - matrices.
Some related matrices were recently considered by W. ledermann,
(/HPctt) by a method similar to that of Probenius. In this
chapter we shall use a method of V,Romanovsky , though
when this was first written we were unaware of the work of this
author. There is some justification for this chapter, in spite
of Romanovsky's paper, as that author frequently appealed to
Probenius' theorems, proved by determin&ntal considerations. The
results of this chapter are entirely independent of such consid-
£ f . 4 £ J. ;/
erations* Only a few of the results of this chapter are new.I
If A is a square n x n matrix and Ab 0 , there is clearly
an m 0 such that A / m isa Q - matrix. The matrix Q
has the same latent vectors as A, and the latent roots of Q
are those of A divided by m. Hence the restriction of Q -
matrices is slight.
We shall prove in this chapter, several results proved before
and tut for the use of the results of Chapters 3N*,this chapter
is complete in itself, with one or two exceptions.
In this chapter E will denote the set 1, 2, .... n, as usual
PART 2. - General Properties of Q - Matrices,
9.2.
Let y f he a latent row vector of Q associated with
the latent root .A .
Then - A y ' = y' Q ,
or Ayj = i y± p13 i * E .
l>k £
Hence \y\\ .y^ j ^ fit)?if ^ 3 S ,
anc^ s0 |At i— lyJ-j £ j^if pi3 ^ Z fai|
J i- i£? **»it & i k
It follows that y,A | 1 ^
as £ I y±l > 0 , y' "being non-zero.
9.3.
In the remaining sections we shall assume that j^vj = 1
2 . |y*i < £ N hi.
whence
ff
lihi «• / hi^ \
<u £, (J?
"but as £ (yj I ~ 2- (y± I s
Oi tr ^■&







then J>y inspection of 2 .either = 0 or cj : = o v-g—i—
I f; E.
Atfe- *Hi - 1 lf Sc/ 0 •
>Ui?
9.4.
With the assumptions for A , y , as above
A y. = / _(y± Pij). ,
«- £ .«.V
and so any A + y. = arr^ ( Ji p^),
V t£r L?
while by 3 hj.1 = £| y± | Pij jij.
It follows that y-7^ 0 and p. . '> 0ul x 13
implies either an® y± = ap$| yj + amc A ,
or y± = 0 ,
as all non-zero p_y y^ ^haye equal arguments.
Sections 3 and 4 contain the fundamental relations which
vd.ll be used as means for the investigation of latent roots
and vectors of Q - matrices associated with latent roots of
unit modulus.
PARI 3 - Properties of Irreducible P - Matrices.
9.5.
let P be irreducible and y' P = Ay' \A( = 1
) i
Then I Ja j -A" 0 , all i <£, E .
l -M
let i * E1 when | yj > 0 .
/<i
le"k i £■ Eg when y^ = 0 .
Clearly E1 U Eg E y
and as some y^ 4 0 } is non-empty,
let 2 t Eg and i £ E-, -
By 3 , p.• = 0
l__El' ,3 e E2 .
Hence Pi2_ = f*(l: L j TN
and if 0 , P is reducible .
ice Eg is -BVLpiy , and the result follows.nen
9.6.
If A, VV( = 1 is a latent root of an irreducible P,
there is only one (linearly independent) latent row vector
associated with it.
Suppose y ' t w ' are latent row vectors associated with A
By 5.
y±| > 0 l*i| > 0 , i f E
v = y{ w - w, y ,




v = yw -wy = 0
i » i i A
But "by 5, this implies that v =0, and hence the result
9.7.
let us define mod P as in 5.5. * i.e.
£et mod P = i- "be the maximum number of sets
such tha' b
Ct) U E = E
< & £ J* ?
L %>) E^a E p = 0 ,
and
, C b) ; £e ^ = E - when fb vu x , mod ^ .
A6*a{l-) P = 0 unless ^ _
d ;
where P ^ ^ : jv±^ p i j <£ E ^ .
We have shown that 1 •*£ r -si n
The sets E ^ ;>~1, .... r will be called r,The modular sets
They sere unique, except that we may put x + g -/W. x ,
X = 1, .... r , apar^-froffl' an ■ additive constant, by 5.6.,
Corollary to ±j£vs~ theorem 7.
9.8.
let P be ttbrr'&4i&'Mrand let it. E.. , e\ modular set.
Then Jf... Pp-i = 7, = 1, ...^ r.
/
I' ij
let i 1 E» ,
1 = /j?ij = A p13 ,
J C i fc L >
.«•« p±j = 0 , when i L E ^ J j f E„, +, .
C\ cj f
let us denote by 1 .... the set of the r r *-th roots of
unity. If AC ^ is a latent root of any
ill
irreducible P of mod r. It has a unique associated latent
vector x , such that
= ,A , when i £ E ^ , u - f ? , w,
where the E . are the modular sets.
£/*•
let i c E . j ' j ^ / ./ i) • y o
y -- vJf- --"if—fA "o A. .✓V-
Then by 9.8.







>, = -A- ^
It should be noted that in the case i £ E ^ this holdsi/v.
if*
precisely because ^ = 1.
We have proved that ,A is a latent root and that it has a
latent column vector of the required form associated with it.
But, by 6, there is a single latent row vector associated with
A . Hence W nisp&e latent column vector assoc¬
iated with A .
9.10.
C's
Every irreducible P conptms a set of latent roots,
for some r A 1 . In particular 1 is a latent root of
every such matrix.
For mod P = r > 1, and It I , r a 1.it"
The result now follows by the first part of 9.
111
9.11.
If ^ > [A i = 1, a latent root of an irred¬
ucible P, there is an integer Sj i h s -= n such that A £-L ^
(i.e. ;A4 = 1)'
let y' be a latent row vector associated with A . We may
arbitrarily choose some arg y^ = 0 (As j y^j >0 by 5)
let i i 3?0 where arg y^ = 0 , mod 2 Tf .
Every column of an irreducible matrix contains at least one
non-zero element.
let p± • 0 £ £. Fa ;
By 4 arg y± = arg A as y. y' 0 , by 5.
let i <£ !_-]_ where arg y^ = arg A , (mod 2 r\ ).
Then P_-, is non-empty.
We have constructed non-empty sets EQ , E_-, . Continuing this we
may similarly construct non-nagi: sets 3? , *= 1, 2, 3, . e« ,
such that i I P_^, when arg y^ = arg .A , mod 2 tt .
le t i ^ t. P — ^ j '-A =1> 2, 3> '
But i . I E „ and so there are no more than n distinct i , .
v"* J ^
Hence there is a k' , 2 n , such that there is a j ',
1 *z. 3 ' > ^or wilich A > =
If k is the smallest such k' , and j the .largest j ' for k,
k argA =" j arg A mod 2 jf,
and putting s = k - j
we have A4 = 1 ;
and A c' f 1 , 1 4L t A s f >s > / ,
Z'b
Note As £ ^ arg y4 |j> arg -A , mod "2-. tj
when ( ^ on. s, and dl> ^ p <£- <*
and s arg A = 0 mod 2 "T
n.iAr
j = 0 and k = s .
9.12.
If F =5.1, 2, ...^ S '4 is defined as in 11^
then
lA^ = F — ^ , when fi "^=- mod s.
If F ^ , for real integers s< ;is defined as
F ^ = F- ft , p>'2 °> when <*- ~ - p>. mod jt ,
then i C p ^ when^ arg y± = — ^ o^ A z Tf
let p> - A mod s ? £? £ <y# j-j ii- 1 .
When i F _ , arg y.vJK ? 1
arg
wir&rA—p^As^ome---integer.--- ,
Hence F^^ F ~ , and reversing A in the above
we obtain Fp "t F_^ .
Thus F
_aK = F„p .
/3 > o
let i t F rJk for some real integer «A , and let ^JjbL^t^ be
an integer such that
cK =■ p mod s.
Then arg yi •— arg .A = - •— ck arg A ^ mod 1 7F .
Conversely if arg y^ = — ,-a arg ,A , mod 2_ T/
then arg y± ft arg ,,\ , mod 7~~tf *
whence i t. F"
I - P_ (5.. u «•>
1 X*
Q 1 rzJ o -L. J o
If A .A.&LX- is a latent root of an irreducible P ,
and P^ ^ ^ 1, o o. y s is defined as in 12?
then P^ P fi = 0 , 1 & & t p ^ s,
■s
U J4 = E ,
= f
let i 6 P A
Then arg = — <ok arg A A — arg ,A _> mod 2-77
as i'/S —u| s . mdA"A
Hence i P^ , and so P^ a Pa = 0.
s
let U p = p and E - P = P ' . Suppose P' is
non-empty«
i i jl, ^ i ;
t
£■
let i € P ' . There is an c* } ^ /'such that i 1 p .
Thus ' arg y^ = oK arg A .
J
let j C- P • Then arg y. arg ,4 4 CT| 1 ^ vu -< sA ' ' «
Hence hy H~ 7 $±. = ° ; i g P ? 3 <=; P
By definition P is reducible»
Hence P ' = 0 and P = E .
?
9 « 14 •
If P is irreducible, and the P, are defined as in
o\
O <r-
9.12, then p.. #0 implies i t p -j & p be-some A13 ot' 0 ,-A 4.J 7
By 13^ there is an ^ such that 3 £ p i3 + j
let 3 £ P -M
Then arg y \ = •+- f ) arg A , mod 2-~n,
s %
As p.. > 0 ; by
arg aj ^ = - {
whence i <L P .
9.15.
If A is a latent root of P and s is the smallest
integer such that As =1, s divides r, where r = mod A.
Por the sets P <* = 1, .... s satisfy the conditions of 5.5#
Hence 5.6? Theorem 7, holds.
9.16.
The set 1 p contains all the latent roots of unit
modulus of an irreducible P if and only if mod P = r.
ji ^ ^ ~~ r 4
By 9^ , the set I ^ are latent roots of P. L--fL —A-
If -4, /AS = 1 , is a latent root of P, there is a t such
that -A = 1 . by 11. If s is the smallest such t, then
s divides r.
Hence A "v*= 1
f and A £ I ^ . Hence if mod p = r , the
set 1 »— are all the latent roots of unit modulus of P.
How let I , be all the latent roots of unit modulus . let4T"**
mod p = k
By the above result we immediately have k = r .
This completes the proof.
ca | arg A\ }
9.17.
let mod P = r There is a single latent ro1# vector
i Z6
y ' associated with A , e L ^ t If A* = 1, *=£- 1 ,
1 £, t s, and the sets P^ are defined as in 9.12.? then
/
y is of the form
y± = v± A* * ^ v; >0;
where i A P^ ,
By 9. there is a single y * associated with A .
By 5 9 I y-L j = v± ^ 0 .
~sr
As BP = E there is an <=#- such that i P
As in 11 arg y. = — A arg A ^ mod 2Tf #
i- —
Hence y^ = v^ A as A = 1 , hy 15.
lr- g A C
,, As A4 = 1 and P^.^,- = P* 1 thfSlis true even forj\ o\ ' A
^ *> s AO, \
9.18.
let mod P = r and E A- = 1, .... r te the? V- 5 7 ?
modular set. The latent row vector y ' associated with
,A satisfies
y± = vi -1" ~ *" , n > 0;
whey%. i I E^ .
let As = 1 , £ 1 1 At <y s .
By 5.6., Theorem 7? there is an h such that r = h s and
V BE ji+( k-i)^
1*^ = 1, ...^ s
when the P , the sets of 9.12.are properly 6e <<
, (2.1
Hence E , E ,
as B ^ = ? k some integer. ^
let i £ E
rJ_ . Then i £ E o< .
Then by 9.17«, we have
y± = v. " "*■ ; v. :> o .
9.19.
let mod P = r, and y ' be the latent row vector-
associated. with A Jt L ^ .
Then !| = v^ does not depend on A
let A be a primitive r-th root of unity . A» ,
A = 1 , A 1 ^ 1 -A t «h r .
let i £ E.^ ; and let y' be associated with A .
By 9.18j y- = v. A
-j.
If j £ !^, > 'j = t n Pi, = i- n Pla
-A# ^
as ^ij = 0 ; 1 ^ E,u 0 £ E ot , .
let 1 4=. m «4 r Then A "A: 1 ^ .
. /v^.r- ->v '■
let w be a row vector such that wu = v. A
when i c E
ie-t 3 'c A +/ -
.-A
ml *£ .. . , _ A , V "VVI~ £♦"* , i rt-«- trD|Then Z pt j - 2 w-: • — Z. vc A p.. — v0 A
. A^. AkAAAx*, A — L
and so / «/;■ pA = ^ ^ v ^v~o--«-0 . -
He " ~ -A A, "
Hence w v is a latent row vector associated with -A T As
, v^v
there is an ^st, such that X = /t for every ^ £ 1 ^ ^
and as by 9? there is only one linearly independent latent
row vector associated with ^ € 1 ^ , the result follows.
9.20
If mod P = r . and v. is defined as in 17,9 1
then X vj_ = l/>- ) = 1, r, v/hen y ''is
normalized so that f T. = 1.
C £ c-
let j £ E ^ +, .
By definition of S ^ ^
^ vi pij = vi -Bij ,
tU' ^
£4 Ji ti. h I, , , -
<-> ; 4 V . = t 7 V. P "• = 7 V.£-3 • - - 1 Q l
Hence
ZJi = £y± = =/Ji = l/y-.
9.21.
In the case of latent column vectors 19-^ has this
analogue : we have | j x^j = 1 } i £ E ^ ^whey®- x
is the latent column vector associated with any ,4 £ I ^ >
The result corresponding to 20^ is this : we have Z^lxA =
& ~ l,...,r for any -\l , where n^ is the number
of members of E^ and jx^j = 1 t
9.22.
If -A «L p
^ , there is a single classical canonical
submatrix associated with -A' , and it is of order 1.
let p he the number of classical canonical submatrices
associated with .A . By 3^ the number of linearly-
independent latent column vectors equals p. But there is
only one such vector, by 9. Hence p = 1 .
let x be the latent column vector, • y / be the latent
row vector associated with A
By 9 and 17, y 'x = J? v± ^ = £ v± " ^
^
. 'i-u.- 2. <A
Hence by 3fe..4j Theorem 2, there is a classical canonical
submatrix of order 1 associated with A .
Combining these two statements the result follows.
9.23.
let mod P = r . Then At 1 ^ is a single latent
root (its multiplicity is l).
By 3a,. 3 Theorem 1, the multiplicity of a latent root equals
the number of latent column vectors associated with it, if
all classical canonical submatrices-^ associated with it are
of order 1. Hence by 22^,.A is single.
9.24.
Summary of Part 3.
let P be irreducible . The set of all latent roots of unit
modulus of P is 1 ^ } if and only if mod P = r. Each
A €. 1K. is simple and the classical canonical submatrix
associated with A is of order 1. Associated with A there
A
is ^unique latent column ve
vector y'^ , such that
u i l t t c l ctor x and a unique latent row
x^ = .A , when i £ E ^
y^ = v^ -A ~ when i l. E ^ ?
where the E ^ = 1, ..., r are the modular sets and
v^= 1, r is independent of A , The v^ satisfy
£ v± = £ vi -£ v^ ^
PART 4. Some Properties of Q Matrices.
9.25.
Definition. We shall say that the Q -- matrix Q is of
class p, (class Q = p) when it contains p irreducible
principal P - submatrices.
(A principal submatrix bAQ is such that
P :
j i» 3 c G < E . oft. $■ I .J
i 31
9.26.
let P "be an irreducible P matrix. Then class P = 1.
let P^ -A. p , be an irreducible principal P - submatrix ,
say
pi : biu , 1> 3 c G < E •
let i £ G- then p
vj cc^
13
But Z p±-j 1 6
K) t £
and so as p.- <10, it follows that
> iJ
p±. = 0 ; i t" G , j C E - G .
Hence if E - G is non-Suti^jP is ^reducible. Thus
G = E , and = P.
There is only one irreducible principal P - matrix of P.
9.27. %
let P be a P - matrix
Then class P 1 *
let Class P = .
By 3.2y Theorem 1, there are sets E ^ = 1, 2, ..._, k ,
such that
Pi3 = 0 if i e E x, 3 v E? } i.e. j £ E -
f
and P1 : ; i, 3 e E1 , is irreducible.
let i £ S , * Then
1 II
e-
£. p • •
- 13 *
t 0
The matrix P^ is thus an irreducible P - matrix. Hence p*£-
v> 2-
9.28.
let P^ "be a principal P - submatrix of Q, and
Pl f Q .
If Pi± t Pi , Pi. 1/ Pi ^ tHen p1;j = 0 .
The proof is similar to that of 9.26.
9.29.
let class P = p , and let P.. : j"p. . 1 i, j «■ IL.L~ i j 4 J '
= 1, ..., p, "be the irreducible principal P - submatriXeS
of Q o
?
If we define £ E^ = G , P = E - G , and
Ql : / Pi^ j i, o 6 P , then class = 0-
Por if . c C qss VQ» ) > 0, there is a <• Q , whe re
Pja.+.t is an irreducible P - matrix.
: LPij.i 7 X' ^ & ErTi
Hence there is a set E p+{ -< P such that
P /
But E
p = ® ' fs = 1, 2, .. ..^ p,
as G s\ P = 0 .
Hence Pp+I^E^ ? ^ =1, ..., p,
and thus class Q *=£- p + 1 ,
Hence class Qn = 0 .
We shall always give this meaning to G and P ,
We have E = G u P ; G/jP = 0 p and of course one of
G and P may be empty.
j 3> 3
9.30.
The set E ^ of 29 is a set of the decomposition of
3.2.
Let us denote the sets of 3.2 by ( | = 1, .k,
and let
^1, j t E (1 .
There is a p> such that E^n !e ^ ^ 0. let £ be the
smallest such ft
If E <> " |) ^ 0,
then p^ =0, i £ (E^A j c E^ - (E^ A E),
by 3.2 Theorem 1, (ii) ^ as j &- E p with f3 .
Hence P ^ ^ is reducible contrary to 3.2^ Theorem 1 (i).
It follows that E ^ - (E^A Ep 0 , or E-V E,x „
If E^ - (E^/v 3^ 0 7
then Ppj = °> 1 £ (E^ ^ E(fj ' 3 £ E^ — (E~^ P^
by 28 ? as pi;L c , Pi;j f P^
Hence P , is reducible, contrary to assumption.<2*
Thus E ^ 2r- Ep )
and so E ^ = E^
9.31.
let class Q = P.
No two sets E ^ = 1, .p of 9.29£ Nave a common
member«
By 9.30 there are ^ such that
E<r = E* ; E^ = Bp.
By the definition of 3.2,
E -""n E = E.^ ^ E ^ = 0.
9.32.
Let class X, = p.
The sets E =1, ..., p and P of 9.29j; are unique,
apart from the numbering.
Por by 3.4; Theorem 3, the E „ are unique, apart from
the numbering ,and there is a p> such that ,.E ^ = E^yjy 9.30y
and *~4~ •* P ^^ C far )
rM P = E - ^ E . , is then also unique.
9.33.
If PrJ. , P ^ v ^ 1> 3 & E^ , is a P~ matrix,
tlien
o - / -i
Pu a = 0 P ^ ? where "tEe E^fand P^ : J p. j
i; c E^ j t E p ] are defined as in 3.2^- (with E ^
f°r E^ , P^ for )»
Let it 3 t E p ^ {"& f- -
By 28.; as P^ is a P matrix , p^ = 0 .
Hence P




^ : (Pj_j ] j i, j t I ^ is a P - matrix, and
P -4-^t rk ^ p = R ^ = 0 , where R ^ is defined hy 3.3.
f
E Ci^ p, = <£ .... . . ''"c*-.., ^
where «*, = <*„ > ,=*> = p> . *
But = 0 for all ..£ *1
^ ± Kjgr, as
P^, = 0 , By 9.33.
Hence R,x ^ = 0 ? |3. -yt ^ -
Similarly, hy considering r^A ^ we may prove
E&<^ = 0
9.35.
An arrangement of the E^ , say E ^ d =1, ... ? k
satisfies the conditions of 3.2, Theorem 1 when
P ^ =0 for ck P ,
let R ^ p he defined for the P^ as R^ p Is for the ^
By 3.4? Theorem 2L, E'^ ,«A = 1, ..., k satisfy the conditions
of 3.2., Theorem 1, if and only if
R ' 0 for «A. (3 -
Ck js£ /
9.36.
There is an arrangement of the E ^ , E J} v~ - 1, ...^ k
say, satisfying the conditions of 3.2, Theorem 1, such that
= E
^ , <A = 1, ...9 p j where the E^ are the sets of
9.29.
Let us suppose, as we may by 9.30^
that E ^ =l,...«p-
let the remaining "be denoted by Er 4 = 1, k - p
V<j~ >
.«nr-HU^ ''T'-t-j tat
Let E' = E „ <*. = 1, .... k.
and put eT^ =, p^L } •= 1, .. .j p
and = frc^-p) <* = p + 1, ...? k«
O5-.If ^ £■ p and y»
then r'^ = 11/3^/^ = 0 b7 34, ^
«an¬
as E ' = E , and so P ' /-p. P ' is a P - matrix,
as r> ^ 7 * LL
If ■«< -2- p and cp > ^ ?
frh.eK, E ^ ^ = R ^ /y, = S rl tei~f ) rty) = 0 ->
as jft + 'p) ^pTtf-p) and tiie satisfy the conditions
of 3.2j Theorem 1.
Hence by 3.45 Theorem 2 f the E^ satisfy the conditions
of 3.2r Theorem 1 9
ana E
^ 'zs~ E ^ = 1, p.
9.37.
There is a conjugate permutation of rows and columns
of Q so that after the permutation
I2>7
where P^ ri = 1, p are irreducible p - matrices,
p =f^a-sli Q , and class = 0»
By 9.36 there is an arrangement E^ of the E^ satisfying
the conditions of 3.2, Theorem 1, such that e' = E>
' .? C*. "wy
Hence put&b^ the i £ E-^ first by a conjugate permutat¬
ion, next the i t. E { ; and so on to i f. E . Einally
put last the i&.E=.E-<£»^
Then if P^ s ) P±jj , 1* 3 £ Ql - £Pij f i' ^ ^ E-
we have the diagonal matrices as indicated.
Ey 9.28 , pi;. .= 0 ^ where i £ E ,A f j £ E^ ^
and by 9.29 7 class Q-^ = 0.
9.38.
If P is a J - matrix, and P is non-empty, then
Qg 4- 0 .
Suppose that = 0 ,
let i £ E ,
Then £ p±. = / Ppj = 1 -
*
* ***
»i &■ tz o fc •
Hence Qx is a ]? - matrix.
By 9»27? class Q1 1 .
But this contradicts 9.37.
Hence r 0 » if E is non-
PART 5. Latent Roots and Vectors of Q - Matrices.
9.39.
Let class Q = 0 . Then if .A is a latent root of Q
(aI-1 i.
Suppose Aj pM = 1 jisa latent root of Q^andj/ its
associated, latent row vector.
let i C P1 Y/hen y± 7* °>
i £ f2 > when 7i = 0.












As yi f 0 when i d Pp, it




i H ^ „
Whence by 9.27 there is an irreducible principal P2 Pp
But then also P2 A- Q and so class Q 1 . This is a
contradiction and the result follows.
9.4-0.
Let class Q = . Then the latent roots of unit
modulus of Q are , L ^ ^«..9 L where mod P
i p **
= ^ and L ^ is the set of r -th roots of unity. Each
latent root A has a multiplicity equal to the number of times
it occurs in Ir <+. = 1, .... p'
<#- ) 7 '
Tiie latent roots of Q are those of P-, , P0 . . . P , Q,.i d > p «
But has no latent roots of unit modulus, and ^ has
the set Ip when mod P = r. By 16. The result then follows.
<*. ty-)
9.41.
The multiplicity of ,A = 1 is class Q.
Suppose class Q = p .
Then 1 S- «* = 1, .... p as r^= mod B, $ 1.
Cf~ >
By 40, the multiplicity of 1 is p.
9.42.
let Be the latent row vector of P. associated
•S
with A. C I r,.
Then y * = y^ , i 4 E ^ ?
7±' = 0 ♦ 1 f ,







In 42^ we did not assume that was a latent root of Q.








= ,-A • V-
x J1 Ai ?i<
P10





£ yf P. •"10 o .
i HrO
9.43.
A £ I t~ when df s w^-fhe Y * , <* £ S, , as
Cr '' *\ j
defined in 42? are linearly independent.
If <*■ £ s then y is defined hy 42.A.
let y = / t y^ -
<*£^U
how y^ = 0 , i<LE^ jZ
y±^ = y[^^- 0 , i £ Ea , hy 5.
Plence if y. = 0 when i £ E , then <£L, = 0 .1 iK ^
It follows that if y * = 0 y<dt = 0 , «£. £ gA ?
and this is equivalent to the ahove statement.
9.44.
let S he defined as in 43^ and suppose Sa has a5
«efimhers. Then the S J ^ > as defined in 42^, form a
complete set of latent row vectors associated with -A
£Cf. £
>
In 43^ we proved that the y ^ were linearly independent.
The multiplicity of „A is ^ hy 40. Hence hy .^su. 7 >
the y*' S A form a complete set of latent rov/ vectors
associated v/ith -A .
9.45.
Let ,-4, m = lj he a latent root of Q, and let SA
defined as in 437i have $ members. Then there are Jr class¬
ical canonical suhmatrices of order 1 associated with .A
fey 40 and 16 9 there is an u such that -A C 1^ . Hence Sa
may he defined hy 43«)
fl
By 49, the multiplicity of A is S °
By 44, there are j linearly independent (primary) latent
row vectors associated with A • Hence, "by 3> theorem 1,
all the classical canonical suhmatrices associated with A
A,
are of order 1. Since e = AA where p' is the
.J j
number of classical canonical submatrices associated with
and- A^ and are their orders, p ' = •
9.46.
let AjAj = 1 . Then (A I - is non-singular.
lor by 29, class = 0, and hence^by 39 , Bas no latent
root of unit modulus. Hence (AA ~ Qj) is non-singular.
Z) .47.
let x denote the latent column vector of P_,ot
associated with A £ 1^
Then = x /**" y i £ E
xf = 0 > i 4 G , i /
and xf* = f xA*». > i t P ^
is a latent vector of Q associated with A ;
where xP**'' = x. ' i £ G-
1 1 J /V
and x^ = (A I - V Q2
-1 ~ Cvi,
X
let i I E ^ •
Then A ^ P-m •
•J £ ^ ,J"
But Pij = 0 ; i e A , j f A ) ^ 28 •
Hence A xf £' p x.. ? i £ _
4-2-
let i £ G- i ^ .
Then 0 = x. = / p. . x.1
- 13 I ->
u t <.?
OS
for if i c E
p , p. *= « , |Pij x. = o , j f E „
let i £• P .
flien Axp = i' Pfj =/?ijx/+ / »ij «j* •
o i t j £ 1 0 e P
Hence
.-A x £"**- = Q2 x*5*' + x ■*- ^
#lience x1"^ = (Al - Q,)"1 Q2 x .
9-48.
let x^ he defined as in 47= Then the x ^are
linearly independent,
let x = £, x"*~ = 0 .
^ ^ ^ -A
let i Ep,. then x± .= ./A, xA = C ^ x±^hy 47.
By 9 , = jxfj =1 , i £ E p ,
and hence c p, = 0 -
We may thus prove c^ = 0, c* ? ^and the result follows.
9.49.
The latent column vectors x rj~ t S A^form a complete
set of latent column vectors of Q associated with
let S A have $ members. Ther# are„jp linearly independent
latent column vectors, by 48= But the multiplicity of -A is S




When = 1 , x
(As 1 £ 1 v- & -1, . o. ? p j
> 0 i h for «*» = 1, .
c*
P
x ' is defined for &l-1, P ■)







± & Gr its.
By 2, 29, 40 the greatest non-negative latent root sof Q-, is
smaller than 1, Hence hy W.->1^/'(1 -s^Q-i ) 3> 0.
A x
■-1 « ;C- i 0 -and hence (I - Q, ) Qg
Hence x . 0
i





is the latent row vector of At 1^ defined
a
y^j is independent of the particular 1,
This followfs immediately by the definition of y* and 19.
9.52,
If x^ is the latent column vector of ,4c 1^ defined in
t i
47 then ( x*. . i £ G . is independent of A €. 17 | 1 ] /
This follows immediately by the definition of and 9,




Then = (1 > 2) = G = (3) (1, -1).
\
She vector x = -|l, 1, lj* is the latent column vector
associated with 1, but the latent column vector associated
with -1 is '{P-j- 1 , -
9.53.
Let - S have -f members. Then the sets x ^, •#*■ £
and y £ SA are biorthogonal ^
y ,v x * > 0 ; if p — -
y#' x 'A = 0 , if (S A'-* ■
We have y*1 x* = £ y£ x? = / y^' xj" ^ by 42 and 47.
C t £? J* C £=" *
And the result follows for h ^c*. , as y£> 0, x .**">■ 0 i £ E.i i _> v
If , y^ = 0 f unless i C E & ^
x^ = 0 ; when i £ E ^ .
Hence y x *" - £_ y±A xA - 0 .
c 1 i?
9.54.
Summary of Part 5.
The latent roots A, Hi =1 of a Q - matrix, are those of
the irreducible P contemned in Q. The multiplicity of A
equals the number of P«x of which it is a latent root. The
classical canonical submatrices associated with A are of order 1.
The vector y ' is a latent row vector of Q associated with A
if and only if
y = C y^
for some constants C } v-Aw.. a»- ^ a if and only if A is a
latent root of ]y and y^is defined by 42.
The vector x is a latent column vector of Q associated
with A if and only if
x = £ c^ xa
for some constants c^ and x is defined by 47.
) ,
The sets of vectors y ^, x, «if. S^, , are biorthogonal.
PART 6. Alternative Proofs of Results for latent
Row Yectors.
9.55.
In 42 we remarked that it was not necessary to assume
that A y/as a latent root of Q, to prove that yA was a
latent row vector associated with A . Similarly it is not
necessary to assume that the multiplicity of A is ^ ^when
has membersjto prove that every latent row vector
associated with .A is a linear combination of the y ^
We shall show this in the following sections. In Part 6
we shall only assume n 3 A ^ <- P
O: «-A- ^
9.56.
When P is defined as in 29? and y ' is a latent row
vector of Q associated with A, |~A|= 1 then yi =0,
i t p.
We have p_. ^ = 0 ^ i ^ ^ j £ P by 28_j ^
for if i C Q, then i t E ^ for some q( >
and i f E ^ when j -t P.
/H-6
let j d E
,ta / 5i _ Pij = --*?!•
Hence z ' Q1 = A2y;
when 2?; is defined for i £~ E , and z. = y. i # P .'
11/
But Q J lias no latent root -A , ^ | - 1 , lay 39 ■ and 29 ,
Hence y^ = z^- = 0 , i «£ 3? .
9.57.
If y y is a latent row vector associated with —<;^.(=1
and yy_ ^ 0 k C E^ , then A C I and y_. ~ ^yA}
i £. E , , where yc,=K is the latent row vector of P
associated with .A .
tet 3 t e * , A yA = p±j = fy-^ P±j , By 28.
If y^ 0 ^ k £ E ^ , the y^ i £ E^ are the
elements of $ latent row vector of P associated with .A ,
Hence,A*Band as the latent row vector of P^ associated
7 *
Wlith A is unique,
7. = c ' y / *" /7 i £• E .
y.58.q
If y' is a latent row vector associated with A and
<* £ -A when At- I 1/- 7
then y = £ A y^
for some constants c ^ t
By 57 y± = 0 if i £~ E and A / I ^ i.e.
P f .
and 7" 0 7 By 42*, ? jB ^ ^ f
s>i £ <£ A
iH-l
By 57
} yi = c ^ . yf* if i€ , and S
A ,
and ^ y.L* = Q y±* = / ^ y *■ , "by 42 .
By 56 , y1 = 0 , i c f=




If y = 0 ^ 7 i "then y f is a latent row
«=* £ -5TA ,
vector of A associated with. AJ ^A ( = 1 .
As any linear combination of latent row vectors is a row
vector, fhe result follows immediately.
9.60.
The vector y ' is a latent row vector associated
with A , if and only if y = £, o r> ,
* £
By 5$ and .
9.61.
We have proved the result enunciated in 55 without
assuming anything about the multiplicity of A .
It should be noted that the result of 40 does not follow
immediatelyy by this method^as we should first have to
prove that the classical submatriees associated with ^
are lxl . This may also be done.
9.62.
let y ' be a latent row vector of Q associated with
A . There is no vector z such that z Q = A z'+ y'.
By 60 ' y = i- y* .
a
Suppose z * Q = A z ' + y y.
let 3 t F . Then by 42 ^ y, = 0.
Hence £_ z_. pn- ^ z. p. • = A z. „
- J rA t~X ^
c-t "e. f~
It follows that the vector z , where z^ is defined
') H-5?
i i- F and z. = z. , i C E v satisfies•d- -L / ^
_ i
z Q , =
'
" A »
But "by 29 and 39, A is not a latent root of Q< .
Hence z^ = zl = 0 ^ iff
As y /= 0, there is some such that
C«3k f ® '
let <~ $ f 0 .
Then X a± Pij = £ z± =Ayf
<- t fc- «. c t?_ a
when 3 4 E ^ •
13 /
i f E .■* and z. = z. /nHence if zf is defined for £ « f ./c1 P; x 1'
ji1 ^ p • «*-»
^ = -A a'/»' + y»'.
By 22, ,A is a single latent root of P 3 and the classical
canonical suhmatrix of P „ associated with it is of order 1.
(O
Hence By ?&, „ , theorem 2 , there is no vector A*7 satis¬
fy ing
zt!i P
f4 = A zfr' + yc ' ,
We deduce the required result
9.63.
The classical canonical suBmatrices of Q associated with
A are of order 1.[/ If some suBmatrix is of order 2, then
r\
By 22., 4 there is a latent row vector z ' such that
}
rs \ > /
z . Q = .A z + y
But By 62 this is impossible and the result follows.
ISO
9.64.
The latent column vectors may "be treated in a similar
way.
PART 7« Vectors Associated with Sets of latent
Roots of Unit Modulus.
9.65.
By 19, we may associate a row vector v 0 with
set 1 of latent roots of unit modulus of an irreducible
P , such that if y f is a latent row vector of P
associated with A t h i = v± > i £ E
(or in the notation - v).
A
Correspondingly we shall say that a set 1 of latent roots
of unit modulus of Q forms an 1 - set when we may assoc¬
iate with I a row vector v 0 such that, if y is
a latent row vector of Q associated with A £- B,
{yij = v± , i £ E .
An 1 - set, 1 , will "be called complete with respect to
6-w f'c -few ef
an associated vector v' when p\( = ^ is a latent
root of Q , y ' associated with A and | y^( = v^ ,
i L E imply a £ Jj .
An L - set complete with respect to some v ' , may "be called
a "complete 1 - set".
Of course there may "be two vectors associated with L , such




Let v± = I yf' I where y01 is defined as in 42.
Then if L is a set of latent roots of unit modulus and L L
when ^ & H , where H is a non-empty subset of (l,2,...,p),
1 is an L - set of Q and v ' , v = ix k v*5"" ~d 0 ,OC 7
** t" H
k ^ ^ 0 is an associated vector.
If At L and ilas elements
yi = c*. ?! f 1 eE * ? when 1 -C Lr (or c^;H)/
y± =0 ; i t_ E „ / i jt ir C^-
yi =0 ^ 1 € f
then yt is a latent vector associated with A , by 59,
as L L implies £ Lr
v£
Putting J c ^ J k Z'we have V - k *V-4 >
n = n* , 1 e E^, «<■f- H
v± = 0 0 i e E ^ ; H
v^ = 0 7 i £ F .
■n 4. * ! •*But vi = ; y±
C«<< .
y± as xn 51,
and thus v.**- is independent of the particular A £ L.
i-6
Hence, as vi = k ^ vt1 or vi = 0 /TT7 i £ E
is also independent of the particular -A £ L.
Hence L is an 1 - set and v } is associated with 1.
J
cn£ H
/«.3Kv 3-A 0 v/ -7- cb .7 /V
Isz
9.67.
If t' is a vector associated with, an I - set 1,
v . = 0 i C E
, when L Ii 7 r
O*.
and vi = ^ , i £ B <
for if 1 ^ L there is an ,4 £ 1 such that A £ I.
p '
Hence hy 58 and 42,
y± = 0 , 1 £ E * / i <
and, y± = 0 , i £ P ,
for every latent row vector y ' associated with -A .
If v r is the vector associated with I, there is some
latent row vector associated with I, such that
Hence v. = 0 i £ EI I
r 7 *** ; rc* '
Vj_ = 0 ; i £ F .
9.68.
The set 1 of latent roots of unit modulus of Q ,
is an 1 - set if and only if there is an <* such that
I A- 1 .
r ±.
By 66, if 1 L , 1 is an L - set.
If L is an I - set there is a (weakly) positive v ^
associated with I.
By 67, vi = 0 , when i C 1 Lr 1 e •
Hence if ,A f L ^ -1, ..., p, then v = 0.
is
Thus if 1 is an 1 - set, there is an ■=< such that
1 < I .
9.69.
The set consisting of the latent root A = 1 is
an I - set.
For any dv , 1 ^ ■&- p, The result follows
"by 68.
6.70.
The vector v ' is associated with an 1 - set 1
^ if
and only if
v = £ k ^ v* o 0 2 f fo'
iss £-h(
tvk&fe £ H when 1 A.|f pr^-
By 66? if v / k ^ v"^ 3 0., then v ' is assoc-
iated with 1 .
let v he associated with 1.
Then v = 0, i £ , if 1 1 ,
/i.e. if <a £. H J, and vi = 0, i £ F y
ifiyd 67.) .
Suppose <=* £ H and -A £ 1 . Then there is a latent row
vector associated with -A y such that
I y± | = Vj. , i i e * .
But by 58 and 42, r± £0 + .■ , 1 x E '
Hence v± Is. ^ , i <£ E y
with 1c ^ 5^ 0




The set, I , of latent roots of unit modulus is a
complete 1 - set if and only if there is a subset IC of
(1, 2, ..., p) such that 1 = 1 . where t = g.c.d. r
tX £
(the greatest common divisor of r» , for c*. £ K).
The set i & is complete with respect to v = £_ k v 01, k > 0.
■w. e ic
let 1 he an 1 - set , and let v ' he an associated
vector.
By 70 7
v = £. k , v ** k "> 0 ,at » at, ^
where K is a subset of the set H^ defined as in 66.
Hence by definition of H , 1 «C 1 when ck t .
and so 1 /~\
£ K *
(the intersection of 1 for ot £ K) -
But as 1^ is the set of r^ -th roots of unity
/~\ 1 = 1 / as defined above.
r ^ J 2
T? ^
dl t (C.
Thus 1 1 -6-
By 66_j the set 1 f as an 1 - set , and v = £. k ^ v *
«oie t<
is a vector associated with it.
let A €- 1 , . Then by 6fh. A is an 1 - set ,4s*- 7 J
and v — j*l k v"* , kljC > 0 is a vector associated
c* £ fc
with the 1 - set .-X
Hence the 1 - set 1 is complete (and hence any set 1 is
complete) if and only if 1 = 1 ^ and 1 ^ is complete
with respect to a/' .
9.72.
The set of latent roots 1 is complete with respect
to its associated vector v ^ .
If the set K of 70 consists of & , then 1. = 1
and v = v* .
The result then follows.
CHAPTER 10.
10.1.
In this chapter we shall consider the classical canonical
submatrices associated with the non-negative latent root of max¬
imum modulus of a (reducible) weakly positive matrix P and
also the set of generalized latent vectors associated with that
root.
Suppose P in the normal form of Chapter 3«
P \-1 K. i 1
,o
t*. K.
and let f , the greatest latent root of P.J A
let P^ be a square matrix of order n^ . It will generally
be mote convenient to consider A = j> I - t^. Then A is
singular.





If A is any latent root of P, \ ^ S '
Hence the real part of the latent root - A of A satisfies
iSl
11
&&J - A) 0.
Thus A is a singular matrix, all of whose non-zero latent
roots have positive real parts, let us denote the singular An...
by A<a
t A«*^^ .
By Collatz's theorem 8J^)applied to P^,.
i ^ fi --- mV(Ai e* >J » ftck
Cd * n±
where is the greatest latent root of j e^_is une
vector e " ^ = ^L, 1, ..... l^ ; ^ , and ^kk| is the
j-th element of Jii- ^ of ^ u
let Toe the set of integers k such that p^ is an element
of y and let j ^
By 8 , 3
•*f = cf t' = min ( n 6 ) ' = ^11° ° <- v li j rkk ?
«J *°
if and only if
fe1 = pii ± = ft* el ■
Hence I- = 0 , 1c i= j, j e£. , k e e± . (1)
But is irreducible and hence (l) can not hold. This
implies that _IL consists of k, i.e. is the *1x1 matrix
pii = Lpkk] *
It follows that the diagonal elements a•• of A are positive,
J J
except that a^-j = 0 is possible when is one of
irreducible submatrices of A. The non-diagonal elements of A




As J* ^ and. is irreducible f
adj (f X - ?i±) = adj A±;L > 0 ,
"by fyfcheorem 3 »
AlSO (AbIJ^ j = 0 y i = "1, „ .... .
The following theorem is of fundamental importance in the
development of our results. Clearly the irreducible
l'
satisfy the conditions ifmj'C^eii on the matrix o.f the theorem.
Theorem 1.
let /A ( = 0 , adj A -> 0, z S 0 .
There is a vector w for which A te = z, if and only if z = 0.
PrOof . Suppose Aw = z .
Then adj A
_ z = adj A A w = 0 .
But by 4'. 1-6 jlf z o, adj A z ">• 0 }
whence 3P = 0 .
There is a latent vector x such that A x = 0, as |a j = 0.
This proves the second part of the theorem.
We may incidentally note that adj A > 0 only if A is irreducible.
Por if A is reducible, and adj A is partitioned similarly to A,
(adj A)^= 0 j > i, as adj A is a function of A,/c^f.
The equation
A v/ = z, w 0 (2)
may be written
Z = i "i '
H
Hence :z is linearly dependent on the columns of A if and only
t£si
if "there is a w satisfying (2). Suppose A = I - P,
where P is an irreducible positive matrix, ..jp its largest-
non-negative latent root.
Then j A| = 0 , and adj A 0 ,
There is a latent vector x of A such that A x = 0, and
x > 0.
By theorem 1 ? is linearly independant of the columns of A.
( (By this is another proof that the classical canonical
submatrix associated with x is of order 1x1). But as x
is the only latent vector associated with the latent root 0 of
A, the rank of A is n - 1. Hence A contains n - 1
linearly independent columns. We may go further than this.
As adj A V 0 , any principal minor of order n - 1 of A is
non-zero. Hence its columns are linearly independent, and,
k
a fortiori, the columns of A containing it are linearly in¬
dependent. We have proved that any n - 1 columns of A are
linearly independent.
let y be linearly independent of the columns of A. Then
a *» / a * 7 . y , are a set of n linearly
independent vectors, and as any vector of n elements can be
expressed in terms of a set of n linearly independent vectors,
we have for any z;
z = £^%±+ v * -
This property of the set a ^ , a ? • • ^ , is
often expressed by: "the set forms a basis for the vectors z".
By theorem 1 if y 15* 0 , then y is linearly independent
16 o
of the columns of A. Putting c± = wi , i = 1, .. .n-1,
cn = -c , we immediately obtain Corollary 1.
Corollary 1. Let jfr. be singular , adj A > 0, y o 0,
o
and z be any vector» Then there is a vector, w . w =0,. „ — —r—'— V-- n —
and a scalar c, such that
Aw = -cy + z.
(Of course, if A is non-singular, the corollary is
trivially true for c = 0, or indeed any c.)
10. 3«
How let us suppose that A is singular, adj A 2> 0
and that z C? 0.
If Aw = - cy + z
(we do not need to insist on wn = 0)
and c ^ 0 ,
then - cy + z 0 .
But this is not possible by Theorem 1. Hence c > 0. We
have proved Corollary 2.
Corollary 2. Let A be singular, adj A_ >0, y and z
be (weakly) positive vectors. There is a vector w and a
scalar c such that
Aw = - cy + z.
The scalar c is positive,
10.4.
We now investigate solutions of Ax
partition
= 0. Let us
16
-tl» x2 ' t x-£ * ' conformably with A.
= {A" Xl' lA2j V *0}Then C M ""I »•> \A,,|
It is useful to introduce the concept of partial solutions of
Ax = 0. (We shall give definitions which do not assume A "h> 0),
Suppose that
X1 =' x2 = xfi-l = 0 \
r (3)
x^ f 0
Then (Ax )1 = (Ax)2 • ' ' = (Ax )rL_i = 0,
where (Ax)^ is the i-th vector component of Ax.
If x satisfies (3) and Ax also satisfies
(Ax)x = (Ax) 2 = (Ax)j = 0 (4)
for j '5s h , ...
we shall call x a partial h - j solution of Ax = 0. A
partial h - k solution of Ax = 0, is a solution of Ax = 0,
and will be called an h - solution. Evidently any solution
is an h - solution for some h. We shall at this point
introduce some other terminology. A vector satisfying (3)
will be called an h - vector. Evidently every vector is
an h - vector for some h. A vector for which only x^
i = 1, ...j j is defined (and which may be regarded as con-
formaikwith A = LAiJ j > P =1> •••j and which in
addition satisfies (3) will be called an h - j vector.
10.5.
In this section it will not be assumed that Afe 0. The
singular A^ will still "be denoted by , i = 1, .... 4
LemmarI „ If _x is a partial solution of
Ax = 0, there is an i such that x is an^.yvector
let x he an h - vector,
then (Ax)t = = 0 , and J 0.
Hence Ay^ is singular and so there is such an i that h =*^1
This proves the lemma.
10.6.
We shall no?/ denote any partial f<;J, - j solution of Ax = 0
"by x1 and again assume that At? 0. It is clear that x^ is
a latent vector of Ai$-oq , associated with 0. Hence it is
also the latent vector of associated with its non-
l i
negative latent root of maximum modulus, . But this latent
vector is unique (cf. 8 , tf ) , and on proper normalization
we have x, 0,
We shall next prove a theorem which we shall often refer to.
Theorem 2. There is a unique partial - <#,. t y- I
golution x1 of Ax = 0 (apart from a multiplicative
constant).The vector x1 satisfies
&dl XL>-0 > i£ '
x5 i_su « 1«.. - 0 '
\L.n. .> ** ' *
where . is defined "by 3.3. **"
a
■Let X£ = 0, h = 1, ..., - 1
0 (5)
4 «,; + 1 < h 46.
■h ~*f
where 4 = " xj-
There is a unique (apart from a multiplicative constant)
x^.4 . satisfying (5), and x > 0,(4*is non-singular,
«&£•*-. h *~<dt:gf we may successively solve (6) for h +1,
+ 2 -1. Hence there is a partial h - 1/ / V ^
solution of Ax = 0. If x^,j= 1, ... ? h - 1 , areJ
unique (6) yields a unique xf . As x^ = 0, j=l, -11 n j J t> }
and x^. is the unique vector satisfying (5), we see "by
tf-
induction that the pi. I*"""! solution is unique.
let us now prove our statement about the x^ . Suppose
inductively that for 4 h ■& — 2- »
(2i^li i x;j ;:i" 0 7 if R.^. > Oj
xj = ° ? if = . 0,
for j = + 1 = , h
(Z. k 1 z2: ^ 0 _ if R - ^ - > 0v l-'h j ' ? J ' 7
z1 =0-i if 2. , = 0 .
3 ? 3 '
for j = ***■ C + 1/ h + 1 .
(We remember that we have either R.. *> 0, or Jx. . = 0 ).J -i- J
From (6) xt = A i . z f ,v ' %HV| «••-*■? «wij Hv-^S /
and by >> 0 .
astd *fhis yields,
16*
xLi > 0 > if . 4+i => 0 i-®- if Eh+i« °,
xa+i u > lf 4+1 c 0, i.e. if Ei+1^= 0_,
by ( Z. )« .
l ii
This is ( X^ _
h, »'»
By definition , z|+2 = ~ £ ^ .
O 'r'^>
As A^ . C 0 ,
zn+2 —■ 0
, (7)
and zft+2 0 ; if and only if there is a jh+1
fi> v ^ . i
for which"**A. . x^ 75 0 . A^" xj ® ^ ^'h+2 " J 0 ?
h+2J J
and only if - A^^ o , and xjf 0 ^
i.e. if and only if
r*. on 5> 0 and R.„. > 0 ,il+2|j ~"a 3^ >
"by definition of rh+2g and ^i^fi+1
Hence z^+2 ® ^ 3,3:1^ only ^ there is a j for which
r- • R •«&•'> 0 . There is such a 3 if and only if**•* *- <j 3 1
f*. ■■•»■ j
R^+2 «Jvi = i Rj ** , > °- Combining this with (7)
we immediately obtain
The proposition (X^)^. is equivalent to xi ^ 0 as
R **.,-.<#.♦ = 1 > "by definition, an# fhis we have shown to be
true. As z 0 or Z*t-M = 0 according as
A SO or A,»^* = 0, i.e. according as R* +l*v> 0
i- V V
or R^.<d-/ = 0 > (&v ),* • is clearly true,
4.5
By induction we obtain (X. V. „ . ^ and this is our theorem.
We point out, for future use, that by induction we also
obtain (Z . ),
(It may be noted that if we define z^ = -£ A^. xx. ,
<.! v!
(Zj,)^ , is not true, but (Xi holds for h = 1, 2,...c*<
7.
Theorem 3» (i) There is a (weakly) positive «At; -solution
of Ax = 0 if and only if
a'4.p"ht. = 0 for P = i +1, i +2,
(ii) If ~ 0, for p = i +1 .... C there isjjp ~&r
an 5%v~ vector x1 satisfying Ax = 0, such that
ft.it. : fLk.. 0 11 0>
xi * o if a..,. = o t
J J **
for j = *&C t **■'£*-* > ....... k
(We might have put "for j = 1, 2, ... k" but as we shall
want to use (zp)h > = C > ^ " seems preferable,
cf. the end of 10.6.)
(a) let us inductively suppose , where we put
Ql ( k 4- ^"There is a positive partial «*»--hII
solution of Ax = 0, if and only if R . = 0 , for
" * \
tAC 4 p & 11 E = o ,4- h,
there is a positive partial - h solution 4 x^ v
II
satisfying Q^)^*
AS in 10.6 we may prove that satisfies (Z± )^ y h > *ic;
/6 6
when x<- .
(We are denoting by -i. «*-3 etc., the - h vector, not
its j-th component. We shall sometimes write -{ x^ ^ ,
j = 1, ...j h, to indicate the range of 3).
(b) If A^+1 k+1 is non-singular we put x|+1 * A~^;j#u+i
Then 3 =1? ... h+1, is a partial otv- - h +1
Jo }
solution and, exactly as in 10.6, it may be shown that it
satisfies
(c) The considerations of (c) and (d) appear necessary
when singular.
Every partial -«A; - h solution of Ax = 0 is expressible as
•#' { x.. V = K- -1 x^ f +c{ I.i (3 = 1, ... y h) .
how an<^ °£-x3 ^ are<Par^ial ~k solutions of
Ax = 0. But x^ =KX. , 3=1,...., tain (h, c*cV(-l), by
ivvr-tA-A ^ 1- O r —Qpj" ^ —•i- =■ j e*C-*Av-i—C_A
fhe orem 2, ./HeSt5«=«s x^ j- is also a partial r - h solution
[ / _ i s y c k
of Ax = 0, ^ if f 0 j and as every ^vector is a a
d, - vector for some q. , lx.V is an oL - h vector with
i 3 ^ H
^ , ^ -<C ot o i ll oL
(d) If 0 we shall now prove ^ °? (3 = !>'<><>; 1
HliA= 0, the result is trivially true. Let us assume that
ipl f °-
By (c) = 0, 3 = 1, .....4^ -1 , where <*0 >'\.
Hence we need only prove x^ 0, for <*«> ^ 3 ~ £ .
By hypothesis R dL = °> ^ot^h.
Hence by (X. k , x^ = 0, (A t h. .
p
When -( xA "3 0 , it follows that x. c> 0, «.^4 h***' J <p P
provided that {xis normalized so that c >.0. (Actually
J *•'
of course x • 0). It remains to prove that x. 'V 0,
Hj D *
when A -• is non-singular.
J J
(e) Suppose that A., is non-singular. Then j > .
«J J
let us suppose that x c> & 0 when -a* *£, g £ 3 - 1 .
fe ~ i *v' "
Then z. = - A,j:g x0 9- 0 .
And as AT^ *> 0, x. A, 0, follows. As we haveJ J J
x A 0, g- = 1, ... ?'*•& we obtain by (d) and the present
section that ^ x^ 0, (j = 1, ...? h).
(f) How suppose that A i,1( is singular, say h +1 = ^ .
let Ai D 0 (j = 1, ...» h). We have proved that on proper
normalization, ^ x0, and that in this case c-52 0.
By theorem 1, there is an x satisfying
A j.. x = z ,u = zj * GZj, (8)
for some c >/■ 0 , if and only if
z2: + cz . = 0 .
'%W
As x . ,i 0, (8) can be satisfied if and only if"'J- SA-w
Z'ivH = ° •» f-
Hence bv (Z-i ) there is an x ,E satisfying (8) if and onlyx "A
if
R t sj. - = 0 .
-yW v
If R,^<;. = 0 , we put x£ ^ = x^ = 0. Of course this
satisfies (8), with c = 0, as z* =0. The vector
\h %
j =1, ... - no?/ satisfies (Z. ),
yh,
(g) " Prom (b) and (f) it follows that if f ^ih -c, k
holds so does Q K ' . But there is a positive partial
c*. — 1 solution of Ax = 0 satisfying (Z. )+ f
"by theorem 2. This, equivalent to Q(.t. -■ $. By induction
k «•
we obtain , y/hich is equivalent to the theorem.
Corollary 1» let 3 :A ^. = 0, p = i+1, .... L. , and let
the a.(:- vector x1 satisfy Ax = 0, and (Z^ . Then x1
is unique. --t
i n j _ n , _ n ji _-i a __iWe have
Hence x
If B h.-^
xh — 0} j — 1 *
is unique.
i ■ c • j and also A .. ^ , x~) =0.96 e. ° *- *4 -
0 , xg = 0,
Suppose :R^> 0' . Then by hypothesis A|* is non-singular
let us inductively suppose that x^ , 3=1,...« h-1, are
h,-\ J
unique. Then Ahj xj is also unique. Hence
x?~ is unique. But we have shown that x. } 3 =1, ,
are unique
i>
_ __ and so the Corollary follows
by induction.
As Corollary 2, we may append the proposition of theorem 3,
(which holds as holds).amplified by equivalent of Corollary 1.
Corollary 2. There is a (weakly) positive partial - h
solution of Ax = 0, if and only if B * = 0 , when
Vn When E = 0, there is a
partial <sC h solution satisfying; (Z: ) ,;v < This partial
When i = L the condition of theorem 3, R±,= 0
r
p = i +1, . ...^ i~ is trivially satisfied. We obtain
Corollary 3»
jf
Corollary 3» There is a unique positive -vector x_
such that An5* = 0.
10.8.
Lemma,! Let z'J j = 1, .... m, be m h. - vectors (not
£T v;
necessarily positive), such that hp*' -r, hm . The
vectors z- , j= 1, .... m are linearly independent.
Let us suppose that
z - I C- ,'t = 0.
Then v*.
zfa = t °j zh, = c. zfa, as = °' 3 & 2-
tS -•'- i.
Hence c = 0, as zr zjk 0.i II 5j
Repeating this argument for j = 2, 3, ..., m successively we
obtain cp = c2 = cki = ®*
It follows that the vectors are linearly independent.
10.9.
let us now denote by ***C\ j = 1, ..., m 4* <«*.
W J *
those for which R^^ = 0 ^ p = i+1, ..... ^ . By
theorem 3 there is an rA solution of Ax = 0, satisfying
(Xi) k (This solution will be denoted by x *'•>> ).
no
Theorem 4« The vectors x1^ , satisfying Ax = 0, are
linearly independent. The vector x 0 satisfies Ax = 0'





t vectors, t, -c. - <c . Hencet ° %•- He.
Toy 10.4, lemma the x"^ are linearly independent.
If x = £ c. x^i >t cj — 0, some c. "=* 0, then x 0
'
-A i «J J
and as = 0, j = 1, ..., m, it follows that Ax = 0.
C b>J
let us suppose that x ^ 0 and that Ax = 0. By * O •
every solution of Ax = 0, is an ^ -vector for some I
Suppose that x is six = vector.
let "be the set of integers such that p & ' if and only
if
(i) A f.
(ii) = 0, when ? h
(It should he noted that if *a,>- = h, 1? e Sfe ).
V&CL...
If p £ S^, vLO.8 Corollary 2 th theorem 3 there is a partial
h solution of Ax = 0, denoted {xj , satisfying (X )^, and
therefore also QEL .
V j I
let us suppose that if \x^j j = 1, ...h, h > «c /lt ,
is a (weakly) positive - solution of fix = 0 • ***--
" / «'(• {*?£ °d °' p< Sh ' °A>0' (9)
f * ■* A.
and further that there is a positive partial h + 1 solution
4x \ i = ], ...., h & 1, whose j-th vector component equals
v
, j A j 0 ' j
that of (9), when j h .
Then
A x = • c* f
JWI iv*. ,W p Zh+1 ' (10)
'"J(fi)
^ hi-1 is non singular we have from (10)
-1
x.h+1 h -A ( i~ CT) ZK-H^ ^ 0 *P
>' i""~S i~.
as °f ^ 0 > zo o, p £ 4'^ and. 0 .
Thus {x. is a positive if" h + 1 solution of Ax = 0
J 4
(fj
let us suppose that h + 1 = s> ,
By theorem 1 there is an xh+i satisfying (10) only if
r? c z = 0 .if-- p h't ;■
V^. ^ ,
Hence as c^J >0, it follows from (Y )^ ,p C S^, that
S h «-< *»' /•*. = 0
and — —-when- -—-b-——S~
p ^ n
^+i ^ p = 0 - $ r : f € ^ -
Thus *: Sfa+1 ;
and p^, i: S^+1 when cp > 0, p <1 Sn .
Hence
1 *
i. x_.\, = jf..Cp lxji 3 = 1> "'J 11 j
9^ , .i- "* V\r'fr*
Q.S ^ *
f)
If these conditions are satisfied
=%+i = * *h+i > 0»
as the vector satisfying A^,^- =0 is unique
and also positive when (Xy)iw^ holds. Further^by (Xp)^+1
x * =0, p € Sh+1 , p 4. I + 1 ,
n
Hence k\ = '£ c ' J yJ\ j =1, ...,?i+l.
This result we have already proved when •^■|1+p is non-
singular.
ISJ
But evidently *{. \ = 0 1xf^ ^ = 1, > > > j ^
and 3«^ consists of only,
After a trivial renumbering of the c ' we obtain the theorem
P >
by induction.
jwe have proved that every positive latent column vector of A
associated with 0 is a linear combination of a. set of
positive latent column vectors. A similar result naturally
holds for row vectors. It might also equally well be enun¬
ciated in terms of latent column or row vectors of P assoc¬
iated with f . It is worth emphasising that we have not
proved that all latent column or row vectors of A associated
with 0 are linear combinations of a set of positive latent
vectors. This is not true in general.
10.10.
In this section we shall return to the matrix P = ^ I - A
The following theorem is due to Frobenius (1912). : "There is
a latent column vector x 0 of P associated with $ j, ,A J
a latent root of _F , if and only if there is an arrange¬
ment (h]_, hg .... h^) of (1, 2, .... k) such that
(i) The matrix P is in normal form where
P = fP1 -j| i, j =1» ... k
and P k ? ~ P A" *
n
C 1>)
There is an r , such that A = , the non-negative
greatest latent root of P
rr ■>
and Cm J .£■ jA when h >> hS 3? •
The latent vector x of P » obtained by Probenius
is in our terminology an h. solution of (P - & I) M. - 0.
_L •*,>>' A
Prom (iii) we immediately have
Xs = 5}i = ° (11)
when > JV ( s / r ) , .
while by it is easily proved that
x = XA^ > 0 . (12)
,_We are here denoting by x the vector for which
xs = x£l$ s = 1, ... , k .
Clearly ( P - I) x = 0 t
We are now concerned only with the case.A = $ , i.e. r = .*"*
it-
for some i , 1 i & toI
let r = , and denote the vector satisfying the theorem
of Probenius by x1 .
Prom (11) it follows that
x Li . = 0 ? 3 1 i 113)
and by (12) x (. t> 0 , (14)
**
£<•
By some other arrangement of (1, 2, ...? k) we may
similarly obtain the vectors, x4^ x ^ fl> o o e y X 4 *v.
By 10.8 lemma it follows from (13) and (14) that these vectors
are linearly independent, and hence we may in this case modify
probenius' theorem:
nt
"If there are m permutations (h<J , h^ . ) j = 1, .. .mr d., , K ,) % )
of the integers (1, 2, ...? k) so that h^ > h^ ; s f i.
4. 3 ?
"a/
and id ^ V' when j f j/y and there is no permutation
so that h^ > h , t 4 s , when s 4 i • for
t s ■ J
some j . 1 < j £ m, then there are precisely m linearly
independent latent column vectors associated with f . "
The equivalence of this theorem and theorem 3 (i), together
with the first part of theorem 4? follows from 3^ &
'Hheorem 4, provided that the x1 of this section are those
of section 10.7 and 10.9 .
That the x^-J of the previous section are indeed those of
the present one is easily proved, let us now denote the
* ^ i * 1"
vector ^ constructed above by x ^ , reserving x n for the
vectors of ^Theorem 4»
By fheorem 4,7
-Vr*-
* / i, *
X ^ = 7" C • X- >>
.
, 3 *
As = 0 . p. • and x. '> 0, we have from (11)
that c. =0, 2 cy ,
J
and hence x x .
10.11.
We have so far confined ourselves to the case of latent
column vectors associated with 0. The results for latent
row vectors follow easily. The transposed matrix A/ is not
in general in normal form. If however we reverse the order
of the indices (1, 2, .., k) and carry out the corresponding
IS
conjugate permutation on A to obtain A
^ then A is in
normal form, for
when i < j .
Hence there is an * ^ f---•* ^ solution of A y = 0 if and only
if E-» ,^ = R =0 for p = 1, 2, ..... i - 1.f* *"H- 'S~p *. —•:*. • - 7 7 y
This follows by theorem 3»
(The R. • are supposed defined for A as R. • for A.
-'-J — J
It is easily, seen that R. . = E ^ g •)
Here we have a row vector <A ( y^ = y ,*.*} ) satisfying
J A = 0; (13)
and y. =0 when i = **^+1, --»^+2, ...? kl1 I
y? o * f. (i6)
We shall call a row vector satisfying (15) and (16) an^
solution of y"A = 0 . A vector satisfying (16) will be
called an -vector.
We shall state the analogues of theorems 3 and 4.
Theorem 3a. There is a\weakly) positive e< — solution of
u 1 A = 0 if and only if
R <di<
p — ® "flEH P 2, «»7 1 — 1.
(ii) If E,., sl .= 0, p = 1, .... i-1, there is a k
. ij
-vector y ** satisfying y 'A = 0, such that
{ n b
(Yi )i : yj > 0 when R '"r=> 0 ,
yj =0 when ?, <*,.. j = 0 ,
for j = 1, 2j ...y _ -ly^J *
Corollary 1» Let R^.^ = . 0, p = 1,...., i-1, and let
the vector y"*" satisfy y"^ A = 0 and (Yi^i
l
Then y is unique,
.1'Corollary 2. There is a unique -vector y satisfying
\i
y A = 0.
Theorem 4a. let 4£., j =1, ...? &, denote all those &.*
J ""
for which = 0, p = 1, ..., i-1. The vectors y1^ ,
f
satisfying y A = 0 , whose existence is guaranteed "by theorem
3a, are linearly independent. The vector y' Q satisfies ■
y A = 0 if and only if y J: c . y1^ for some __constants* ~~ ~
u - !
It should he noted that in general the number of positive
latent column vectors of A associated with 0 need not
equal the number of similar latent row vectors. Examples
of this will appear later, Cf. 10.24.
10.12.
Let A be a matrix for which
B *>•' ~ 8 i ^ ■ j ? i,3 = 1, »»»y zf (16)
o
By theorems 4 and 4a A has L linearly independent positive
latent column vector x1 and latent row vectors y1^ &y.„, L
associated with 0. The latent roots of A are those of the
A ci and ^y 8*8" (with f = $ I + A) the latent root 0
is a single latent root of Ai = 1, ...,A . Hence the
i~n
multiplicity of the root 0 equals the number of latent
(column) vectors associated with it, and "by 6.3, Theorem 1,
this implies that the classical canonical submatrices assoc¬
iated with 0 are of order 1.
We may say rather more.
As =0 (i f j ) implies








yc' X c. _ Z y*
Jt follows from theorems 3 and 3a
i7 i
that y% xo = 0 (s = 1, 2, ... , k) J ■+j ;>O b ' /
and hence
• / !< * /
y2 x1 = £ y* o i / j . (17)
\S Jss- I 7
Vectors y,6 x satisfying y'x = x'y = 0 are called orthogon¬
al .
Further
and j' x ^ ^ 0 s / , as ^ ^
e x £ = 0 #.
whence c x & = £_ £ xj; *> 0
* .=/
We have left the vectors x1 y1 undefined in respect of a
positive scalar factor. We may choose x1 } y1 so that
y1^ x1 = 1. (18)
The process of multiplying y1, x1 , by a factor so that (18)
is satisfied is called "normalization". When the factor is
positive, we shall call it "positive normalization".
A vector x \? 0 (x b> 0) remains positive (strictly positive)
on positive normalization.
Two sets of vectors x1 , y1 0 i - 1, ...yl satisfying
114
(17) and (18) are called biorthonormal sets of vectors»
r
We have the theorem:
Theorem 5. If E ^ = 0 i, j = 1, »»»» L , i ? j
the classical canonical suhmatrices of A.(P) associated with
0(J), are of order 1. There exist "bi-orthonormal sets of
positive latent column and row vectors associated .with 0 Lf- ) .
(The results for P are of course obtained by considering
Jfl - A.)
10.13»
let us now put
Q 4 = jj S x \ x*-j %
i
u/ = I j1 , j2 y*'i
l u. ,J
and let E . = Qi U, .
Comparing with 6.*^we see that E , is the principal
idempotent element of A associated with 0. It follows
that
E «- £ xV1 ^ 0 •
' J-J
The classical canonical submatrices are of order 1, and
so N . = 0 .
t
Theorem 6. If
, R ~ 9j. A'..A =. ■L» ".'/i. i f .3. >
the principal idempotent element of A(P) associated with _
0 (f) is (weakly) positive.
g, ^..s a'--'ftm-etlo-n- of—A-, E i is not strictly positive
unless A is irreducible (in which case E = x* y^> 0). C-f.
The situation is best illustrated diagramrnatieally.
n<3





















C & ** %>Cj C Op <■tj_ H«J fc-V -] -j ' p p ^ ^
The three shaded areas ''correspond to x y, x y,
-w w
respectively. Elements in the unshaded area are certainly




= / -1 -1
C ~ 1
xr y s ;
whence
R_
E *^0 if and only if there is an i such thatJ? o
t> 0 md R
r ^ i
In particular it follows that,
if =*•
»*-/ O ">• 0 L^3- (fj, )•
E
rs
= 0 , . <•= r ..-a . and0 s4 +■ t 1 y
3 = 0, 1,
where we conventionally put = 0 , * *4- i = k + 1
10.14.
The R-conditions are in the nature of "nought and cross"
conditions. We mean "by that, that it is sufficient to know
whether Aj.j <£■ 0 or Li3 0 to determine them com¬
pletely; the values of the non-zero elements are immaterial.
It is natural to enquire whether it is possitle to determine
the classical canonical sutmatrices of A associated with 0
from such "nought and cross" conditions. In one special case,
j St O
that of 10.12 we have already done so. In general, however,
it is not possible to do so, though considerable progress
can be made in that direction. In particular, if £ , the
number of singular A.^ ? does not exceed three, the classical
canonical submatrices of A associated with 0 may be
completely determined from E-conditions.
We shall also be concerned with the principal idempotent
and nil-potent elements associated with 0. In vie?/ of the
preceding results it is natural to enquire Y/hether the gener¬
alized latent vectors and idempotent elements, etc., may be
chosen positive. It appears preferable to attempt to answer
this question for the positive matrix P = j~ I - A , and its
latent root . The generalized latent vectors here satisfy
equations of the type C 2~]
Where generalized latent row vectors are concerned ?/e shall
similarly be considering equations of the type
use the notation of Chapter 6. (When x1 ia partitioned t
\ i £ 1jx. i i = 1, .... k, conformably with A then x-. is the
w j j ; ' j
j-th vector component of x1 , j
We shall first prove some theorems on positive generalized
latent vectors. Then in 10., we shall consider the eosises
C = 1, 2, 3).
10.15.
We shall he concerned, with the positivity of the general¬
ized latent vectors. In this connection, ¥re shall prove a
theorem, theorem 9» First we prove two preliminary theorems,
theorem 7 being of a trivial nature. These theorems are not
actually required for the proof of theorem 9, hut they shed
some light on it.
Theorem 7. let x be an h - vector, and . w.;= A x ,
a pt-vector.
Then Q h 7 and if £ Ay^is non-singular ? ig = h -
r*->*■ wi = / Aij x3 * * - ^
4' * i
Hence = 0 ^ i h y
whence & h
v,f *
We have w^ = Ay^ x ^ 7
where xyl^O . If A ^ ^ is non-singular, it follows that
Hence hf = h, ^ »
j ax
Let x be an h - vector y
?y theorem 7, h j
^ If h
A^c^- = w^:>0
by hypothesis, and this is impossible by theorem 1.
Hence h L"
The second part of theorem 7 implies h = for some j .
Corollary. If A x = - w and w o 0
_ is_ an W; -vector
then ck, "> <st.
1 *
10.16.
Let A.' ~ ( **/- - - - ^ ) , ;A" = K*'1 )
W
be subsets of tAb = ( . . . «*..£ )? where
A' O' = cA. ?
o-i, ' .A " = 0
We shall suppose .A, .A,' A," ordered so that, <, .
fheorem 9» If B. g%. ^ ob=_ 6 ^ ^ ~ 1» .. • ^ 1 j i = 1«.. ^p^
®5!* ? * g ^ °.;r p
then there is a weakly positive sequence of generalized latent
vectors x1 , i = 1, ... ? p such that
i i +1
A X 77 X ^ i = 1 y 8 O • J P " 1 f
A xP = o
satisfying I ^ , where
4. ; " f
X Xt > o if £ B. K^l v 0 ,
—Pg^cz S —
x 1 o if H^y = 0 ,





I , 2. t< ■
<f
(1) We have slightly changed our notation. By x1
we now denote an -vector, not an-vector as before;
(2) The sequence x1 , i = 1, ...? p is written in an
order opposite to that of Chapter 6.
Proof.
(a) If then ^ -o p j
As = 0 if ot4 the condition R = 0 is4 p f P* 7 3 P
eauivalent to R,. ,-jt ' = 0 when <-a, ^ . The condition
•^f- A fp
S^/ ./ t> 0 when o >i does not apply when i = p.R ^ /O CX
^ C
(b) When i = p the restatement of the theorem is equivalent
(by (a)) to : "If R ^ * * = 0, <*c' there is a
(weakly) positive primary latent cs, -vector such that
t> 0 if Ekr a 0
xg - o if au<. = o ? A
Ks li 1, •• 7
This is theorem 3T hence there is an x-^ satisfying the
conditions of the theorem.
$
(c) let us assume there is a set S^( of generalized latent
vectors x1 , i = s+1, ...^ p ^ x1 satisfying X1
(We do not need to postulate that x1 is an ^-vector, this
is ensured by X1 ).
let s! be the set of vectors
w1 = x1 + a1 xi+1 + a2xi+2r +.atxi+t ^
i = s + 1, ...9 p and t A p - s - 1 •
We are hare adopting the convention
xi = w1 = 0 when i >■ p .
13 +
Then S ] is a set of generalized latent vectors of A and
there is a constant ^ such that w , i = s+1 , ...p ,
satisfies X1 when ^ ^ .
We have
■I
Aw1 = i i aT !itr = -/ax1+r+1 = -wi+1r ~ Z V
0
1 = s +1. P
where aQ = 1 .
This proves the first part of the statement.
T
Suppose that z = 0 ,
p 5-4-+I J
Then £. ri ; . - = 0 when m >- i +1
Cj w Hi ^
Hence x = x = ... = xg = 0_
j i iand so w^ = x^ .
It follows "by X1 that
wg •> 0 when £^^>0,
0 ~ "p V
wg = 0 when £r Kra^ = 0
for 3,11 3, j •
p
Suppose that £ RjvAi > 0 '
P
Then > 0 '
~ ^
— * 1
Now x £' 0 , "by X1+1 .
But w; - + a(x^^ —- + a* x^^
and so w<* > 0 when a( ^^, gay ?
P
le t Y1= 0 when i._ R £ , = 0 ,
, H "ft- 5 ^ S
and put ft = max %j = 1, .k, i = s+1, ..p
j gs
Then "> 0 when a t *> , and we have proved
& E jy <A V 0 »
Hence w1 satisfies X1 when a
( >■,j- , i = s+1, .p
(d) let ^x*? | he a partial - h vector ^and let
K) satisfy X^ ^ where
?
xg : x® > 0 if Ek=>. > 0 ,
3 ~ ^ M
xs
3 ,=" 0 if £ R w 0
* «S» -J
vj?
D l J • • • ^ il «
By an argument almost identical with that of (c) we see that
{^\ = ixSj * p* xj+1i , 3 = 1, h, 0
■v— "*3 -x2i. - "d—^--X%
(e) let us assume that there is a set Sg+^ of generalized
i i
latent vectors, x , x = s+1, .p, where x satisfies
X1
let P^ he the proposition:
: There is a set ®s+i generalized latent vectors w ^
i = s+1, ...j p, such that w1 satisfies S1 , and in
addition there is a partial
such that ^jw® ^ satisfies X^
i. w .'ti, -i
- h solutionfo^"""' A w = - ws +




X» — ^ > 3 — 1 , o o o #} ■£<. _ ™~1
and x*/ is the unique strictly positive vector & satisfying
*5
A . « ' x4 / = 0 ,
As xAt' = 0 j ir «a j (since -+^r,t■J.'j) and.
P
, / -
A E^.= 0 3 , while ^ R K<A« = 1, it
ti-f ■■>
. 3=* J
follows immediately that *{x. J- satisfies X^., ? aju^t-J
# 4
Bfitttas- P^, is satisfied for w1 = x1 , i = s+1 p
4
and <w| <j = {x? i 3=1, •.». •> ^ 4 ■
(g) let us assume and construct vectors satisfying P^.A
The argument is very similar to that of theorem 3*
let x"^" , i = s+1, p and «( x? t 3 = 1, .h-1J s
le vectors satisfying .
We put zfj = - £ kh% x= ,
As A- • 0, and x? 0 , it follows that 0 ;
J ^ J
7Cf. 4.2.5, 4.^5 e
But z® 0, if and only if there is a 3 , 1 3 h-1 ^
such that Aj^ C_ 0 and x^ 0 .
By definition of r^ and "by 3^-1 this is equivalent to ;
l,zf tv 0 if and only if there is a 3 , 1 3 ^ h - 1, for
n p
which ri i > 0 and Rjs^, "> 0" s as (, 5S
p K r»
Since £Hk(ji; i> il (*"hj )
and either £ > 0 or £- R k<* '« = °-> we deduce-3
that P
zt > 0 if £Ekdo°,& *r~- '
zh = 0 if /r^/ =0.
(h) When w * = xv , i = s+1, ..p, and {xjj-
3 =1, .h, satisfies P^ we have
t<?7
(P) v xg = - 4+1 + zg.
f
Suppose ( cA ) Rt,.d.I = 0 .
P
Then also £, R Ho*. 0 - ^
8 «•*■*•! v
By (g) zf = 0, and by Xs+1 ^ x£+1 = 0.
Hence (P) reduces to
(*i> \h *h = 0 •
Thus x£ = 0 satisfies (P) and putting
^W^ I = •{ X? ^ • • • f & SHd w"^" = X1 , i = S+l^.ojPt) vl «J
we Have found vectors satisfying
when £_ Rw' = 0
* = * S p
(i) let us assume ( ^) : ( |3.) Xs ' = °> "but
/ c-.i + l 9
(Pa) IE^p > 0 .
Q-* 0
It follows tliat E - '> 0 , R pui' = 0 •
'41- (
As "by Hypothesis ,<' = 0 » we Bave h f t=l, . .^ct
t i )
Also by hypothesis E^' ^' ■> 0 when t ^ s+1, andt? "t~(
as h 5* -A , we see that h ^ £ = 1, . p.
Hence A^ is non-singular.
By ( p>0 and (g) , z| 0,
and by ( ) and X j xii = 0
It i F- -w2-^v^c~s-a -
H®*^S\ Xfa = zh "=> 0 *
But A^ > o , and hence xg > 0 .
It follows that iw) \ = ^xf} ^ = 1» •'"> h and
W L = X "" i = s+1, p satisfy Ph
1 €£
p
(j ) Finally let us assume ( y ) ' J: ~R. > 0 -
U Q -a» -r I 3
This is the most troublesome case. We shall find it necess-
0
ary to subdivide it further.
P
1'he assumption ( x ) implies that j£ R >
As in (i) we obtain h '7^-d. '^t = 1, ...? q .
By ( ? ) and X1 , xg+1 > 0 ,
and by (c ) z^ 0 . .
If Aji is non-singular we obtain an x|[ from ( F )
Consideration of , may be postponed to ( / ) .
(k) let us suppose that A^ is singular. We have proved
that h •■J- ^ , * - f j * • ' j *
Hence h = ^ , for some t#
But h >«*1 , whence t s + 1 .
Suppose that t = s +- 1.
Instead of (F) we may consider
(]?„) A , » , / x 1 = - c x+ zf
Here A ^ < is singular, adj Aa^t<L,r>- 0 ,«*. ,4 +-/
x , >-0, and zh ~h> 0. By theorem}!, Corollary 2
it follows that there is an x^, and a positive c
satisfying (F^) .
let us put = ^ ^ ^ / c ? ^ =!>•••> *-4+1 *
It is obvious that w^; C - j = 1, . ..., +<-I satisfies
sj vi
x*\
and as x T = 0 f j = 1, ...., -1 ,
^w**^ ? j = 1, • •••}«<• L+., is a partial solution
of A w .8+1
( O let us now consider P^ in the case (£ ) and A^
non-singular, or h = + t .
By (j ) or (k) there is a vector >{ x? ^ } j = 1, ...? h ,
where ^ x®^ ; j = 1, .„.? h - 1 satisfies and
x®+1 > 0 .
Hence there is a ^ 0 Such that x|| + p > 0 >




let w"5" = x"*" + p xi+1 , i = 1, . p .
By (c) the vectors w1 are a set of generalised latent
i —i
vectors w satisfying X , i = s+1, p
Also is a. partial h solution of
. s+1
A vi = - w
Hence we have constructed a set of vectors, w1, i = s+1, .p
and a vector j (^ ; j = 1, „. „ ^ h satisfying P^
(m) let us suppose that (g ) holds and that h = d^ ,
t > s + 1.
By , x"^, > 0.
*
s
Hence By theorem 1, Corollary 1, there is a vector x and a
c such that
M-'* x< = " " c + z< *
As in ( I ) \wji = txJ + P xTl y ^ = 1' h =
satisfies ~f , when p ft ', say.
iqo
By (c) there is a ^ such that
w1 = x1 + p x ^
1 — S 4-1 y O o o y T) £
satisfies X1 , if p> ^
how vwi i" j = 1,' j is an c*X _ ^
solution of Aw = - wSii as x *. = 0 when i ^
p
.
Hence if jb > max (|S^-) the vectors w1 , i = s+l,,...? p
and the vector i 3 = 1 > ... ^ «2 ^ satisfy P^
This concludes the case ( ^ ) .
(n) The easels ( ), (p), ( y. ), are (exclusive and)
exhaustive. Hence assuming we have constructed a set
of vectors satisfying , But in (f) we proved P^' ,
and therefore we may obtain P^ by induction. However P^
is equivalent to the assertion that there is a set
of generalized latent vectors w1 so that
A w^ =™-w1+^ ( w p 4"1 =0), i = s, ...? p?
where w1 satisfies X1 , provided that there is a similar
satisfies X1
p
set Sg+-]_ of vectors x , i = s+1, .». v p, wheirc x3
i
C&)
The set consists of the single primary latent vector x
satisfying I?. The existence of this vector was proved in
(b). The existence of a set S^. satisfying the conditions of
the theorem follows by induction on s, and this is equivalent
to the theorem itself.
We have proved the theorem.
i °t t
10.17-.
The theorem corresponding to theorem 9 in the case
of row vectors is
Theorem 9a.
If R-»g^V = 0 when i = 1, ..., p; g = 1, ...-, q,° 3 ' " "" *
and 1^'.^: )> 0 when i, g, = 1, , p; g i,
then there is a sequence of weakly positive generalized latent
ctfW-ji^vectors g1 ^ i = 1, . ..^ p such that
i^ a i-1 o
Z A = Z _ i. = 2, ... ? p a
i/
Z—A~~ 0 ,
y1 satisfying Y1 where
* 0
Y4 : y£ >0 when / y L > 0 j~
—
i ^
y. =0 when £ t 0 -_□
g r.» . t
This follows from theorem 9 hy considerations similar to
those of 10.11.
It should he noted that the vectors of theorem 9 (or 9a)
are not always part of a complete set of generalized latent
vectors; Of. 6.8. Whether they are or are not depends on the
values of the in fR13 case of column vectors,
<• S
on the values^)! the in fR® case of row vectors,
A theorem may he proved in this connection, hut we can not do
so here.
10.18.
In the next sections we shall consider the connection
between the conditions of the matrix A and the orders of the
classical canonical submatrices. The investigation will "be
pursued by means of the generalized latent vectors of A,
as defined in 10.14. Before we consider the general case,
we shall study this problem, when the number of singular A,
(and therefore the multiplicity of the latent root 0) , is
1, 2, and 3»
10.19.
The case = 1 .
This is a trivial case, and is a particular case of that of
10.12. There is a latent column vector x 1 o, and a,
latent row -vector y' u> 0, associated with the latent
root 0. The multiplicity of 0 is one. Hence there is
one classical canonical submatrix of order 1 associated with
10.20.
The case = 2.
We may divide this case into two "types" .
(1) 0 . (2) > 0.
There is no other possibility.
(1) This a,gain is a particular case of 10.12. There are
two primary latent column vectors x4 , x1 , and two
primary latent row vectors y1 , yx , We may chose
*/ 1 0
x1 (y1) to be a positive -vector, and the sets x x
and y1f y2 to be biorthonormal; Cf. 10.12^ Theorem 5.
It also follows from that theorem that there are two classical
canonical submatrices of order 1 associated with 0.
m
(2) R^t> 0 .
Theorem 9 applies with Ji = Jt - ( ).
Iience there is a primary latent -vector x , and a
secondary dtj -vector x"^" , "both of which may he chosen positive^.
Similarly, from theorem 9a it follows that there is a primary
1 xlatent row^ — vector y , and a secondary -vector y ,
toth of which may he chosen positive. The multiplicity of
0 is two. Hence hy 6.7. there is one classical canonical
suhrnatrix of order two associated with 0.
That there is a classical canonical suhma.trix of order two
associated with 0 may'also he proved otherwise. Hor suppose
not, then there are two classical canonical suhmatrices of
order one associated with 0, and therefore also two primary
latent column vectors associated with 0.
By theorem 3? Corollary 1, there is a unique latent
ck -vector,.*,"As every solution of A x = 0 is an -vector,
the other latent vector must he an -vector, say .
The partial 1 vector <*(_x^^ j = 1, ...^<^-1^
is a partial ~ 1 solution of A x = 0 . Hence hy
10.6 theorem 2V it is the unique vector satisfying (X.)
of that section. It was pointed out at the end of 10.6
that also satisfies Hence 0, as
E ^ >0. Thus if there is a primary-vector x1 we' t- J
have
■> 0.
This is not possible hy 10.f-2. Theorem 1.
It follows that there is only one primary latent vector assoc¬
iated with 0, and therefore there is one classical canonical
• iqtf
submatrix of order two associated with. 0.
10.21.
In type (2) we may choose the secondary vector x^"
so that it satisfies X of section 10.16. When this is
done xj >0. It is worth pointing.out that it is
possible that
c xt = x '^
J.. ** A. ■>
whence, as A. x*>- = 0 ,
we might have obtained xj. = 0, from the equation
A , , x,.t = x* + zb
In the case R^, j. = 0 , i, j = 1, ..., n we constructed
at. /
x1 with as many zeros as possible. This is easily seen from





/ c« xv d C > 0, f-J^O, £,2 * 1+I..J
s) = t-
whence x _™> c^ x
Adopting a similar policy in the present case: 2 and
1 x<
E .4- > 0 „ we might suppose that if x . = c ^ x , it*- v 1 w
^ ^7' 2,
1 2
might be possible to construct a vector x secondary to x
so that X ° holds, uw/dfee^e
X C : x^ 1> 0 when R^ > 0 ;
t
xfa ~ 0 when R^ = 0 /
where R ' . is defined exactly as Rk„ viz.K/of J 4 P
IfS
= r ^2. <-• 4 4 -*1'" a* ^ ir = h>
*3 =
summed over all distinct sets (i^ ;»= <5 ig), except that any
sum of terms of R which may he written in the form
R R^-tit i is put equal to zero (In particular R^^ = 0).
foe
However this iss not &6, if there is a j , such that R 0.
let h he the smallest integer j such that R 0 .
The h-th vector component of xl satisfies,
1 2 1
An xh = - xh + %
2 v
where x^ > 0 .
If z^ = 0 , (which, if »{x^ L fj = 1,...? h satisfies X ^




and the positive pt^ii et t ^, — /.v vector secondary to x
is ^xj + , 3 = 1, ...jh p *> 0^
12 o
Thus x . + ft X-a 1> 0 which does not satisfy 2J. I "4- ^ *
To satisfy 1° we must have z^ hs 0, and therefore RjCai> 0
—1 2 1
and also Aj^ + z^) >- 0. Of course, these conditions
■'1
are not sufficient, since we have not yet considered x. whenJ
j > h„ It does not appear to he profitable to continue
this line of investigation. We shall add an example of a
matrix which has a vector xl satisfying X
^
\ = 1 , «■ 2 = 2 ,
Vj =1 j = 1 , R<J( 2 ?
but E l{ - 0 , R ^ = 1 , E ^ | = 1 •
Here x2 - { . ; 1, 1 S- ,
xl = O, •, 1 i -
A vector x"'" satisfying Theorem 9 is-
1
x = i1' 2 i .
10.22.
The case = 3
As in the case $ = 2 we shall determine the nature of the
classical canonical submatrices of A associated with 0, "by find¬
ing solutions of equations of the type A yp = 0, A x2" = -x2 etc,
In our previous notation the h-th vector component of a typical
equation is
Ath = - 4+ - CD
This is always soluble if A^ is non-singular, and hence the
nature of the classical canonical submatrices will be completely
determined by (2,1) when A^ is singular. This is completely
analogous to the previously considered cases of R = 0,
^ t-
i, j = 1, / , and the case = 2 . We shall therefore put
«^ = 1, 2, but E%j for r2j^etc. The truth of
our subsequent assertions when there are non-singular is very
simply established. Where necessary we shall occasionally insert
formulae referring to the case with non-singular A^ in square
/
"brackets.
It will be interesting to illustrate our results by very
simple examples. Often we shall choose A^ , A2Z , A33 , to
be lxl null-matrices. This will bring out the similarity
of our results to those of the familiar problem of reduction
to classical canonical form of nil-potent triangular matrices
(those matrices whose only latent root is zero).
10.23«
We obtain a primary latent 3 - -vector, xJ 0, and
x 0, a primary vector if Sn-t
y -i -p 13A _L _L ±l ^
a vector secondary to
-Jz > 0. We also obtain a, partial 1-2 £0^ —
1
solution x"1" 0 of A x = 0, if = 0, and a partial
1 2
1-2 solution of A x = - x if £X| > 0. These results
are essentially a repetition of the case A = 2, the first two
being obtained by considering the matrix
A 3. 2.
A M
the last two by considering
A,1
A x j Ax3
.1The vector x"1" may thus be
( ck) a primary latent vector,
( |3>) secondary to










i...1 solution of A x = 0. Hence we
by -[xj + x!| ,3 = 1. 2, and still be
partial 1 - 2 solution of A x = 0, or Ax




+ d ^ x * and still be
1 <\ if
left with a vector satisfying A x = 0, or A x = - x-5 .
2 ^
We shall start with the vectors x , xJ , and the partial
1-2 vector -(x^ t derived at the beginning of the section andJ
shall then attempt to find a complete set of latent column (or
row) vectors. To do this we shall have to replace x by
2 5
x + dxj x^ , etc. , as above. The 3nd component of the
relevant equations is therefore
( ds ) A„ xl = zl + dn 0 . z~23 o 3 12 * 3 >
( pi ) A^3 x^r — -1- ( x^ + ^23 x3 ^ ^3 2 ^3 *
( y ) A33 XA = - x^ + 2^ + • d12 z§ .
We may unite the cases into (E) where
(E) : A~~ xj = c-, 0 x„ + c-, „ x~ + zi + dn 0 z^32 2 12 0 13 3 0 12 3 >
where c^2 = -1 when E2q 0 }
c-^9 = 0 when = 0 .
We similarly have
yl A11 = f32 yl + f31 yl + W1 + g32 W1 /
where f^2 = -1 when B^2 > 0
f32 = 0 3 when E31 = 0 ,
and w\ - £ yf A. •
,J -2, 'J J1
Classifying the various possibilities according as E21 , B^q
Rxo , are zero or positive we obtain seven "types". (E?1 >0,l32
L31
nothing new, and might be written down immediately by considering
B^q = 0, B^2 > 0, being impossible). Four of these yield
ici
the ease zf — 2 and the case = 0, i j, i,;j = 1, 2,
For the sake of completeness, we shall enumerate all types.
From the theory of Chapter S we do not expect the solutions
1 2 9
x , x , xy , to he unique. Hence it is not to De expected
that all coefficients of (E) will necessarily he determined
hy the equations. We shall arbitrarily decide to make as many
of c10, c-,^, d-, 0 xi, etc. equal to zero as possible.12' 1 -y 12, y
When B.. . = 0 j i ^ j, i,j = 1, 2, 3, this gives
J
the vectors of 10.12.
10.24. A —
•(I) kpi = R31 = "^32 = ^ *
1 99
we have zq: = z " x„ = 0 and therefore






a *3 ^ i 3 3
i :j 0, ac x 0 is linearly independent of
the columns of A^^It follows that x^ = 0, is a solution and
therefore x ' Oj A x-' a
There are therefore three primary (weakly) positive latent column
vectors. A similar argument yields .three primary positive latent
row vectors. It follows that there are three classical canonical










0, z 1 o,"Si




Hence (E) A 33 X3 c . , xj + di-■ta. z3 >
and putting cu = d^ = 0 we obtain x ^ = 0 .
The results for latent row vectors are similar to those of the
column vectors of type (4) when 3, 2, 1 is put for 1, 2, 3,
Hence
2
x? 3 0 , x^* '3> 0 , are primary latent column vectors,
1 2 ^y ^ ox~ cat 0 is secondary to xy , and y 0,
3 2
are primary, latent row vectors « y '3> 0, is secondary to y
We deduce that there is one classical canonical submatrix of order 1,

















Thus (E) : A 53 x A c IS +
We repeat the procedure outlined for type (2) of L- - 2, and
obtain = - 1 , on positive normalization of «^xr^ j = 1,2.
We may again choose x"!: N> 0, as x^ = 0 satisfies A ,. x3♦J -i %> J
Hence we obtain x ' 0 .
Thus x J 7) 0, x2- 0, are primary latent vectors, and x'^>
is secondary to x & . In this type the row vectors are complete!
analogous to the column vectors, whence y 1 0, y2-^ 0, are
primary, and y 0 is secondary to yl.
There is a classical canonical submatrix of order 1, and one of
order 2, associated with 0.
(4) R > 0, Rai= 0 , R>3i0 .
A =
■ii w ' >3Z
We have c.x = - 1
and' x = z ^ = z a = ® °
Thus (E): A x ^ = c r3> x,
This is soluble only for ci3 = 0 (Of. type (1)). Putting
c .^ = 0, we obtain a solution x ^ 0.
For row vectors, the results are similar to those of type (2) for
column vectors.
y 2
The vectors xy o 0, x 0 are primary latent vectors, and
1 2 l "5
x 0 is secondary to x , while y 0, y 0 are
2 1
primary, and y 0 is secondary to y .
There is a classical canonical submatrix of order 1, and one of
order 2, associated with 0.
Types (1) - (4) are an elaboration of the types of =2.











3 "> 0, z ^ v> 0,
a ^ * o,
x 3 > 0
Eu> 0 •
A =








As a a x
2 3
> 0, x is secondary to xy
.2
1
primary or secondary to x
1




Hence x is either
0, and therefore x
is primary, whence
/a 0 .
A «3 x _«
v> O o
= + Z3'¥e now have (E)
This equation is soluble as the first n~ - 1 columns of A -»*
(of TOxtvter n^ s-egy) and the positive vector z~ are linearly
independent. By Theorem 1, Corollary.:- 2, 0. We have
constructed a primary latent vector x j 2.H A u X ** i
We note that dtx x ^ 0 while x ; >«o
Changing our notation we shall denote this vector by xd = <^."dX1 ' 1""2:
'Hf '
This vector is "mixed", that is, it contains both positive and
negative elements.
In the notation of Chapter 2, 'I 0,
2 3
As x is secondary to x^ , every primary latent column vector









( te if fa real)
1 1
1 X1 , /, x2 f« x3 + A
X // 0.
Every complete set of generalized latent column vectors contains
two primary vectors, which are linearly independent. Hence every
complete set contains at least one mixed latent vector.
2.03
We may have appeared to stress this point unduly. But it is
this essentially mixed latent vector which makes it impossible
in some cases to determine the nature of the classical canonical
subrn.Atrices associated with 0 when £, 4, solely "by inspection
of the E - condition^,
12 3
We shall give the vectors x , x , "
1
x = {1, -1, ^ ,
x2 = ■{. • 1 j 1i *
X5 = •(. o 1^ ,
let us consider a matrix with singular Ajp^ .
It is not possible to assert either x^ 0, or x^ «<. 0 for
1 3
all the" h > cK % . Given x and x a primary latent vector
"1 **5
x + p» yi can be found satisfying X below. Changing our
notation again we shall denote this vector by x"
X* : xh = 0 Wiien = E = 0
(this implies E = 0 ) ;
-}
xj >> 0 when either RK^/> 0, and H ^ ^ 0
or E^^> 0 >;
x^ ^ 0 when It H ^ x> 0 and"~""|fthis implies E 0 ^
E~ ~ "0 ," 5 "6") E = E = 0»
) -s
These possibilities are exclusive but not exhaustive. In the
remaining case, E E E = 0, we can^not
in general find a relation between x^ and 0.
The proof of these assertions is simple, and similar in nature to












\ • > " > ' • » 15 ^ j
{.,3,45, 13},
while the partial 1-3 vector is \x.^ =j 3,
Hence x"*" = {l5, -18, 1, -10^- f
(on positive normalization) which satisfies 2* if
We note that xi = {l, -10s^ || 0, Xg 24 0, x^






The row vectors for this type are similar to the column vectors
of type (6). We have primary vectors x^ ^ 0, x2" jj 0, x2 ~r> 0,
3 13
secondary to x , and the primary row vectors y "3 0, y 0,
and y l~ 2> 0 secondary to y1 .
There is a classical canonical suhmatrix of order 1, and one of
order 2, associated with 0.





0, Zj-D 0, X 3
Therefore (E) A „'i o X-









ial solution of A x = - x; We have put - d.^ for c
is a part-
in (E)
to emphasize that tjie term d1j x5 arises, if we attempt to
make the vector x1 secondary to x^ + d ^ x 3 Jcf. 10.23
As before (E) is soluble for d,
strictly positive latent vector associated with 0, we may choose





finally we may change our notation and put x~ for
x 3 2
+ dt3 x . It follows that x 0, as d vl> 0
The latent row vectors are similar to the column vectors of
T 2 1(5)» There are primary vectors x 0, x 0; x o 0
2
secondary to x •> 0, associated with 0. The latent row
1 "5 i ?
vectors are y 0, y 0, primary vectors, and y' 0
secondary to y~ .
There is a classical canonical submatrix of order 1, and one of
order 2, associated with 0»
(7) E M
A =
0 , R«. I> 0,
i *
E





and z *r> 0 x ^ *>. 0
This is again a special case of 10.16 , Theorem 9, and indeed it
follows from 6.7 , that the vectors x 0, x" 0, x"1" 0,
obtained by that theorem form a complete set of generalized latent
vectors. But it is of interest, in view of later results, to
investigate this type a little more.
We may choose the 1-2 vector 1.x j = 1, 2, «■>-»- so
2 1
that it satisfies X ^ of 10.16 ( d ). (or $ 2, type
(2)).
2. Ok
r-ru j-u,* - _ n _ 1When this is done z 0e
"Here (3) i»!1, - "4 ~~ «».* *Z * 4 + »j
Y/here we have again -out - d„ „ for c4 < 4
Every vector conformaltfcwith A^(of Dtder n^) . is expressible
in terms of tlie first n„ - 1 „ . ,3 columns or Asa , together with
3 2
either or z^.3 — 3
Hence there is an x^ and dxa such that
(E,) Ava x| = - x* -duax^ + z^
and an x^ , d.-, ^ such that
o It
(E^) A x3 = - x^ + z^ + d-j^2
•Of the relative merits of (E^ ) and- -(Err)—we—shal-l—have—mere--to
eay' later-? when—df-scussirig -ihe"~-Q-a-se 4-->--9% We note here that if
1 1
(E-^) is used to obtain x^ , then x ia secondary to
2 3
x + d0„ x22
2
Thus a modification of the vector x
. previously obtained is
required. On the other hand (Eg) involves no such modification,
but involves a modification of the 1-2 vector -{x^H to
i4 + 412 x4 j = x' 2-
-Z ]_ .
As x^ *> 0, we may choose x^ > 0. But the sign of dg^
when (E-^) is used, or that of di3, Twhen (E2) is used, depends
2 1 2 °
on x~ and z„ , or on x, and zt , and may not be positive.
2 2 f 3 2
Hence x2 , % , ,,3+ d ^ xJ , in the case of (E-^) or
x; , xp + d^g x ^ , x ^ in the case of (Eg) may be■» -v '' A2
mixed.
We know, however, that there is a set of positive generalized
latent vectors by Theorem 9« These may be obtained analogously
to that theorem in the following manner. We return to (E) ,
2 3~l
and choose dj_a ^ 0, so that - x^ - dp^ x~ + z~ ^ 0 •
N t^t -^QrW [j -W, ^1, ^ „ - Mi_d t 3. )> O
(This may be done as x£ > 0 ) 'finally "y/e^miay "choose "x^ > 0
as we have already remarked.
Thus ■{_ x^ + a2^ xJ ^ 0, j^and -j^x^ XprJ^Xp , x3 ^ ®
We have constructed the positive, generalized latent vectors as
1 2 o
required, and may denote them by x , x , x^ ; Of oourse
when there are non-singular the above argument leading
to positive vectors is more complicated and resembles the
proof of Theorem 9«
The results for latent row vectors are similar to those for the
column vectors.
3 ~ 2
There is a primary latent column vector x^ 0, x 0
11 2
secondary to x , and x 0 secondary to x . Similarly
1 2
there is a primary latent row vector y z> 0, y vs 0,
13 2
secondary to y , and y n> 0 , secondary to y *
It follows that there is one classical canonical submatrix of
order 3 associated with the latent root 0 of A .








where x^ = *{_ . . 1 ^ ,
x~ = . 1 1 ^ to satisfy X^ of 10.16.
The 1-2 vector *vx* \ may chosen as ~k° satisfy
_ p 2. O <■?
X2 of 10.16 (d).
We obtain from (E-^)
0 = - 1 -
^ 1 + 3
whence d0~ = 2.23
And therefore with the usual change of notation at this point,
x1 = Jl, 1, 1 ^ say,
x2 = {.,1,3 V
x3 = {., ., l \ .
The equation (Eg) yields
0 = - 1 + 3 + d-^g . 1
whence cL g = -2 ✓
In this case,
X1 = {l, -1, o ^
x2 = 1-, 1, ij,
x3 = {• j «> 1 ^
In this example the vectors obtained on using (E-^) are positive
and satisfy X"*" of 10.16.
We shall finally emphasize again that the trivial example with which
each type is illustrated is merely representative of a much more
general state of affairs. Each example may be generalized in two
ways without altering its essential nature. Thus the zeros in the
diagonal may be replaced by irreducible, singular matrices with
positive diagonal elements, and non-positive non-diagonal elements.
(Cf. 10.1). Further, an arbitrary number of non-singular Ahh may
be inserted.
10.25.
The case -C t> 3«
When I , the number of singular exceeds three we can in general
no longer specify the nature of the generalized latent vectors
(and thus the classical canonical submatrices) in terms of
column latent vectors in the case
1 C*\
■■ 3 are not always
weakly positive, as we have seen, and hence some of the special
features ox the theory vanish. In particular, many of our
results have depended, directly or indirectly, on Theorem 1,
When > 3j we may no longer he able to appeal to this
theorem, and it will he necessary to assume that the vector
z ... ., z if 0, is linearly .dependent, or linearly in-^ i, L-- U W « ™
dependent, as the case may he, of the columns of A^. .
v v
Below we give an example of two matrices whose E-conditions
are the same (zero elements even coincide), hut whose classical

















But A is of rank 1, and so has three (primary) latent vectors
associated with 0, while B is of rank 2, and accordingly
there are only two such latent vectors. It is worth remarking
that the leading principal suhmatrices of $ and B, are of
type 4 = 3, (5j), which, we have seen, yields a
latent vector x (I 0,
10.26.
We shall now turn to the considerations of complete
sets of generalized latent vectors when i, > 3« Before wo
empio-y the - -method s• used in—-the- oa-s-e-s «-1^-2, 3, Ve shall
prove some theorems ahout sequences of generalized latent
vectors. Part of the first is similar to theorem 8, except
that no vector is restricted to he-positive.




j s - . l_j ... ? r - 1
; 0__.
(i) There is an ^ say, such that xs is a vcotor
- vector.
(«) * fa ,t ll_±jlx -
(iii) The partial — P",^ 1 vector o^x? ( c> 0)
is the partial &'— - 1 solution of A x = 0 and
c xs» = x„ the unique vector satisfying
«f n-
AfVfc = <L
(We put conventionally Pr+q ~ 1 = lc ' )
By 10.4- xr is an «<c- -vector, for some i, say ah ,
vector.
This proves (i) for s = r.
It follows that
A ^ x^ = 0 ,
and this immediately yields (iii) for s = r.
The condition (ii) imposes no restriction on xr L
C-\- "> -> -T-'W *-*-*- I ^ J
.6^
XI
Let us now suppose inductively that there are generalized
latent vectors xs , s=t+l, ...^r, 1r, satis¬
fying (i), (iii) and +■« 14 P11:«-- ^
let x he an h - vector.
As A x"k = ~ % -A - 1 ^





and this is impos'sible, by Theorem 1. It follows that h
and that , ,
V v = 0 . * o • <21>
Hence there is an «=* L- , say , such that h = /3^. We have




and (iii) follows immediately from £*, j)h
The theorem follows hy induction.
10.27.
Theorem 11. Let x1, i - 1, he a complete set of
generalized latent vectors. Let x1 he a |3A -vector, and let
the x1 he numbered so -that
$ 1 £ P2 X - ' " ~ ■
Then P • <C «9U i
Consider the matrix Ar - [a...] # t, j = |V_ k ■
Let us omit zero elements from xs, s ^ r.
putting S' = {x^. > xj^ ... x^
X.I2-
It is immediately seen that the xs, s = r, *-*■. ..v ^
are linearly independent generalized latent vectors of A^ .
Hence Ar has at least - r + 1 zero latent roots; and so
it contains at least r + 1 singular A.^ . The theorem
follows.
Corollary ! £ 1 = *
10.28,
In the case -£ = 1, 2, 3> we constructed generalized
latent eV.-vectors xk It might he supposed that when C> 3
there is always a complete set of generalized latent -vectors,














"i1 r» o o ^ ^
1 O
,
•i,° • • 1 i '
! -1 . \ ct ■ r c/
is an s - vector.
By every complete set is of the form <ax'+ *A^x x x p
=i»———-w—)
£ 0,
on X X «1. X and / x +. /V2-
•j / o
Hence there is no 3-vector in any complete set.
Incidentally, if we put
^ = ( 3, 4) jJ'= (1, 2) j,
so that «*(/ = 3, 4, & = 1, 2,
-We have E ^ ^ / > 0 when j _> i ,
o <-
Eos". = 0 '
and the vectors
x3 = . . 1 1 J.
x4 = ^ . . . 1 }
satisfy 10 = 16, Theorem 9,' "but nevertheless x^ is not part
of any complete set (Cf. 10.17«).
10.29.
Theorem 12. let the classical canonical matrices of _A
associated with 0 be lxl. There isa complete set of
(primary ) latent vectors x1 , i = 1 f ,. y L , associated with
i 1
0 such that x is an vector.
let x1 , ii be a complete set. By 6.Jail x1 are
primary.
let x1, be a* -vector.
By 10.27 Theorem 11, Corollary j\ = ^t •
let us noY/ suppose that x is an vector i = 1, ...^
We shall prove that there is a complete set w1 J 1 1 ^ooo^» Cir
such that w is an -vector for i = 1, ...; r+1 .
let x£ be an ^-vector, i=r, r + 1 ^ r + $ .
If .§ = 0 then P r+i = *--M by theorem 11 and
the result is trivially true for x4 = -w} i = 1, ...9
Zi^
Suppose « > 0 „
The vector x1
) i = r, r+ j-' , is a partial — **■<-.*,- 1











let us put w
0 -
= x
w1 = x1 - ci X
1, ...? r, r + $ + 1 ,..9
r
r+1
Then A w 0,
) -1- ~ -1- '"■*- ) '' v r + f •
i = 1, v C , $&£&&&
and the w1 are linearly independent, as the x1 are .
Thus the w1 , i = 1, ...^ L , form a complete set of
latent vectors associated with 0.
Also
= xj - c„. xj = 0, h = 1, 1'h h x h
1o
■ • y K''r+i'
for i = r+1, ... ? r + 3" ,
~j ih'J -J
and w is an |fcjyy vector for some 3 (as Aw = 0).
Hence w1 is a -vector, with ^ t>oi.^^i = r+1 ^
We may now renumber the w1 , i = r+1,
"1 /
so that ph&r- w is a vector and
T-i- and
By Theorem 11 P'*-+-/ — 'SsL»-+-, ?
whence ^ ~ »- , -
Hence we have constructed € latent vectors w1 , such that w1 is
an cXu -vector, for i =1, ....«, r+1.




Set = 0, p,q =
_
R-. 0.
Then there is 110 partial JjL solution of Ax = 0,...—JEs , ,
ziS
As R
^ 0 y ^ ^ ^ o C' 1* Qw •>£ #
Let us put
Ar-1 = i-Aij j i' 3 = HI ,
Ar s LAlj] *' j " «s '•••' "r >■
and denote vectors conformaifcwith Ar_-^ by x, w, etc. ,
those conformai^with Ar by x, w .....
As E
„ cA = 0, p, q. = s, .. ., r - 1
P Q 7 - 7 7 7
it follows from Theorem 5, that there are r - s linearly
independent latent -vectors x1, i = s, ..r - 1 of
A associated with 0 such that
r-1
ri 0 if \ i o >
xj =0 if Eji ci i = 0 .
In the usual way we put
i
h - »
zii - Ahj xj
.1 = 1
and deduce
Z*" = 0 as E<i at. = 0 ; i = s+1,.r-l_,r ^ - U y A. - rij
(22)
0 as RcVr^g > 0 . (23)
The vectors x1 , i=s^..^r-l, form a complete set of
latent vectors of Ar_p associated with 0, as "the multiplicity
of 0 in Ar_p is r - s .
Hence if A n w = 0 , where . w is an1^ -vectorX —X y g J
w = e. xx . c 0 (24)
'
V— - SiS '
O
let A w =0 , where w = 3" = cA
J- <J
o o o o
O
and w is an A - vector»
s
Then Ar_1 w = 0,
and hence (24) holds.
let us normalize w so that c 1> 0
s
Jutting % = _
•A
we obtain v^ = 4Cj_ z1^ r = cs zs^r Q ^
hy (22), (23), (24).
Thus
A A
^ ck r - c s z A r —■* 0 "
This is not possible by theorem 1. The theorem'follows,
10.31.
We shall now prove an interesting theorem.
Theorem 14. The classical canonical submatrices of A
associated with 0 are lxl if and only if
& tk c*vj - . 0 > „.i f 3„> -i* 3 ~ ^> * * •") ^ '
(a) If Ry.. .), . = 0, i f jj 1,3, ~1, ...5 the
3
classical canonical submatrices associated with 0 are 1 x
by theorem 5.
(b) Suppose R^ , >0, for some i, 3#
i 3
let t = min (i - 3 ) when R^ . oL . > 0 ,
1 3
and let r, s, be integers such that R , . O'
r s
and r - s = t.




Hence "by theorem 13, there is no partial solution of
A x = 0.
(c) If the classical canonical submatrices associated with 0
are lxl there are £ primary latent vectors xt By theorem 12,
we may choose x to he an -vector.
Hence A x5 = 0 ,
where xs is an vector, and therefore A.,xj \f 2
is a partial ^ solution of A x = 0 .
But by (h) this is impossible.
Hence if there is some i, j for which R ^ b> 0 the
i ' 3
classical canonical submatrices of A associated with 0 are
not all lxl
The theorem is proved.
10.32.
Biorthonormal sets of latent column and roy/ vectors,
and principal idempotent and nilpotent elements of A
associated with 0.
Two sets of vectors, x-^ , x2 j • • °» x* > Zr\ > J? ? °
r
form biorthonormal sets of vectors, when
x. = c
where J"
±2 = C/U #
i i = 1 » i 2 = 0, i ^ j .
(Of. 10.12).
We shall denote members of biorthonormal sets as x., y., etc.—X ^~*l
When l'- , the number of singular A^ equals 1, theorem 5
,t , 4 %•' / r" •
applies. Hence there are -vectors x , y (y is an
u
u\( -vector when = 0, ii
such that ,.
*' » n
*l ^ ~ )
1 1 ' ~
and if E = xT ,, ya t> o M£7" Z ft
E is the principal idempotent element associated with 0.
When £ = 2 , and E ^ = 0, theorems 5 and 6
also apply.
There are biorthonormal sets of primary latent -vectors,
i iy
x , y , i = 1, 2, and the principal idempotent element
is positive as
1 1/ tl 1/
E = 2i I + xp ^2 ^ 0 '
In Vcheafi?cases there are no nilpotent elements as the classical
canonical suhmatrices associated with 0 are 1*1.
10.33»
Suppose L = 2, E <*-vak, 0» have shown in 10.20
that fckeo-e is a positive primary latent (^,) - vector
0 "1 ^ 1 0 ^
x (y ) and a positive secondary <*, («O- vector x (y ) .
By positive normalization we obtain
1 ' 1 '
y x = 1 .
Then it follows that
2 ' 2 2 ^ 2 ' i "I t"
y x = 1 since y x0 =~y A x^ = y x^ ;
and as xh = 0 L n -J.











let us put x~
1
r >
l — 1, 2 , o^<» «
= 0 .
1 2
= x - r x j
0




z = y •
& . z ? z± > i. 2,
■ 5 = x » z~
Then it is immediately seen that
1 0 Pform "biorthonormal set^1 As x is secondary to ~£ ( A x = 0)
12 12
x , x , (as well as Z~> Z ) form a complete set. of general¬
ised latent vectors of A associated with 0. This is a set
of the required sort.








: ? • >













x -4. 12, y2 -y2 I ft o .* b * ■ •J 1J
]-> !J
10.34-.
In this section we shall find a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of sets of positive Morthonormal
generalised latent vectors in a special case, when € =
B. ^ *>■ 01 —H—
2, and
Zl-C
Theorem 15» let 1=2 and R^^a».)> 0,
while R^tK = 0 j h ^
R h <a, = 0 > 11 "^ ^x.'
I ■ — .---..fce, ....
There are biorthonormal complete sets of positive generalized
latent vectors if and only if
£i.2 ** ft k**», =... . 9.» Ji =. ^i + g - 1 •
1 2
(ii) There are vectors xu>Q "belonging to complete sets
1 2
such that x = 0 , y = . 0
- - -'* « — —
12 1 2
(a) Let x , x , y , y ^ "be complete sets of latent
l 2
vectors satisfying Theorem 9« Any complete sets x , x. ,
1 2
y , y ^ are of the form
2 2 11 2
x=x , x=x+cx
— » — 7
1 „1 . „2 „2 . „1
v
U— y } ! = y + d i'
As x^ = ° , k. <■ <*■ a. ;
;
and y^ = 0 , h
it follows that
xj^ > 0, when R fv A ( > 0
xj * 0, when R k ^
2^ "> 0, when k. 0,
_y| - 0, when R*v k = 0,
for h = 1, ... y* - 1 .
2 f
(L) Hence x^ =0
if and only if R^k Eu,= °> h = ^ +1, . ..,=^-1-
(c) As "> 0, and x ' ty 0, when x1 0 /
*s: ^ = °*. Ai.
XXI
if and only if = 0
Similarly °
9
if and only if ^ = 0
when y^ 0.
1 0
(d) In 10.33« we saw that the sets of vectors x , x ,
12 p' 1
and y_ , y_ , are "biorthogonal if and only if y. x = 0.
But u? .x1 = i y£ / 4
fv^,
as si = ^ = x£ 0 j h ei, ,
0 H ^ .
It follov/s that there are positive Morthonormal sets of gener¬
alized latent vectors if and only if
4 4 = °' ** = U>+ h"? 1J


























In 10,1^ (Cf. 10^7/iheorem 9), we proved that if £ =2,
K. ^.^^ >0, there v/ere complete sets x' **> 0, x^ 0,














^ x 0, when
2 / 1
y-k xh = 0,
h — ^ ® ® j^ ^ *
Thus it might appear that the restriction . pLtA ^ = 0,
h '1
R it.«la.
;n. ~ 0( j «'J ii
L
superfluous. This is not so
2
v/1 ' of Theorem 15 is




we proved that there was a p(t such that w = x +^x"^0
if and only if p X p. If 0, w h> 0, and
theorem 15 can not be satisfied for a secondary latent





























In Theorem 15, the conditions (a) is a "nought and cross"
condition of the type we have had many times "before. We may
see whether it is satisfied "by inspecting the submatrices of A.
We only require to know which A — is singular, and whether
Aij 0 or A. . C 0id " 7 1 r 3 '
On the other hand we can not tell whether Ch)is
satisfied "by a glance at the matrix. We shall give an
example to show that (t) may "be satisfied "by A and not "by
































Here Xg = 0
2 / 1












let us now consider the principal idempotent and nil-
potent elements when £ = 2 ; . "> 0
1 1/ 2 2 7
E - x z + x y_
p ^ i s .








In 10.34 we have seen that there are always Toiorthonormal
sets of generalized latent vectors,
12 12
2 ? 2 y L ) Z with
2




But in general x j j 0 ^ y
assert that E 0. When
2 it
jj Oj and so we can not
1 2 .
x t> 0, y 0, then of course
E o 0.




































As xi (y ^ ) is an -vector i
we have from E =
1, 2,








ok • < r~ -x ■
O vj "V i j
£ r~ ^






i.e. 1\T 0 only If s'rs / — " ~





































In the case R "> 0 > ^ = 2, we have already
remarked that E 0 when there are "biorthogonal complete
sets of positive latent vectors. The converse is not so
obvious.
Theorem 16.
When / = 2, R^ A "> 0, thenv.~i 1> 0, if and
only if there are biorthogonal complete sets of positive
latent vectors.
We need only prove that there are such sets when E 0
















x ^>0, yJ 0 x = xV' Ci X1- "~3 0,
1 Z. &
2 9,1
jc = y - 3' ^ 0 9
"but
x"1" - c x2 j | 0 when c >
y2 - d y1 I [ 0 when d "> d1 .
12 12
This is possible as x , x , and y , y , are linearly
independent.
There is an element of x"^ , x"^" say^ such that = 0
2
but x > 0 .
1 2
Otherwise there would be a c > c-1 such that x - c x > 0.
2 2
Similarly there is an element of y" , ?y. say, such that
c y2 = 0 , but .v-y1 > 0 .
In 10.33 we showed that there were biorthogonal sets of
1 9 2
generalized latent vectors x - r. x"~ , x , and
1 2
y~ , y , where r 0.
It follows that
1 9 1''* 2 2 ^
E ( £ ~ r £ ) £. + £ Z.
and that /fc.-^th element of E is
1 1 21 2 2 21
fr£"frX ~ r A* ?X + ^2
But by assumption E 0, and we have shown that
Ax2 ■> 0, ^y1 •> 0.
Hence r = 0 .
1 2 12
It follows that x , x , y , y are positive biorthogonal
complete sets.
This proves the theorem.
Xll
Corollary. Y/hen ■£.-■= 2, E 04& if and only if there are
complete oipiftiionormal sets of positive latent vectors.
Wlien R «... ^ 1> 0 the statement is equivalent to Theorem 16.
When R.^. = 0, we have seen in 10.13.Theorem 6 that
E 0, and in 10.12, Theorem 5, that there are^complete sets
of positive ("biorthonormal) latent vectors. The result follows.
10.39.
Let -d = 2, R^,* > 0. By 10.33 we may suppose that
i p 12
x , x and (y; , _y_ ) are complete sets of generalized latent
vectors, such that
y;"** "5 0, y_^ 0, x^ -C» 0, and x"*" + r x^
for some r.
.We have -i f p ? ^ 21^
E-rsh = x y_ + x y; + sx y;-
- ( 1 2 v 1 / 2 2 ' -- (x +sx)y; + x y *3 0
when s t> r .
10.4-0.




By 10o24 (5) we know that every complete set of latent column
vectors associated with 0 contains one primary latent vector
x* , xl II 0 .
But as 0 is "the only distinct latent root of k ?
T 1 2 *5 7
Q = jx , x , x J is a non-singular 3x3 matrix when
12 3
x , x , x, form a complete set of latent column vectors
The complete set of latent row vectors, triorthonormal to
1 2 3 -1
x , x , x , consists of the rows of Q
Hence
E = Q Q = I D 0 ■
while the hiorthonormal sets of complete vectors are not
positive.
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The version of the paper given below was submitted to
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Z
AM INEQUALITY FOR LATENT LOOTS
APPLIED TO DETERMINANTS WITH
DOMINANT PRINCIPAL DIAGONAL.
Tiie absolute value of a latent root of a matrix does
not exceed the greatest of the sums of absolute values of
elements in a row of the matrix. This well-known inequality
is due to G. Frobenius (3). In §1 this inequality is gener¬
alized "by the use of compound matrices. In §2 further in¬
equalities are derived, by means of which bounds for deter¬
minants with dominant principal diagonal elements are obtained.
These bounds are improvements of bounds due to H. v. Koch (6),
and A. Ostrowski (7), Y/hich have also been previously improved
by A. Ostrowski (7, 8), and G.B. Price (10). In §3 a condit¬
ion is found under which a matrix is similar to a matrix with
dominant principal diagonal vdien transformed by a diagonal
matrix. A distinction is made between singular and non-singular
matrices, and it is pointed out that a similar condition of
A. Ostrowski (8) may fail in the case of a singular, reducible
matrix.
Let A be an n x n ' matrix with complex elements and C
negative matrix C, positive vector y, etc., to mean a matrix
of non-negative elements, a vector of positive elements and write
A 25- 0, y >• 0) .
§ 1
the non-negative matrix non-
let X "be the diagonal matrix X = diag £x^, x^ y°i xn]
xi>0, i = 1,2,... n The vector r of generalized
row sums of A is defined as r = X 1 C X e
(r
vector e
( / |ai. j x.)/ x± ) ; where
p \ ^ » J- ' . 1
— 1, 1, o . O J *
is the column
By E^j i— 1, 2, «».j n ,
we denote an arrangement of the r. for which E. > E,^. ,.7>K
The latent roots of A are A . , i = 1, 2, ,
arranged so that
A! Al] ^ f A(-






When A is irreducible I A, { = E-^, if and only if
En - E2 - En





where D is a diagonal matrix )J^±±\ ~ 1 > an^ c is "^Ee
non-negative matrix defined above. The matrix A is irreducible




by a conjugate permutation of rows and columns, v/here A,4 AXi
are square matrices and the dot represents a null-matrix.
When A is irreducible, jAsj = s=. = }-\^jif and only if







the dots in the diagonal denoting square null-matrices.
2.3 H-
These conditions were proved, oy' G. Frobenius (3? 4)?
ff-r —-
V. Romanovsky (12) in the non-negative case, A. Brauer (1_, 2),
H. Wielandt (15)? for matrices with complex elements, and others.
They are usually stated for X = I. For general X they follow
from the particular case when B = X~^"A X is considered, Of.
A. Brauer (1).
When A is irreducible and
of the necessity of (2), which is rather more concise than those
we have found in the literature.
let u' he a latent row vector associated with A














i ai3 — 1, .« n
(5)
n.





This proves (l). If j-A, [ = R-^ we are no?/ able to assert (2)
from (6), provided no u^ is zero. Suppose u^ = 0,
1, . k, : u."i
in (5) and (6).
By (5) 0 = R1
0, i = k + 1 n The equalities hold
£ hi
C-l
aijI 3 = k + 1, ...T n
and hence ali — 0 1, , k, j = k + 1, 9 n>
2. 3A
whence A is reducible. This gives the required condition.
Theorem 1.
u. it
TT lAjj ^ H E± , l k t n . (7)
t - I <•-<
n
Corollary 1. | det A [ ^ TT R. . (8)
! 1
Corollary 2. When A is irreducible
TI j A - ( = T7 Ri for k = 1, ....; r 4 n ; (9)
t, = 1 c, — |
if and only if
|.Aj = (A4 , . . = \A rl = % = E2=.= En. (10)
Corollary 3» When A is irreducible
, . h
| det A | = Tl E. (11)
if and only if A is monomial or is the lxl null matrix. (We
shall call A monomial if it has precisely one non-zero element
in each row and column; ®f. Birkhoff and Maclane, "A Survey of
Modern Algebra" the MacMillan Company, hew York, 33-941), p. 227).
Proof of Theorem 1. let Sr be a subset of the set 1, 2, ».^ n
containing k members, let , ? =1» •••• ( k) form all
possible such distinct sets. let <T/t_ v be an ordered arrangement
of S y and- i iAt , i = 1, ...^ k the i-th member of J
let JAt , ~ 1, ..kJ be the possible distinct f for
fixed T « Evidently as fx. and Y run through all values., the
represent every manner of selecting k distinct integers from
n .
let H v be an ordered arrangement of k integers (not
necessarily all distinct), from the set 1, ...? n, and let h^
be the i-th element of H $ . let the H <? v" = 1, ...? nk be
i &jall possible distinct H ? . By A we denote the k-th compound
) CMof A, and by affT the element of A formed from the minor at
the intersection of rows i s. , columns i 6 ST of A .
let R^', r 1*'° be the generalized row sums of At,tJ .
In the summations below we shall assume that the indices y
run through all the values indicated above. In the product i
is taken over the fixed set S, which we shall choose as 1, .... k.
We shall first prove the theorem for X = I .
t*-)
a rr / ±71 a..
cS = Jal^l — > lie'A - I a — „ I / If o • •u t furl < i i
A r
(c-j
r<r 4<W* «/n = :^v, =1*1-
Y T /V -A. t (12.)
Y/hen = R^ , we have from (l)
TTjA.I * r^ ± TT" r. - TT R,
0 = 1 C~l U~i C iZj
and (13) may be applied to B = X~"^ AX to yield the theorem.
Corollary 1, is the case k = n, and may be proved more
simply by applying (l) to A } where 4 = diag (r^, r2 ... r^
Proof of Corollary 2. Prom (9) we have in particular 1 At j =
We may now assert (2) and (10) follows. The converse is trivial.
In this case A must satisfy (3) and after a conjugate permutation
of rows and columns, also (4) with k = r .
2i?
¥ )
Proof of Corollary 3- The matrix A 'consists of the single
element a . When X = I we inspect (12), where the equality
must hold under the conditions of the corollary. Hence
W- jrK
£ TT c. • 3=-ilc/. . ** = ' 1 . As A is irreducible this
^ t--( x6.'r £,•=,
is satisfied only by a monomial matrix or the 1x1 null-matrix.
The converse is again evident, for general X we note that
det B = det A and that if B is monomial (or null) so is A.
This completes the proof. We deduce that when (11) is satisfied
by an irreducible A,
IAI= 1"U = = j,Aj= (v
let us now suppose that (9) is satisfied with r = n, for an
irreducible A.
so.
Then j det A ( ■ = TT
u ~ I
By Corollary it follows that A is a monomial matrix or the
lxl null-matrix. If A is monomial R. = fa..j x./x. ,l ! ioi 3' l '
where a.. is the non-zero element in the i-th row of A.
_L J
By Corollary 2f
RL = R1 * = Rn = 0 > say J>
and hence C : (e. •), (c • .) = ( j ^t'J ) , satisfies C = c XPX~\
where P is a permutation matrix.
By Corollary 2, (3) applies
THus A = a D"1 X P X-1 D ,
where D is a diagonal matrix, ( d-J = 1.




A,x.1 A 2- X-
X
(14)
A AV- X. i~ t~
where the A— are square and irreducible, and the dots repres-
ent^^; null-matrices. The matrix A obtained from A by putting
A. . = 0, i ">■ j , has the same latent roots as A.
A J
Lb-
let EA , 1 = 1, ...j n, ■> Eg'^ >En ^le the gener¬




.1 A| ^,71-4 !L C
Hence if (11) holds E^ = E. , and thus A.. = 0, i > j_L J. J
Further restrictions on A are easily found by applying the
corollaries to the irreducible A^ .
§ 2.
let M be a square n x n matrix whose elements satisfy m^A-0,
mi-^0 ^ i A 3 • lei A be a matrix, = CKljj}' lei
h be the vector h = X M X e, e =^1, 1, lj> (i.e.
hi = T-|aii| - A(aij xi)/xiJ' iVllen 11 >0< we
shall say that A has a dominant diagonal with respect to X (or
that A is similar to a matrix with dominant diagonal under
2 39
transformation X). It was known to Hadamard (5) that A is
non-singular when h>0„ Many bounds for j det A| have teen found.
Recently G.B. Price (10) has given some that are especially simple.
Using a method of H.V. Koch (6) we shall deduce hounds which are
an improvement on some previously proved.
We shall use a lemma due to H. Weyl (14) and G. Polya (9) to prove
further inequalities between the £c\ and R^ .
lemma. If a^. , ti 0, a^ > a2 ">. • * ' an
K • K
and TT a^ ^ IT k = 1, ... j _n_.
l, i u = <
Vw H-
then ^ y (ai) ^ £ yC^) }
where__ <3 (log x) = cf> (x) is a non-decreasing function of log x.
tr- f
Corollary , / £\ , ^ 0 1 ^ r ^ n . . (15)
Por }3^|; R^ satisfy the conditions of the lemma ty theorem 1, and
x°^ is a non-decreasing function of log x.
let h > 0 , Sj^ = (1 - h^/ j d|i:i J ) , = max si , and
S = 7 s • . We have s- x. 1, as h > 01 1
Por X = I Ostrowski (7) proved
[det A | TT hjL = Tl (ai±| (1 - s±) (16)
and Koch (6) proved
r , '9T tTI det A j > e (1 - Sx) 1 M j a±± | . (17)
C- =" I
Iheorem 2. If h> 0
I
^ |
e^ TT | a.. I (1 - s.) ^ ( det AI — ~ (18)1 1X1 * 1 ' TT CI- *:)
where either inequality holds if, and only if, A is diagonal.
z<+o
Proof. Let Q = diag £a n ..... a^. Then Q is non-
singular as I a.. | h. 0. let P = I - Q~~ A and let F( -L -L j _L
"be the non-negative matrix ( f^ ) = (j Pijj )• diagonal
elements of P are zero and F X^> = ••••
let the latent roots of P be , i = 1, ...? n .
Vk.
det A = det Q , det (I - P) = IT a±± (1 - p£).
Hence 1 £ log(l -/%±) = — £ £ ^c/\> ,
re
where 1 = log (det A/TT a^) and the series converges as,
c —4
by (1), j/%^ j £ S-l ^ 1
-J>
£4i = - / 4i A/ )
A"




We apply (15) to P, and obtain from (20)
*>S> 'l
'^i ^ e:., £ s,v = - s + £ £
i-*
1 -T, i>~, v> 20-~ f C f
whence, as s. ^ 1,1
K.
fl | £ - S - i log (1 - SjL) . (21)
w —— (
This is equivalent to (18).
One of the equalities in (18) implies the equality in (20).
, S
Comparing this equation with (19) we see that -2 = 2, 3, ....
nr
have equal arguments. Hence ^ o , but £ = 0, and so
C~t H.
^ = 0 j i = 1, ...? n. This gives / det Aj = TT |a±il • ffe
have assumed one of the equalities and thus we must have s^ q
i = 1, ... . n. Hence A is diagonal. The converse is obvious.
The lower bound of (18) is evidently as sharp as, or sharper
1 H-l
than (16) for all jdet A j for which h > 0. That a similar
relation holds between (18) and (17) is easily proved : -fo-t
(17) is equivalent to
j 1 I £ - s - (S/S1) log (1 - sx) ,
and - S - (s/S1)log (1 - S1) = - S + (S/S^ £ ~~
v>=, *
>. - s +/ £ ^ = - S - £ log (1 - s,)...«>-< c-( 1
The result follows by the equivalence of (21) and (18).
It should be pointed out. that other authors have found improve¬
ments of (16) and (17) for determinants with a dominant diagonal.
Ostrowski (J7) has proved
i i ' "V"W' (7* Vr*
| let A | TJ (aii| e" ' 1 (1 - S]_) 1 , (22)
c—( *
rt-
where CT *= t~jv±£l ^ (max^p^ | ) S (23)
md ^ (24)
(a /aii|) T"f o - s2<;-! s2i> - (det A( 4TlKi|J"n(i +O-l ' o -x-) 0— ( O ~ (
where the S^, i = 1, . ..7 n , are an arrangement of the s^ such
that S1 ^ sn ; and- 0?-/2} is "k*16 integral part of
n/2 .
Price (10) has proved
w
TT (jaii| - t±) ^ jdet A j ^ 17 (ja^i + t±) # (25)t- - < I 6— j
h = / Kjl.
, j = <hi
Por all det A for which h = X-"1" Iff X e "*> 0, it is easily
seen that (24) and (25), like (18) yield bounds as sharp as, or
sharper than (16), while (22) (because of (23)) , like (18) yields
bounds as sharp as, or sharper than (17). There does not appear to
"be a relation of this sort between (18), (22), (24), and (25),
e.g. (18) may "be sharper or less sharp than (22) depending on the
particular A considered. One may construct examples to suit
one hound or another. Generally speaking, however, (24) gives
the test bounds. When the superdiagonal elements of A are small
compared to the subdiagonal elements (25) is generally best.
3 3 •
If M is a square"~matrix for which m. .^0, m. . :0, i j ,H 1
and h = X"1 M X e 0 it is known that all latent roots of M
have positive real parts, while if h >- 0, the latent roots of M
are zero or have positive real parts (Rohrbach (11), Taussky (13)).
We shall prove these results with some converses which are apparently
new.
Theorem 5. There is an X = diag \x-^, Xg, ...._, x^jj x^ > 02
i = 1, ...? n such that h = X-^ M X e *>. 0 , if and only if
the latent roots of M ; ) m^^O, m^.^O, have
positive real parts.
Among the latent roots of largest modulus of a non-negative
matrix G there is one, ft , that is non-negative. If ft ,
then (dkl - G) is non-singular and (ckI - G)""1" 7*, 0. (Probenius
(4), Wielandt (15)). bet us choose ok ^ max . Then (okl - M)£0 .
We shall nov/ put G = I - M . If p,= ot - ft- it follows that
p is a latent root of M. let A be any other latent root of M,
\ f p, Then j$ = «*. - A is -a latent root of G. Hence
and as p> f - , C3t( p>) ft where (3L( |i ) is the real
part of |3 .
We have
{Jt(A) = <*> - CEU p>) *> rA - ft = pi .
2-tl
Hence M has a latent root, ft, of least real part which is real,
and whose real part is less than that of any other latent root.
By applying (l) to G- we obtain
g = * - ft iz max(X"1 {d I - I ^ I e = <->. - min h. )
where ( .denotes the i-th ^element of the vector inside the
"bracket o
Hence min h^ ^ ft (26)
for all X . Thus if h > 0 it follows that /pt> 0 , and "by
B-(A ) f ft- all latent roots of M have positive real parts.
Suppose that all latent roots have positive real parts. Then
M is clearly non-singular and fi> 0 . Hence = (« I - G)~"\> 0
as cA = ff + ft■ > f
let k "be any column vector, k>0, and let M X e = k
We have
Xe = M k > 0 .
as, of course every row of the non-singular matrix M contains at
least one positive element. The vector X e determines the diagonal
matrix X uniquely. Putting k = h , we have X~^M X e = h> 0>
as required, and the theorem is proved.
While^k, k > 0, is arbitrary (26) shows that h is much more
restricted. It is of some interest to construct an X for which
h > 0. let 7rt 0 be the real latent root of least real part of M ,/ / r -L pp7
where the
? i = 1, . ..* r, are the matrices in the diagonal
of the decomposition of M, Cf. (14). let yp be a latent vector
of M
pp, associated with rp. If G is partitioned conformally
with M, we have Gfp = Ip - Mp p, where I p is a unit matrix.
Then yp is also a latent column vector of G associated withPP
"2-4-4-
j'p = a - 7-5t , where Yt> is a non-negative latent root ofP
maximum modulus of G . But G is irreducible, as an irred-PP PP
ucible matrix remains irreducible when the diagonal elements
are altered. Hence Yp is a single latent root of G andPP
\
ha,s a unique positive latent column vector associated with it,
(Probenius (4), Wielandt (15)). It follows that y -<J > 0, on
suitable normalization.
let Y^ = diag ••• ) . and x = diag •• • ®rYrIl
where the 1S5 are positive constants. We shall write h ={hf, -..^h* J-
h r> conformal with Mp?i Similarly |e = ejf = {l, 1, ...^ ljr.
We note that and Y;^1 Mpp V& P -
How h = X~~Y M X e
J
P
whence h' = F Y _1 jL #. M . Y. Y
r P • J P J J
v! —1
or h'° - rep - E'1 fp , (27)P P
where fp = - Y -1 / E- M . Y- e^ (28)P ^ 2 P3 2
As 1.^0, j p, it follows that fp -2 0. But f^, p :Z 2,P t)
is homogeneous and linear in 2T^ ^ y• • • °y involves no
other W< , white 0 . Hence from (27), h1 > 0, and by
E»
choosing Zf sufficiently large compared to gA , Bt,, ...., 2F
P -L ri P
we shall obtain hp > 0 , p >, 2 . Choosing successively
% ' ®"2 '**.> we ma^" ensure "^at h> 0 .
An implication of the conditions of theorem 3 is worth
noting. let us suppose that mpp is the kith element of the
principal diagonal of M . Then for all M s: (m..) , m.. 0,
PP IJ 1:L
n^.^0, i Y 2 ,
2-Sj-S
= A,
J) 1 ^ o o o }
1 == 1 J O « O «I Ilo
It follows that the equivalent assumptions h = X~^~ M X e > 0 or
p, > 0 of theorem 3 imply mii> i = ...^ n.
We shall use the above construction for h to prove a
result corresponding to theorem 3 when M is not restricted
to he non-singular. let us say that an irreducible A^ of
the decomposition (14) of a reducible matrix A is isolated
when A • • = 0, j i .
-L J
Theorem 4. The matrices M and X satisfy the conditions of
theorem 3. If there is an X for which h = X""1" M X e ->_ 0
the latent roots of I are zero or have positive real parts.
If the latent roots of I have non-negative real parts there is
an X for which h = X""^ M X e >- 0 if,and only if, M is
irreducible or the singular of the decomposition of M are
isolated.
We shall give all symbols the same meanings as in the proof
of theorem 3*
The considerations leading to (26) and (27) hold under the con¬
ditions of the theorem. If 0 we have from (26) that some
h±^'^< 0, for all X . Hence if h = X"1 M X e >. 0 then also
p. 0, and as (R( A) > ft, v/hen /£r is any other latent root
of M, -A ^ /H- > "tiie first part of the theorem follows.
m. . t> (Y -1 M Yli v p pp p
whence, by A = a .
m1± > /t. ,
Suppose 0 and consider (27).
If ^ >0, we have proved that h'> 0, and hp >• 0, p 75- 2,
provided that is sufficiently large compared to
Now suppose /£, = 0 and .
If M is isolated, M . = 0 , jcp , and "by (28), fp = 0,
whence hp = 0. Thus if all singular M are isolated or if
PjP
M = is irreducible we have a vector h = •{_ h"*" hrJ where
either hp> 0 or hp = 0. Hence h 73= 0.
We must still consider the case when some singular M is
PP
not isolated.
Partition X = diag £x-^ ..... x^jf, x. > 0, and G = ^ I - M
conformably with M. Then X = diag £X-^, X2 ?•.* I,."} where the
X^ are diagonal matrices with positive diagonal elements, and the
u- are irreducible, as an irreducible matrix remains irreducible
PP
when the diagonal elements are altered.
We also partition h conformably with M.




X 1 i M . X. e3 .
P PJ J i
'j~ *
whence hp = e® - r® - f® ,
where £p = - V1/, 'MPd Xi ed '0 ^ (29)
and ck @P _ ®P = -Xp"1 Mpp XP eP = V1(aiP " V xp e-(30)
Hence r? X _1 G X ep .
P PP P (31)
As ffi^ 0, j = 1, 2, ...5 p-1, and some M pj r- 0, j c p, it
follows from (30) that
f p > 0 , fP f 0. (32)
lM-1
But a 0, and so rp is tlie vector of generalized rowifir
sums of G_ . The latent root of maximum modulus of G is
PP pp
h = Ap = 04 • By (1), *np , the, largest element
of rp satisfies r.p ^ ol1 *
If r^^ oc , By (29) and (32)
h±p = cA - r±p - f±p ^ 0
and h is not non-negative.
Suppose r.p = ok . Since G is irreducible (2) holds. Hence
x pp
rp = <A eP j and from (29) and (32)
hp = - fp *=. 0 , hp ^ 0
and h is not non-negative.
As X is an arbitrary diagonal matrix with x^ > 0, we have
proved that h = X-"h\! X e is not non-negative when a singular
M
p is not isolated. This completes the proof of the theorem.
In theorem 3 and 4 we may replace
X = Diag '[xp x2,..9 xj , x± > 0 (33)
by x > 0 (34)
and h = X"1 M X e ^ 0 (h = X"1 M X e > 0 ) (35)
by k = H x 0 ( k = M x > 0 ) . (36)
For putting Xe = x and X-1 h = k we have (33) if and
only if (34), and (35) if and only if (36).
When p. ~ >5-0 (pi = d- > 0) det M = det (<x I - G)
and all principal minors of M are non-negative (positive),
(Frobenius (3), Ostrowski (8)). The converse is also true. The
characteristic equation of M is
= (-x)n + ^(-x)11 1 + c2(-x)n~2 4 + crn
where cr is the sum of principal minors of M or order r
and cn = det M. If det M is non-negative (positive) and all
principal minors of M are non-negative it follows that all
real latent roots are non-negative (positive). I-Ience /h-5- 0
( -ft. > 0 ) . We deduce that in theorems 3 and 4 we may-
replace "the latent roots of 1 are zero or have positive real
parts ( the latent roots of M have positive real parts)" "by
"det M and all principal minors are non-negative (positive)"
or "by "det M is non-negative (positive) and all principal
minors of 1 are non-negative".
A theorem by Ostrowski ((8), theorem 4) may he restated thus:
"If in M, 0, mCji=-0, i yt. j, det M and all principal
minors of M are non-negative there are column vectors x > 0 ,
k Z- 0, such that Mx = k. If M Is non-singular we may restrict
k : k > 0." Our preceding two remarks indicate that theorem 3
may he reduced to the non-singular case of Ostrowski's theorem.
If M is reducible and singular, however, a similar reduction
applied to theorem 4 shows that any matrix M with a non¬
isolated singular 1L. in its decomposition will not satisfy
Ostrowski's theorem.£ There does not appear to he any justification
for the second sentence of (8_), § 13, page
/•V -vu L,~f~ CL '^t^c
A
Finally we shall prove another analogue of Ostrowski's theorem.
If there are vectors x > 0, k ^ 0 , such that Mx = k, the latent
roots of M have non-negative real parts.
If the latent roots of M have non-negative real parts there are
vectors x £-0, x ^ 0, k^O, such that Mx = k.
The first statement follows from the first part of theorem 4
and the equivalence of (33) and (34)? (35) and (36),
Suppose A ^ 0 . let r he the number of irreducible M.. in
the decomposition of M and let x = ,...? 0 y'"^' where
the 0P are null-vectors and yr is the positive latent vector
of associated with a.^the latent root of least real part
of M^-j- .
We have x A 0, x f 0 ;
Theorem 5- The matrix M : (m. .) has m. . 0, m. . s* 0, i -stj .
J J—L. -L
and k Ix
as ft ^ fc t>- 0 .
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